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High temperature catalytic reactions are being intensely studied since many decades due to their 
large industrial potential, such as in pyrolysis, total oxidation (i.e. combustion) and partial 
oxidation of hydrocarbons. The reactions are characterized by extreme reaction temperatures (T> 
1000oC) where homogeneous (i.e. non-catalytic gas phase) reactions can occur in parallel to 
catalytic reactions. This occurrence of homogeneous reactions is typically an undesired feature, 
since it complicates the understanding of reaction mechanisms, leads to selectivity losses, and 
often poses a safety hazard due to potentially explosive behavior [1]. Since free surfaces tend to 
bind radical species, eventually lead to a quenching of gas-phase reactions.  
Microreactors, i.e. chemical reactors with characteristic dimensions in the sub-millimeter range, 
hold great promise for fundamental studies of existing processes offering small thermal inertia, 
high heat and mass transport rates, compactness etc. Due to their large surface-to-volume ratio, 
microreactors can be expected to suppress undesirable gas phase reactions and thus form safe 
reactor configurations for highly explosive processes. 
In the present study, we numerically investigate the reactive flow of H2/air mixtures in a 
microchannel to gain insights into the reason for the absence of explosion observed in previous 
experiments [2, 3]. The H2 oxidation reaction is chosen as model reaction due to its high 
exothermicity and wide flammability range. It also constitutes an important sub-set of reactions 
in hydrocarbon oxidation. 
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In a two-dimensional boundary layer numerical model, we used coupled mechanisms with 
detailed elementary-step kinetics for gas-phase and catalytic surface reactions. The influence of 
different wall materials, reactor dimension, feed conditions and reaction pressure on the coupling 
of heterogeneous and homogeneous reaction pathways in the microreactor was studied. The 
results demonstrate that the attainability of ‘intrinsic safety’ in microchannel reactors is strongly 
dependent on a complex interplay between homogeneous and heterogeneous reaction pathways 
in the individual reaction system. In particular, it is found that intrinsic reactor safety breaks 
down at sufficiently high reactor pressure. Generalized equations for the current reaction systems 
are derived.  
As an outlook, other industrially relevant reaction systems, i.e. CO oxidation and NOx 
formation, are preliminary investigated with respect to the effect of heterogeneous-homogeneous 
interactions and radical quenching in particular, on the behaviour of these reaction systems. 
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 1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
Ignition, i.e. the transition from an unreactive to a reactive state, is a necessary prerequisite for 
any chemical reaction. However, the ignition of undesired reactions is also the reason for 
selectivity losses in sequential as well as parallel reaction networks and can lead to safety 
hazards such as run-away and explosive behavior in industrial reactors [1]. A well-controlled and 
safe chemical process therefore requires a good understanding of the reaction mechanism 
underlying the specific process as well the main influences of operating parameters on the 
ignition behavior. Therefore, many studies have been dedicated to the understanding of the 
ignition of chemical reactions, both for homogeneous (i.e. non-catalytic gas-phase) as well as 
catalytic processes[1, 4]. Since the addition of a catalyst opens up a new reaction pathway with a 
different (typically lower) activation energy and thus different ignition behavior, catalytic 
processes constitute a particularly interesting case, both from an applied as well as a scientific 
point. In most chemical processes, the ignition of only one of the low-temperature catalytic 
reaction is desired in order to avoid excessive temperatures, unwanted side reactions, and, 
particularly, the occurrence of open flames or explosions.  
An important example for such processes is high temperature catalysis. High temperature 
catalytic reactions are being intensely studied since many decades due to their industrial 
importance, such as in pyrolysis, total oxidation (i.e. combustion) for energy production and 
partial oxidation of hydrocarbons for the production of numerous petrochemical intermediates 
[5]. The reactions are characterized by extreme reaction temperatures (T>1000°C) where 
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homogeneous reactions can occur in parallel to catalytic reactions. This occurrence of 
homogeneous reactions is typically undesired, since it significantly complicates the fundamental 
understanding of reaction mechanisms and often poses a safety hazard due to potentially 
explosive behavior [3]. Hence, care must be taken to control or avoid homogeneous gas-phase 
reactions, in order to avoid selectivity losses during partial oxidation, and uncontrolled process 
temperatures, open flames and explosions in both total and partial oxidation processes [2].  
In these days, scientific research in the energy sector is moving towards the production of H2 as 
an alternative source of clean and efficient fuel via various “Hydrogen Solution” projects [6]. As 
a consequence, during production and transportation of H2 in large scale, a major issue arises 
concerning “safety”. Each of the drawbacks faced by hydrogen economy, i.e. production, 
storage, safety, fuel cells, etc. is thorny enough on its own. In particular, resolving this “safety” 
issue, hydrogen oxidation reactions system needs to be carried out in a safe way. 
Catalytic oxidation of hydrogen is an important, yet simple, sub-set of hydrocarbon oxidation, 
i.e. high temperature catalytic reactions. The reaction has been studied for many years and is 
therefore well understood [7-10]. Beyond its importance as a subset of hydrocarbon oxidations, it 
is also an important combustion reaction in itself which is used in rocket propulsion and more 
recently as a key reaction in fuel cells. The reaction is characterized by particularly wide 
flammability limits (about 3-75 vol% H2 in air) and very high flame velocities, i.e. strong 
explosions [1]. Its strong exothermicity (∆H ≈ -240 kJ/mol) makes it a possible energy (heat) 
source, but the danger of strong explosions restricts its use for practical applications to feed 
mixtures below the lower flammability limits.  
H2 oxidation proceeds via a radical-chain branching mechanism like all hydrocarbon oxidations 
(gas phase-homogeneous). Surfaces are known to capture radicals and hence sufficient surface 
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area could help to suppress homogeneous reactions. Large surface-to-volume ratios are 
achievable in miniaturized structures, such as in microfabricated devices with which elimination 
of undesired homogeneous reactions can be probable. 
We have recently been able to show that the explosion hazard in H2 oxidation can be strongly 
reduced through the use of micromachined catalytic reactors [2, 3, 11]. Such “microreactors”, 
defined here as chemical reactors with characteristic dimensions in the sub-millimeter range, 
show a number of advantages over conventional “macroscopic” reactors [12]. Among the 
advantages of microreactors for chemical processes are their small reactant volumes, short 
pathways for heat and mass transport, and very large surface-to-volume ratios. On top of these, 
their small overall dimensions make them ideal for applications where space requirements are 
critical, such as in mobile devices.  
It is the aim of this study to investigate the use of catalytic microreactors for potentially 
explosive reactions via detailed numerical simulations. The objective of these simulation studies 
is to evaluate the intricate interplay between homogeneous and heterogeneous reaction pathways, 
investigate how and under what conditions reactor dimensions can lead to a quenching of 
explosions, test the influence of different wall materials and ultimately to test the applicability of 
this approach to different reaction systems.  
After a brief overview of current technologies in the field of microchemical systems and 
especially the importance of ignition studies in high temperature catalysis, chapter 2 discusses 
the role of numerical simulations in these studies. In particular, it will be discussed how 
simulations help to gain a better and precise understanding of experimental observations. 
In this study, simulations are based on a two-dimensional boundary layer model using the 
Creslaf module of the commercially available software CHEMKIN 3.6. Detailed descriptions of 
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homogeneous and heterogeneous reaction pathways were included through elementary-step 
kinetics of surface and gas-phase reactions inside the microreaction channel. Details of the model 
and numerics are presented in chapter 3.  
Chapter 4 then presents the results from the simulation studies. Four different wall materials 
were studied: a completely inert wall as a reference case, catalytically active noble metal 
surfaces (Pt, Pd) and a generic ‘radical recombination’ surface (RR), representing non-catalytic 
radical-scavenging materials such as quartz glass. While the RR wall showed an ignition-
inhibiting effect, suppressing all reactions at sufficiently small channel diameters, the catalytic 
walls showed a transition from an ignition-promoting effect at lower reaction temperatures to an 
ignition-inhibiting effect at high reaction temperatures due to interactions between homogeneous 
and catalytic reaction pathways [13]. In qualitative agreement with previous experiments, a 
complete quenching of homogeneous reactions is also observed for any temperature and at 
atmospheric pressure for reactor diameters below 285 µm. Since increasing pressure can lead to 
a break-down of this quenching, the effect of reaction pressure on overall ignition behaviour of 
H2 oxidation in catalytic microreactors is studied next. All simulations are performed in an 
isothermal microreactor [14] to decouple the kinetic effect from thermal effect. In addition to 
that, it is of interest to investigate non-isothermal operation of explosive reactions in 
microreactors as temperature strongly influences ignition behaviour. Therefore, adiabatic 
simulations were also conducted to study the influence of non-isothermal conditions on the 
ignition behaviour and those are illustrated in chapter 4. 
Though the present work is quantitatively valid particularly for hydrogen oxidation reaction 
system on catalytic and non-catalytic materials but qualitatively a similar behaviour is expected 
to be observed for other similar (industrially relevant) reactions systems such as in particular CO 
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oxidation, CO-air/H2-air oxidation, NOx formation in combustion. Those systems are studied 
and are discussed in the last section of the same chapter. 
Overall, our study indicates that microreactors can be intrinsically safe reactors for the study of 
high-temperature catalytic reactions, and hold the potential to be developed into highly sensitive 
tools for the study of the homogeneous-heterogeneous interactions.  
Chapter 6 concludes this work with a summary and an extended outlook of this work is in 
chapter 7. We are currently designing a new microreactor to verify our numerical results in 
future experimental studies. The design and fabrication are briefly introduced in chapter 7.  
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 2.0 FUNDAMENTALS 
 
Microfabrication techniques have led to dramatic advancements in the electronics industry since 
the past four decades. More recently these techniques have also found applications in the 
chemical and biological field. New horizons open up in the application to the reaction 
engineering toolbox. The real value of this chemical process miniaturization effort lies in 
researches in exploring new reaction pathways, concerning safety and finding economical and 
environmentally benign solutions to chemical manufacturing. Ignition studies in micromachined 
reactors add new perspectives in terms of safe reactor operation and those are being evaluated 
with numerical approach as in [13]. 
 
2.1 MICROCHEMICAL SYSTEMS 
 
Microchemical systems, microreaction technology [15], “lab-on-a-chip” [16], “plant-on-a-chip” 
have gone from buzzwords to major research paradigms in the field of engineering in the last 
decade. Microfabrication techniques [17] have originally developed from microelectronics 
applications. The application of such systems promise to offer compactness, low weight, low 
cost, high efficiency, mobility and performance characteristics that are significantly different 
from full-scale engineering processes. Furthermore, such micromachined systems can be mass 
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produced and replicated in parallel after standardizing and thereby partially offset the economies 
of scale which are realized by traditional large scale processes.  
Microchemical systems or “microreactors” used in such studies are “chip-scale” microfabricated 
reactors comprised of channels etched in the thin oxide layer coated silicon wafer using silicon 
bulk micromachining techniques involving photolithography and KOH etching techniques [18-
20]. Glass or different metals can be used as substrate materials besides silicon, but due to the 
availability of well-developed and reliable photolithography and etching techniques in the 
microelectronics industry, silicon is typically favored as the substrate for micromachining.  
Catalyst deposition is a particularly challenging part in developing those catalytic 
micromachinned reactors. In one of the earliest studies with catalytic microreactor where channel 
walls were catalytically coated with a platinum catalyst, the authors reported degradation of the 
catalyst problem above 700oC [21]. That is due to thermal expansion mismatch between Si 
substrate and Pt thin film. Such problems can be avoided for example in the set-up of Veser et.al 
[3] by using Pt catalyst as a thin wire in the channel.  
In a recent study, a wall coated silicon microchannel reactor is successfully fabricated for 
preferential oxidation of CO in excess of H2 and the results were compared to a tubular packed 
bed micro-reactor [22]. The authors have successfully addressed the scale-up issue by stacking 
microreactors with glass-frit bonding and a double layer stack microrecator is fabricated which 
holds all the properties of microreactor. That stacking-bonding scale-up method also been used 
to fabricate a cross-flow heat-exchanger using the same design which showed numerous 
advantages in terms of heat integration over the conventional packed-bed reactors. 
The large body of work on heterogeneously catalyzed gas phase reactions in micro-structured 
reactors have been reviewed by Kolb and Hessel of IMM in Germany [23]. They defined the 
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achievement of proper microfabrication techniques as Phase I which represents the time period 
since 1990-2000. The comprehensive characterization of micromachined devices mainly 
involving experts from heterogeneous catalysis is defined as Phase II. This covers a period 
starting from 1998 up to now. Since the last two years Phase III marks the commercial 
fabrication of microreactors.  
Within the last decade various groups have successfully developed different microreactors for 
chemical processing applications such as phosgene synthesis [24], multiphase processing [25], 
chemical detection [26] and H2 production for fuel cell applications [27]. A brief summary on the 
applications of such micromachined reactors is given by Wan et.al [28]. Different fabrication 
techniques and intricacy of catalyst deposition methods in microchannels is discussed in detail. 
These microchemical systems, still in its infancy, have the right potential to change the chemical 
engineering landscape. 
 
2.2 IGNITION STUDIES 
Ignition, when a sufficient amount of reactive radicals are produced to start off the reaction by 
the free radical chain reactions, is the prerequisite of all chemical reactions in gas phase. After 
ignition, reactions proceed either catalytically or non-catalytically as a wave propagating from a 
localized source of ignition throughout the whole volume. Many studies have been conducted on 
ignition of different high temperature oxidation reactions since the 1950s [1, 9, 29-31]. In these 
gaseous fuel-oxidant systems, explosion limits are specified in terms of kinetic and diffusion 
parameters (which determine the rate of chain branching and chain breaking), temperature, 
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pressure, composition and especially the dimension of reaction vessel and the material of the 
inner vessel surface.  
These explosion limits in absence of a catalytic material are investigated in detail and well 
illustrated in [1] for H2 oxidation reaction system. H2 oxidation is a typical example in the 
category of highly exothermic reactions which has several important applications in high 
temperature catalysis as an important subset reaction in the oxidation of all fossil fuels. In 
particular, the behavior of hydrogen-oxygen system was challenging to understand: the explosion 
behavior of this system is quite complex due to its wide range of flammability limits and clearly 
inconsistent with a set of simple global reactions which is generally unable to address the critical 
reaction steps influencing explosion. Homogeneous chemistry of various light fuels, i.e. 
hydrogen, methane is relatively known since 1980’s, but the relative importance between 
homogeneous and heterogeneous chemistries of those fuels is still under rigorous research.  
Detailed ignition study was made in the confined boundary layer with laser induced fluorescence 
(LIF) for OH and O radicals measurements [32, 33]. The gas-phase ignition of ethane-air in a 
boundary layer at ambient conditions over catalytic and non-catalytic surface was investigated. 
The authors measured the production rate of OH and O radicals near the wall in catalytically 
stabilized thermal (CST) combustor at the time of ignition. However, their boundary layer 
ignition experiment was unable to measure stable products for high temperature surface 
oxidation and also the intermediates prior to ignition. The experiment was set to in simulating the 
entrance region of a catalytically stabilized thermal (CST) combustor [34].  
In addition to the mentioned LIF technique, an array of other different experimental techniques 
such as temperature programmed reaction (TPR) [35], molecular beam relaxation (MBRS) [36], 
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catalytic ignition temperatures [37], catalytic autotherms [38] have been employed in the context 
of H2 oxidation reaction system.  
The controlled oxidation of hydrogen in a microstructured stainless steel reactor/heat exchanger 
on a Pt impregnated alumina catalyst was studied by Schubert et.al [39] where they have 
observed hazardous mixture can be safely operated and a dramatic improvement of catalyst 
activity also was illustrated. On the contrary, they also described the difficulties faced in 
depositing catalyst on the wall which needs to be looked into in detail. 
Other relevant reactions systems, such as, high temperature oxidation of moist CO air mixtures 
have been conducted in shock tubes [40] and stirred reactors [41]. Gas phase ignition of carbon 
monoxide/hydrogen/oxygen system has been reviewed in early 90’s which has started since 30’s 
by several researchers [42, 43] and surface ignition on Pt surface has been studied in ultra-high 
vacuum chamber and extrapolated to atmospheric pressure by Kasemo et.al [44]. Steady state as 
well as transient kinetics of CO oxidation on Pt wire was examined up to 1500K by Schmidt et.al 
[45]. Kasemo et.al [46] has shown in the experiment of CO oxidation over Pt (100) and also in a 
simulation with a three step kinetic model that a kinetic phase transition is observed from a CO 
covered surface to a O covered regime after ignition. In various works reaction rates of catalytic 
CO oxidation over Pt are studied as coverage dependent [47, 48] and global kinetic model were 
validated against experimental results [48, 49]. 
Ignition and extinction of homogeneous-heterogeneous combustion was studied on Pt catalyst 
for methane and propane oxidation [50, 51]. 
In mapping out the heat flux at cold wall as a function of wall temperature for hydrocarbon 
(methane, ethylene and propane)-air systems recent experiments and theoretical work have been 
performed [52, 53]. Comparing experimental and theoretical results failed to produce satisfactory 
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results and authors suggested that the coupling of detailed gas phase chemistry and wall is 
necessary to explain experiments by reactor simulations. This exemplifies the importance of 
numerical simulation as a crucial tool in understanding the experimental observations.  
 
2.3 REACTOR SIMULATIONS 
Detailed reactor simulations, in conjunction with experiments, play a critical role in microreactor 
technologies by providing analysis of specific microchemical reactor systems, design of new 
systems [54] and evaluation of potential performance advantages relative to conventional 
macroscale reactors. Simulations thus serve not only as a design tool, but also as a means to 
interpret experimental data [54, 55]. Such numerical simulations are particularly necessary for 
high temperature studies, which are exceedingly difficult to study experimentally due to the 
danger of explosions as well as very fast and highly complex kinetics. High temperature catalytic 
combustion of hydrocarbons has been extensively numerically modeled in different studies [56-
58].  
The role of radical wall quenching as a function of strain rate for H2 oxidation reaction has been 
studied in numerical simulations by Aghalayam et al. for a conventional (macroscopic) reactor 
[59]. They showed that quenching of radicals retards the system at ignition due solely to kinetic 
effects. The role of quenching of various radicals in ignition and extinction at different strain 
rates was also investigated. Their simulations revealed that, at lower temperatures, surface 
chemistry and diffusion play a minor role. However, at higher wall temperatures, gas diffusion, 
adsorption and surface recombination of radicals are important for accurate prediction of heat 
flux at the wall. Park et.al [60] predicted coverage-dependent reaction parameters (activation 
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energy) of H2 oxidation on platinum surface applying unity bond index – quadratic exponential 
potential (UBI-QEP) method pioneered by Shustorovich et.al [61]. In addition to that in the same 
research team Aghalayam et.al [62] optimized the frequency factors to stabilize the surface 
kinetics for H2 oxidation reaction system on Pt surface. 
Johan et al. studied the importance of chemical (kinetic) versus thermal wall effects of laminar 
hydrogen flames for a similar reactor configuration [63]. The importance of chemical wall 
effects compared to thermal wall effects caused by heat transfer to a cold wall was investigated 
by using different combustion systems at atmospheric pressure. They varied carrier gas from N2 
to He to see the effect of the enhanced mass and heat transfer rates on the surface due to higher 
diffusivity and conductivity of He than N2. For leaner mixtures, however, thermal and velocity 
boundary layers result in stronger wall effects than surface chemistry.  
Finally, Vlachos [64] studied the influence of “reactor size” on the induction period during 
homogeneous H2-oxidation with an emphasis on finite size effects and fluctuations on the 
ignition of the gas phase reaction. He could show that finite size effects only become important 
for reactor volumes below 10-2 µm3, i.e. well below the volumes relevant for microfabrication 
and thus outside the realm of this study.  
Our group has previously shown experimentally that it is possible to completely suppress 
explosive reaction behavior in a microreactor [2, 3, 11]. The main two mechanisms which lead to 
homogeneous flames are kinetic and thermal explosions. Experimentally, these mechanisms are 
usually very difficult to distinguish since typical radical chain reactions are sufficiently 
exothermic to lead to a rapid increase in reaction temperature once the homogeneous reactions 
ignite. This increase in the reaction temperature is then accompanied by a strong increase in 
radical concentrations. Therefore, to separate kinetic and thermal effect and to gain a more 
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thorough understanding of the reaction mechanism of hydrogen oxidation in a microreactor, 
detailed numerical simulations are needed. These simulations are the topic of the present thesis. 
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 3.0 NUMERICAL SIMULATION 
 
3.1 REACTOR MODEL 
The reactor is modeled with a two-dimensional boundary layer model which is coupled with a 
detailed description of the chemical reactions in the gas phase and on the surface. The reactor is a 
symmetric channel where catalyst (Pt) is deposited on the wall (Figure 1) and typical operating 
parameters are taken as closely as possible to the microreactor configuration in our experiments. 
 
 
catalyst 
 
 
Figure 1: A Schematic overview of the microreactor used in the simulation 
 
The gas phase is characterized by the gas temperature as well as mass fractions of the 
components O2, H2, N2, H2O, OH, H2O2, HO2, H, O. The solid phase is characterized by the wall 
temperature, surface coverage of all reactants, intermediate species and products on the catalyst. 
The two-dimensional boundary layer model incorporates balance equations for mass, momentum 
and energy. An in depth description of the model as well as kinetics is given in Appendix A 
where model equations are tabulated in Table 2. 
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A commercially available simulation package CHEMKIN is used as the primary tool for the 
simulations. The CRESLAF (Chemically Reacting Shear-Layer Flow) routine is used to solve 
the two-dimensional partial differential equations (PDEs) for a reactive laminar flow. It has a 
modular structure with interfaces to CHEMKIN utility packages to acquire kinetic, 
thermodynamic and transport parameters. The mathematical set of equations for the boundary 
layer flow is described in detail in the CHEMKIN manual [65]. CRESLAF species equations 
describe the convective and diffusive transport of the chemical species as well as the production 
and destruction via chemical reactions. The small dimensions of microfabricated systems imply 
that Re = d.v.ρ/µ and Pr = µ.Cp/k for 1 mm reactor diameter [Appendix B] are very small for the 
transport processes for H2-air reaction system. As a consequence, the reactive flow in the 
microchannel is laminar and more easily quantified than the complex, turbulent flows, 
characteristic of macroscale chemical reactors. The continuum assumption in the boundary layer 
model [Appendix B] is valid provided the mean free path of the molecules is smaller than the 
characteristic dimension of the flow domain. The applicability of this approximation for our 
system has been validated and discussed in detail in Appendix A. One assumption has been taken 
underlying the boundary layer approximation is that the diffusive transport is negligible 
compared to the convective transport in the principal flow direction. This simplifying 
approximation of the reactor behavior in the BL approximation is justified by the fact that very 
high gas flow rates (≈ 9 m/s) were realized in the experiments, rendering the system highly 
convection dominant. (Pe = Re*Pr ≈ 70). 
In chapter 4, all simulations have been performed with a fully developed parabolic velocity 
profile. In practice, gases enter with a flat profile and then gradually develop a parabolic velocity 
distribution. Therefore, in addition to the fully developed parabolic velocity distribution we also 
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investigated the influence of the flat entrance velocity profile to ensure the consistency of our 
numerical results. The results show the same general trend we observe in our all simulations and 
that study is discussed in Appendix D in detail. 
 
3.2 KINETIC MODEL 
 
To describe the ignition behavior as well as quenching effect for different kinds of wall 
materials, the 2D boundary-layer flow pattern is used with a detailed description of gas phase 
chemistry as well as surface chemistry. We study the ignition behavior using three types of 
surfaces i.e. (a) Inert (In), (b) Catalytic (Pt, Pd) wall and (c) Non-Catalytic Radical 
Recombination (RR) as described in more detail further below. 
 
3.2.1 Gas Phase Chemistry 
 
In our simulation, we have used the GRI 3.0 gas phase mechanism given in Appendix A (Table 
3). GRI-mechanism [66] is essentially a list of elementary chemical reactions and associated rate 
constant expressions. This is an optimized detailed chemical reaction mechanism capable of the 
best representation of natural gas flames and ignition which has been developed by the 
University of California at Berkeley, Stanford University, the University of Texas at Austin, and 
SRI International.  
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For our study we use a subset of this mechanism incorporating all reactions involving only H/O-
containing species. It consists of 9 species and 19 reactions and is summarized in Table 3 in 
Appendix A.  
 
3.2.2 Surface Chemistry 
 
SURFACE CHEMKIN utilities are used to process the surface kinetics. An inert surface is an 
idealized situation which can be realized only computationally. This surface is used as a 
reference case in our study. SURFACE CHEMKIN is not needed for this wall as this case 
corresponds to purely homogeneous reactions.  
A correct description of the detailed interplay between homogeneous gas phase reactions and 
heterogeneous surface reactions must consider all reactants and possible reaction intermediates 
to allow for a description of possible homogeneous-heterogeneous coupling mechanisms. In our 
study we have used three kinds of surfaces, (I) Platinum, (II) Palladium and (III) Non-Catalytic 
Radical Recombination walls.  
(I) Catalytic wall-Platinum:  Surface kinetics of this wall is mentioned in Appendix A. 
We have employed three different surface mechanisms on Pt to compare the influence 
of kinetics on the flammable reaction system. These are also tabulated in Appendix 
A, Table 4-6. For all ignition studies with Pt wall discussed in chapter 4 in our study, 
the surface kinetics summarized in Table 6 is used. This mechanism seems reliable, 
since Aghalayam et al. used sensitivity analysis to identify key kinetic parameters, 
calculated the influence of adsorbate-adsorbate interaction on activation energies and 
applied numerical optimization to fit the pre-exponential factors. In the mechanism, 
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PT(S) indicates a free Pt surface site and species followed by (S) denote adsorbed 
species. (Due to the isothermal nature of the presented simulations, the simulation 
results are in fact independent of the thermodynamics of the surface species as long as 
thermodynamic consistency of the overall mechanism is ensured.). The site density of 
the Pt surface is set to 2.71*10-9 mol/cm2, and thermodynamic data is calculated in 
agreement with the GRI thermodynamic database based on the adsorption-desorption 
energetics of the catalytic reaction mechanism.  
(II) Catalytic wall-Palladium:  Surface kinetics of this wall is shown in Table 7 in 
Appendix A. It was developed by Johansson et.al [67]. In this mechanism, the site 
density of the Pd surface is set to 2.52*10-9 mol/cm2. 
(III) Radical Recombination wall-quartz glass:  This wall consumes gas phase radicals and 
mainly recombines them into reactants instead of forming products. It mimics the 
behavior of quartz or silica. Instead of promoting reactions, this wall hinders the 
overall reaction progress and basically acts as a “radical scavenger”. The detailed 
kinetics is also given in Appendix A in Table 8. A previously published kinetics [59] 
was not thermodynamically consistent and therefore reverse reactions were added to 
the kinetics in order to obtain a thermodynamically consistent kinetics. The site 
density of the RR surface is set to 2.71*10-9 mol/cm2 similar to the clean Pt surface. 
 
3.3 SIMULATION PARAMETERS & NUMERICS 
The reactor was modeled as a symmetric tubular reaction channel. Unless states otherwise, the 
reaction conditions in all runs were: ambient pressure (1 bar), gas inlet velocity of 9 m/s, a 
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stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen in air and a fully developed laminar flow profile. The 
channel diameter was varied between 2 mm and 5 µm and reactor length was adjusted as 
necessary to observe ignition. We have varied the surface temperature as well as gas phase 
temperature isothermally from 2000K to room temperature. In addition to reactor diameter, 
catalyst loading, wall materials, reaction pressure, equivalence ratio, fuel-to-oxygen ratio, 
oxidants and reaction systems were varied to study the impact of these variables on the ignition 
in a microreactor. 
The simulations were conducted on a SUN Blade 100 workstation, using spatial discretisation of 
30-100 mesh points in radial direction with non-uniform grid points distribution (more nodes 
accumulated around the reaction zone) when necessary. The axial discretisation is adapted by the 
program as necessary to achieve the desired numerical accuracy. Typical integration times varied 
between 1 to 10 minutes for a single run. 
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 4.0 SIMULATION RESULTS & DISCUSSION:  H2 
OXIDATION IN MICROCHANNEL REACTORS 
 
4.1 ISOTHERMAL CALCULATION: REFERENCE CASE - 
INERT WALL 
To gain a thorough understanding of the reaction mechanism in a microreactor, the highly 
explosive H2 oxidation is numerically investigated in a microreactor with different wall materials 
including an inert wall, catalytic wall (Pt, Pd) and a non-catalytic radical-quenching wall.  
The results of the comprehensive numerical investigation in section 4.1 explain the causes of the 
absence of explosions in microcatalytic reactor in the experimental observation [11] and sets the 
limits of microreactor operation for H2 oxidation reaction system. Isothermal operation is 
simulated in order to focus on kinetic effects separately from thermal effects. While this is 
obviously difficult to ascertain in an experimental set-up, near-isothermal operation can be 
realized in appropriately designed microchannel heat-exchanger reactors, as for example 
demonstrated by Schüth and coworkers [14].  
As a reference case, we first studied the ignition behavior of a stoichiometric H2-air mixture 
(H2:O2 = 2:1) in an isothermal microreactor with an inert wall. An inert wall has no influence on 
the reaction mechanism, so that only homogeneous gas-phase reactions take place. The channel 
diameter is 1 mm and gas mixtures are fed with 9 m/s linear velocity according to the 
experiment. The flow in this microchannel reactor is laminar due to the small dimension of 
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microreactor. Hence the Reynolds number (Re) is small (discussed in section 3.1). That justifies 
the boundary layer approximation (Appendix C) used in the simulation in the two-dimensional 
reactor model.  
Figure 2 shows the 3-dimensional linear velocity profile (left plot) of the feed gases and the 
temperature distribution at 1173K for the purely homogeneous case. Linear velocity is plotted as 
a function of radial (r) and axial distances (z) of the reactor. In this velocity distribution in the 
left plot, a parabolic velocity profile gradually develops along the reactor length which 
characterizes the laminar flow in microreactor.  
Right plot in Figure 2 shows a constant temperature of 1173K in axial (z) and radial (r) direction 
demonstrating the isothermicity maintained in our simulations. where the inlet temperature is set 
to 1173K and that demonstrates the isothermal operation in our simulation.  
These results denoting isothermal operation and parabolic laminar flow distribution in 
microreactor verifies the basic applicability of the isothermal boundary layer model we used for 
our major work. 
 
       
 
Figure 2: Velocity (left) and temperature (right) profile versus reactor length (z) and radius (r) of 
the microreactor with 1mm diameter and inert wall at 1173K. 
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The consumption and formation of main reactant and product gases in this reference case with 
the inert wall are shown in the concentration profile in Figure 3. A stoichiometric H2-air mixture 
is fed to the microchannel reactor with 9 m/s linear velocity at ambient pressure where 
temperature is set to 1173K.  
 
 
H2OH2 O2 
 
Figure 3: Concentration contour plots of H2 (left), O2 (middle) and H2O (right) versus reactor 
length (z) and radial distance (r) at 1173K with 1mm diameter. 
 
Concentrations of H2 (left) and O2 (middle), and of product H2O in molar fraction are plotted 
Figure 3 within half of the reaction channel of 1 mm diameter. X axis represents the centerline of 
the flow tube reactor while y axis is the radius of the reactor. The wall is placed at the top end of 
the plot (r = 0.5 mm). Reactant gases flow from left to right.  
We see in H2 and O2 concentration profile that ignition occurs with a sharp front which is 
similarly apparent in product formation (right plot). Furthermore the onset of that ignition front 
is delayed by 0.3 mm. This delay is termed as ignition delay. It is known that for homogeneous 
reactions a certain amount of radical pool is needed to ignite the gas mixture [1]. The time 
needed to build up this radical pool leads to a temporal ignition delay. By studying the reaction 
in a flow tube configuration, this temporal delay is here transposed into a spatial delay with xign = 
v * tign (where xign is the ignition distance, v is the flow velocity of the gases and tign is the 
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temporal ignition delay). Ignition distance in our simulation is defined as the distance from the 
entrance to the point within the reactor where 50 % of H2 is converted at the centerline. 
Rapid consumption of reactants and formation of product is particularly evident in these three 
plots near the wall while the plots get more smeared out at the centerline. This is due to the 
parabolic velocity distribution along the radial direction where maximum velocity is obtained at 
the center and no slip velocity is observed at the wall. Additionally, the concentration gradient 
along the radial direction becomes less prominent in case of H2 concentration as H2 being the 
lighter molecule diffuses much faster than O2.  
It is clear from Figure 3 that homogeneous ignition occurs very fast at 1173K, since ignition, like 
any chemical reaction, is strongly temperature dependent [1]. At this point, fundamentally it is of 
interest how ignition behavior varies with temperature for inert wall in microreactor.  
Figure 4 shows the ignition distance as a function of temperature. The microreactor has a 
diameter of 1 mm and the linear velocity is maintained at 9 m/s at ambient pressure.  
The plot shows that the reaction ignites essentially immediately at the reactor entrance (Xign << 
1mm) above 1000K. A strong increase in ignition distance occurs below 960K with an 
asymptotic behavior towards a limiting reaction temperature at about 930K.  
This trend corresponds to the well-known temporal ignition delay in H2-oxidation reactions 
which has been studied for many decades [1]. Gas phase ignition of a reaction necessitates the 
build-up of a critical amount of radicals (radical pool). The formation of radicals is strongly 
temperature dependent and follows the Arrhenius rate expression. Thus, at lower temperatures, 
ignition occurs with increased spatial ignition delay. 
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Figure 4: Ignition distance vs. reaction temperature in a microreactor with 1mm diameter and 
inert wall. 
 
Furthermore, the asymptotic behavior of the curve indicates that at temperatures below 930K, no 
reaction can occur for any reactor length. This is due to the insufficient supply of radicals at 
these low temperatures. This temperature (T = 930K) is addressed as critical ignition temperature 
for homogeneous ignition for H2 oxidation reaction system.  
So far we studied the ignition for purely homogeneous reactions as a reference case. However, in 
industry, oxidation reactions are typically carried out in presence of catalysts. Therefore, as a 
next step we investigate the ignition behavior of H2-oxidation in a catalytically coated 
microreactor using the same reactor conditions as above.  
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4.2 ISOTHERMAL CALCULATION: 
CATALYTIC MATERIAL - PLATINUM 
4.2.1 Influence of catalyst on ignition behavior 
 
In this study, Pt is chosen as catalyst for several reasons. Firstly it was used in our previous 
experiments [3, 11]. It is a well known catalyst for oxidation reactions which is widely used in 
industry. Furthermore, the kinetics of H2-oxidation on Pt have been extensively studied in the 
past [7, 30, 60, 62, 68, 69].  
In addition to the inert wall (homogeneous reactions) and the Pt wall (homogeneous and 
heterogeneous reactions) we also studied the theoretical case of purely catalytic reactions 
(without homogeneous reactions) in order to clearly distinguish the influence of catalytic 
reactions from homogeneous reactions on overall ignition behavior in a coupled case (Pt). 
Results for these three cases are summarized in Figure 5. Filled circles represent results with an 
inert wall (as seen in Figure 4), filled squares represent the Pt wall and open squares represent 
the purely catalytic case.  
Below 1000K, the Pt wall and the purely catalytic case show identical behavior as ignition 
distance increases continuously with decreasing temperature. It indicates that at these lower 
temperatures only heterogeneous reactions contribute to the overall mechanism. Heterogeneous 
reactions dominate over homogeneous reactions due to their smaller activation energy. While 
homogeneous reactions show the asymptotic behavior with higher ignition delay with lowering 
temperature following Arrhenious law, the catalytic cases do not run parallel to the inert wall, 
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but show ignition down to 350K. We did not extend our study below 350K since the Pt surface 
kinetics has not been verified for that temperature range. 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Ignition distance vs. reaction temperature for a reactor with 1mm diameter and inert 
wall (filled circles), Pt-coated catalytic wall (filled squares) and a catalytic wall without gas-
phase reactions (open squares) 
 
Above 1000K, the curves for the Pt wall and the purely catalytic case deviate from each other. 
The ignition distance for the purely catalytic wall continues with an unchanged slope towards 
higher temperatures, while the ignition distance for the Pt wall shows a sudden bend towards 
shorter ignition distances. This branch of the ignition curve runs parallel to the purely 
homogeneous case indicating that the deviation between the Pt wall and the purely catalytic case 
occurs due to the contributions of homogeneous reactions to the reaction behavior.  
At temperatures above 960K, ignition occurs at considerably longer ignition distances for the Pt 
wall than the inert wall. Apparently, catalytic wall reactions lead to an additional ignition delay 
at these temperatures. That can be explained with the fact that partial conversion of some of the 
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reactants by the catalytic surface causes a depletion of reactants (gas phase radicals) in the gas-
phase immediately above the surface. This leads to a concentration gradient between the bulk of 
the gas phase and the boundary layer above the catalyst, resulting in diffusive transport of 
radicals towards the surface. This boundary layer depletion leads to a delay in ignition of the 
homogeneous reaction.  
Overall, the ignition behavior in the presence of a Pt wall can be understood as a cross-over from 
a homogeneously (gas-phase) dominated ignition behavior for higher temperatures to a 
catalytically (surface) dominated behavior for lower reaction temperatures. Thus, Pt wall shows a 
transition from ignition promoting behavior at low reaction temperatures to an ignition impeding 
behavior at sufficiently high reaction temperatures.  
The contour plot in Figure 6 helps to illustrate the above explanation. Contour plot (similar to 
Figure 3) of O2 concentration (mol fraction) along the radius of the reactor (r) and the reactor 
length (z) using inert wall (left) and Pt wall (right) are shown. The microreactor has been fed 
with a gas mixture of H2 and air at a stoichiomatric ratio. Reaction temperature is maintained at 
1113K which lies above the critical ignition temperature for homogeneous reactions (see Figure 
4). r = 0 depicts the centerline of the reactor while r = 0.5 denotes the wall. 
The left contour plot, inert wall, shows a drop in O2 concentration at about 0.3 mm of reactor 
length at the centerline of the reactor. No significant radial gradients are observed. On the 
contrary, in the right contour plot, a strong radial dependency is observed in O2 concentration. At 
the catalyst surface (r = 0.5 mm), the decrease in O2 concentration starts at the reactor entrance (z 
≈ 0 mm), while at the centerline of the reactor this concentration only starts decreasing after z ≈ 
0.6 mm into the reactor.  
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Figure 6: Contour plot of O2 concentration using an inert wall (left) and contour plot of O2 
concentration with Pt wall (right) versus reactor length (z) and radius of the reactor (r). The 
reaction temperature is maintained at 1113K. 
 
In the microreactor with the inert wall, the slight decrease in O2 concentration towards the wall 
occurs due to the laminar flow of the gases in the reactor as explained in section 4.1. For Pt wall, 
on the other hand, ignition occurs immediately adjacent to the surface at the beginning of the 
reactor. Furthermore, ignition is being delayed down at the centerline of the reactor.  
The fast catalytic consumption of O2 in right plot is not surprising, considering that catalysts are 
being used in catalytic combustion precisely for the purpose for facilitating ignition and 
conversion. Nevertheless, the less obvious observation is delayed ignition at centerline plot. 
Looking at Figure 5, it is clear that at 1113K catalyst hinders the overall ignition at the centerline 
due to the influence of heterogeneous reactions on gas-phase reactions. Partial conversion of 
some of the reactants by Pt surface leads to a depletion of reactants in the gas-phase right above 
the surface and hence delays the ignition of the homogeneous reaction. Therefore, homogeneous 
ignition occurs at ∼ 0.6 mm along reactor length followed by fast catalytic reactions at the wall. 
The boundary layer depletion is clearly apparent in O2 concentration with Pt wall (right plot) in 
Figure 6.  
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4.2.2 Size effect in a Pt-microchannel reactor 
 
A main characteristic of micromachined reactors are the very small characteristic dimensions 
that can be realized in these systems, leading to exceptionally large surface-to-volume ratios in 
microreactors. It is expected that large surface area might lead to completely heterogeneously 
(i.e. surface reactions) dominated reaction systems effectively suppressing homogeneous 
reactions. Therefore, we studied the influence of the microchannel dimension on the overall 
ignition behavior for Pt wall in more detail. (Varying the reactor diameter for the inert wall is not 
a meaningful experiment, since by definition the wall has no influence on the reaction behavior.). 
 
Lowering channel diameter causes larger surface to volume ratio which enhances the impact of 
catalytic reactions over homogeneous reactions and ensures stronger size effect using Pt wall. 
This effect is studied in detail in the following Figure 7 using seven different microreactor 
diameters (2 mm, 1mm, 500 µm, 300 µm, 250 µm, 100 µm, and 50 µm) with Pt wall.  
The curves fall essentially into two groups: the four ignition curves for diameters of 2mm – 300 
µm and the three curves for diameters of 250 µm, 100 µm, and 50 µm.  
The four curves at larger channel diameters (d ≥ 300 µm) show qualitatively the same behavior 
as described in Figure 5, i.e. they show two distinct branches for higher and lower temperatures, 
respectively. High temperature regime show very little dependence on channel diameters where 
low temperature branch shows a strong decrease in ignition distances with decreasing channel 
diameter.  
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Figure 7: Ignition distance versus reaction temperature for a reactor with catalytic Pt-wall 
varying channel diameters. 
 
In addition to the shift towards longer ignition distances with increasing channel diameter, we 
also observe a shift towards higher temperatures in the transition point from the catalytically 
dominated to the homogeneously dominated ignition branch (i.e. the sudden bend in the curve). 
This shift leads up to a strong qualitative change in behavior of the system as we go from a 
channel diameter of 300 µm to 250 µm: at smaller channel diameters (d < 300 µm), we notice 
only one branch up to temperatures > 2000 K. Even higher temperatures were not studied since 
the validity of the reaction kinetics as well as the practical relevance of simulations at such 
extreme temperature become questionable.  
The observation that at high temperature, branches do not differ significantly for different reactor 
diameters can be traced back to the interplay between reaction and mass transport which 
underlies the overall ignition process. We know that high temperature branch is homogeneously 
dominated and homogeneous reactions occur in the bulk gas phase. Therefore, reduced diameters 
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do not have any impact on the transport path of the reactive molecules as for gas phase reactions 
molecules do not need to traverse from the bulk to the wall. Hence high temperature branches 
become are negligibly influenced by reactor diameters.  
On the contrary, decreasing reactor diameters from 2 mm to 300 µm, low temperature branches 
strongly differ. At these low temperatures no homogeneous gas phase reaction can occur any 
more and the reaction occurs exclusively due to catalytic reactions. As we define ignition in our 
simulations as the point of 50% hydrogen conversion at the center line of the flow channel, we 
are effectively not observing the ignition process directly, but rather observe the catalytic wall 
ignition delayed by the transport processes. Since the length of the diffusion path from the center 
line to the wall increases with increasing channel diameter, this transport process takes 
correspondingly longer which leads to an increasing (apparent) spatial ignition delay.  
This delay is further increased by the additional effect that the changing surface-to-volume ratio 
has on gas phase concentrations versus catalytic surface reactions. We know that catalytic 
reactions scale with the surface area (i.e. with r), but gas phase concentrations scale with the 
reactor volume (i.e. with r2). Therefore, as the reactor diameter increases, the surface reaction 
will take longer to deplete the gas phase sufficiently to observe a 50% drop in H2 concentration.  
The same reasoning also explains why the transition point shifts towards higher temperatures 
with decreasing reactor diameter from the catalytically dominated to the homogeneously 
dominated ignition branch. The relative rate of the catalytic surface reaction increases with 
decreasing diameter as surface-to-volume ratio increases. Hence the catalytic reaction continues 
to dominate the overall ignition behavior towards increasingly high reaction temperatures. At 
channel diameters < 250 µm, the transition to a homogeneously dominated ignition behavior 
completely disappears over the whole temperature range studied here. Clearly, somewhere 
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between the 300 µm and the 250 µm diameter microchannels, the suppressing effect of the 
catalytic reaction on the homogeneous gas phase reaction becomes strong enough to lead to a 
complete quenching of homogeneous ignition.  
This is exactly the effect that we had earlier [11] experimentally observed. In that case, a 
complete quenching of (explosive) homogeneous gas phase reactions was noticed decreasing the 
reactor diameter from about 1mm to about 100 µm.  
A better way of explaining the previous observation is with concentration contour plots. In 
Figure 8 the top row shows the contour plots of O2 concentrations and in the bottom row 
concentration of H radical for 1 mm, 500 µm and 300 µm microreactor diameters are plotted 
along axial distance as a function of radial distance.  
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concentration profile is noticed as mentioned earlier in section 4.2.1 in Figure 5. Reducing 
diameter to 500 µm, the O2 concentration decreases slightly at the core of the reactor, while the 
reaction still starts at the beginning of the reactor at the wall and the plot gets smeared out. Most 
prominently no sudden change in O2 concentration plot is observed with 500 µm unlike with 1 
mm diameter. Reducing diameter further down to 300 µm, it is seen that ignition occurs 
instantaneously at the wall and that the ignition delay is reduced to 0.3 mm at the centerline of 
the reactor.  
In the bottom row of Figure 8, we observe a localized H radical concentration of 0.07 mol 
fraction with 1mm diameter while the concentration drastically drops to 10-6 mol fraction in case 
of 500 µm diameter and the profile moves towards the reactor entrance. Finally with 300 µm 
reactor diameter there is no detectable H radical concentration any more.  
H radicals are known to be a strong indicator of homogeneous reactions [1]. The sudden change 
in O2 concentration due to homogeneous reactions has been clearly reflected in H radical 
concentration contour plot. The formation of H radical concentration designates when 
homogeneous reactions start and consume remaining O2. Reducing diameter to 500 µm, the 
drastic drop in H concentration to 4.5*10-7 mol fraction from 0.07 mol fraction indicates that 
homogeneous reactions are strongly weakened. The shift in H concentration profile towards 
reactor entrance can be explained in a way that with 1 mm diameter the concentration of H 
radical is higher by six orders of magnitude compared to 500 µm diameter, hence the 
development of small H concentration with larger diameter is not numerically visible in the left 
plot near the reactor entrance unlike with 500 µm diameter. Finally for 300 µm diameter, O2 
concentration drops much faster due to the higher available surface area with smaller diameter. 
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Most importantly the complete absence of H radical for 300 µm diameter indicates that the gas 
phase reactions are completely quenched.  
At this point microreactor can be used as an “intrinsically safe reactor” for H2 oxidation 
explosive reaction system. An intrinsically safe system assumes the oxygen and corresponding 
fuel are present in the atmosphere, but the system is designed in a way so the radical formation 
due to chain branching reactions in gas phase or thermal energy (for non-isothermal case) can 
never be high enough to cause ignition at all and the system can be safely operated without 
explosions. That can be achieved by limiting the amount of radicals formed in the gas phase 
which can be possible by complete radical quenching. In microreactors, due to its higher 
available surface area catalytic surface with mentioned small diameters < 300 µm captures all 
gas phase radicals reaching equilibrium conversion and explosive homogeneous ignition is truly 
quenched. It refers to the system which behaves inherently safe. 
 
Furthermore, the present simulations also agree well with the experimentally observed behavior 
indicating that the complete conversion is achieved over just a few millimeter distance in the 
temperature range between ≈1000 - 1500 K [3]. This is illustrated in Figure 9.  
H2 concentration at the reactor centerline is plotted as a function of reactor length for 1 mm (left) 
and 300 µm (right) reactor diameters with Pt wall. Stoichiometric feed mixture is used at the 
inlet at ambient pressure. 
For 1mm reactor diameter, one can again observe the onset of homogeneous ignition by the rapid 
drop in H2 concentrations for T ≥ 1113K, while the slowly decaying curve for T = 1000K 
indicates only heterogeneous reactions.  
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Figure 9: H2 concentration (mol fraction) versus reactor length (cm) in a microreactor with 1mm 
diameter (left) and 300 µm diameter (right). At inlet stoichiometric feed mixture of H2-air is fed 
in the microchannel reactor with 9 m/s velocity at ambient pressure. 
 
For 300 µm reactor, the concentration curves indicate heterogeneously dominated reaction 
behavior at all temperatures (Figure 7). Furthermore, H2 concentration decreases slower in case 
of larger diameter (note the different scales of the x-axis). Except at the lowest temperature (T = 
1000K), the H2 concentrations drop to zero within about 2 mm for the 1mm reactor channel, 
while with 300 µm diameter H2 has been completely consumed within 1 mm at all reaction 
temperatures. 
In case of 1 mm diameter, ignition is entirely homogeneously dominated at these higher 
temperatures i.e. 1500K – 1000K studied here (see Figure 9). For homogeneous ignition, 
consumption of H2 occurs fast following the Arrhenius temperature dependency of the reaction 
rate. Hence for 1 mm diameter H2 consumption occurs faster at higher temperatures and 
gradually decreases conversion with lowering temperatures. Therefore, at 1000K temperature, 
100% conversion is not observed for 1 mm reactor diameter within 5 mm reactor length.  
Reducing diameter to 300 µm, the whole temperature range belongs to the heterogeneously 
dominated regime in Figure 9 and the dominant surface reactions enhances H2 conversion by 
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consuming gas phase radicals faster due to the higher available surface area as previously 
explained. That reduces ignition distance at all temperatures for 300 µm diameter which results 
in full conversion of H2 within 1 mm reactor length.  
 
4.2.3 Variation of Catalyst Loading  
 
As we have seen complete suppression of homogeneous reactions, at this point we need to 
answer the question whether this complete quenching occurs due to the fast consumption of 
reactants by catalytic reactions or whether a true quenching of gas phase radicals takes place. 
Therefore, we investigated the influence of the catalyst loading on the heterogeneous-
homogeneous interaction which is mimicked by the surface site density in our numerical model. 
Figure 10 displays a series of concentration contour plots with different catalyst loading. Left 
column in Figure 10 shows O2 concentration and right column are H radical concentration with 
varying surface site density.  
With 300 µm channel diameter for a completely Pt coated surface in plot (I) where site density is 
1.63*1015 /cm2 [62, 63], fast catalytic consumption of O2 is observed and absence of H radical 
designates complete quenching of homogeneous reactions. 
Until plot (III) reducing site density by one order of magnitude, catalytic ignition occurs with 
higher amount of spatial delay and a corresponding lift in H radical concentration is resulted in. 
Decreasing vacant sites by 2 orders of magnitude (IV), the heterogeneous reactions are strongly 
slowed down and the ignition occurs at about 80 mm compared to 0.3 mm in (I). Reducing the 
catalyst loading by another 2 orders or magnitude (plot V) delays ignition more and it takes place 
at about 200 mm along the axial direction.  
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 4.2.4 Limits of reactor safety 
 
We have shown that microreactors can offer intrinsic reactor safety for explosive reactions. So 
far our simulation studies were limited to atmospheric pressure. The question concerning process 
safety, i.e. under which conditions (pressure, temperature and composition) a given reactant 
mixture tends to ignite, is crucially important when handling high temperature catalytic 
reactions. It is known that higher pressure highly accelerates the homogeneous reactions as at 
high pressure intermolecular collision becomes more and more probable due to reduced mean 
free path, hence it can be expected that the interplay between homogeneous and heterogeneous 
reactions is strongly affected by the reactor pressure. Therefore the observed kinetic quenching – 
and hence process safety – will also need to be re-evaluated for different pressure conditions. We 
therefore studied the influence of reaction pressure between 1 bar and 10 bar on the interplay 
between homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions in microchannels and in particular on the 
quenching of homogeneous reactions due to radical scavenging by the catalytic wall 
Figure 11 shows the ignition distance for a stoichiometric H2-air mixture as a function of 
temperature for a reactor pressure of 1 bar (left), 5 bar (middle) and 10 bar (right).  
Results for a Pt-coated microchannel (filled symbols and solid lines) are shown in comparison 
with a microchannel with inert walls (open symbols and dashed lines), i.e. purely homogeneous 
reference case. The simulations are performed for a microreactor with 300 µm diameter. 
One can see that the ignition curves for both mechanisms show a qualitatively identical behavior 
at all three pressures. It is characterized by a continuous increase in ignition distance for the inert 
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wall, which shows an asymptotic approach to a limit temperature below which no ignition occurs 
any more (Figure 4).  
 
 
 
Figure 11: Ignition distance versus reaction temperature at the centerline of a 300µm reactor 
diameter at 1bar (left), 5bar (middle) and 10bar (right). Filled symbols represent both 
homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions while open symbols represent the purely 
homogeneous case.
 
For the Pt-coated wall, i.e. the fully coupled homogeneous-heterogeneous case, the curves show 
the general behavior showing two distinct branches, of which the steep, high-temperature branch 
is dominated by the ignition of the homogeneous gas phase reaction, and the flat, low-
temperature branch is dominated by the ignition of the catalytic surface reaction, as described in 
detail for the ambient pressure case in the previous chapter (4.2.2). 
With increasing pressure, both the homogeneous ignition curve and the high-temperature branch 
of the curve for the coupled heterogeneous-homogeneous (HH) curve shift towards shorter 
ignition distances. This is due to the increased density of the gas phase, which increases the 
frequency of intermolecular collisions and hence of reactive events. However, the decrease in 
ignition distance is more pronounced for the coupled HH curve, which results in a closing of the 
gap between the purely homogeneous ignition curve and the HH ignition curve. This gap is very 
pronounced at 1 bar and has almost completely disappeared at 10 bar. Since the delayed ignition 
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in the HH curve, which gives rise to the gap, is due to the influence of the catalytic surface 
reaction on the homogeneously dominated ignition behavior (section 4.2.1), this indicates that 
with increasing pressure the overall reaction is increasingly determined only by homogeneous 
gas phase reactions. As higher pressure increases the gas density and hence the reaction rate in 
gas phase that leads to an increasing dominance of homogeneous ignition with pressure. 
For an easier comparison, the ignition curves only for fully coupled heterogeneous-homogeneous 
case for pressures between 0.5 bar and 20 bar are again shown together in Figure 12. 
In this plot, it is obvious that the high-temperature ignition branch for the coupled case shifts 
towards shorter ignition distances with increasing pressure, while the low temperature branch 
shifts in the opposite direction, i.e. increasing pressure leads to an increased ignition delay. This 
somewhat surprising finding can be better understood based on an investigation of the 
concentration profiles inside the microchannel. 
 
 
 
Figure 12: Ignition distance versus reaction temperature at the centerline of a 300 µm reactor 
diameter at 0.5 bar (reversed triangles), 1 bar (circles) and 5 0bar (squares), 10 bar (triangles) 
and 20 bar (diamonds) solely with Pt wall. 
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Figure 13 shows a contour plot of oxygen concentrations in the upper half of the symmetric, Pt-
coated microchannel (the catalytic wall is at the upper end of the graph and the centerline of the 
microchannel at the bottom end) for three pressures at an intermediate temperature 1253K: 1 bar 
(left), 5 bar (middle) and 10 bar (right).  
At this temperature, the reaction behavior is purely catalytic at 1 bar, strongly homogeneously 
dominated at 10 bar, and right in the transition region between these two cases for 5 bar (see 
Figure 12). In agreement with this, one observes a smooth, gradual consumption of oxygen 
across the microreactor cross section at 1 bar, while at 5 bar oxygen consumption near the 
catalytic wall still appears gradual but the remaining oxygen near the centerline of the reaction 
channel is consumed almost instantaneously at about z = 0.05 cm, and the same behavior is 
observed at 10 bar, now compressed onto an axial scale of about z = 0.02 cm. 
 
 
Figure 13: Contour plot of O2 concentration in a 300 µm microreactor using Pt wall at 1 bar 
(left), 5 bar (middle) and 10 bar (right) reaction pressure. The reaction temperature is maintained 
at 1253 K. The Pt catalyst is deposited at the top wall (r = 0.015 cm), while r = 0 cm denotes the 
center line of the reactor. Feed gas mixture flows from left to right. 
 
The concentration profile at 1 bar reflects the discussed effect of oxygen consumption due to 
catalytic reaction on the Pt-coated wall and subsequent consumption of oxygen in the bulk fluid 
phase by diffusion transport, leading to smooth concentration gradients in axial and radial 
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direction. (This effect leads to the previously mentioned boundary-layer depletion effect, i.e. the 
depletion of reactants in the fluid phase immediately above the catalyst surface).  
By increasing the reaction pressure, diffusion is slowed down (since D ∝ p-1) while at the same 
time heterogeneous and homogeneous reactions are accelerated due to the increased rate of 
reactant adsorption as well as the above mentioned increase in gas phase density. However, 
while the rate of adsorption increases linearly with pressure, the rates of homogeneous reactions 
are increasing with pressure to the power two or three (for bimolecular or trimolecular reaction 
steps, respectively). Therefore, at 5 bar and 10 bar, the catalytic reactions almost instantaneously 
start at the reactor entrance, but after the typical ignition delay of radical reactions, the 
homogeneous gas phase reactions ignite and consume the remaining oxygen giving rise to the 
steep oxygen gradient at this point.  
Due to the fact that catalytic reactions do not display an ignition delay, there is still a significant 
amount of catalytic conversion at 5 bar, before homogeneous reactions consume the remaining 
oxygen. However, increasing the pressure to 10 bar and hence further increasing the rate of 
homogeneous reactions, the homogeneous ignition delay is significantly reduced and the reaction 
now occurs almost exclusively due to homogeneous reactions.  
At lower temperatures, this picture changes significantly as displayed in Figure 14 for a 
temperature T = 1113 K. 
Shown are contour plots of oxygen concentrations in the upper half of the (symmetric) Pt-coated 
microchannel for 1 bar (left), 5 bar (middle) and 10 bar (right) reactor pressure at an (isothermal) 
reaction temperature of 1113 K, i.e. for the low temperature branch.  
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Figure 14: Contour plot of O  concentration in a 300 µm microreactor using Pt wall at 1 bar 
(left), 5 bar (middle) and 10 bar (right) reaction pressure. The reaction temperature is maintained 
at 1113 K. The Pt catalyst is deposited at the top wall (r = 0.015 cm), while r = 0 cm denotes the 
center line of the reactor. Feed gas mixture flows from left to right. 
2
 
One observes a smooth, gradual consumption of oxygen across the microreactor cross section at 
all three pressures. However, while the consumption of oxygen near the catalytic wall occurs 
faster with increasing pressure, the consumption in the bulk fluid phase appears delayed, giving 
rise to an increasingly spread-out concentration profile.  
This can be traced back to the fact that at these lower temperatures the reaction is purely 
catalytic. Increasing pressure enhances the rate of reactant adsorption and hence accelerates the 
rate of overall catalytic reaction, thus explaining the faster consumption of oxygen near the 
catalyst wall. However, due to the absence of homogeneous reactions in this temperature range, 
oxygen consumption in the gas phase occurs only due to diffusion, which is again slowed down 
by higher reactor pressures ( ). Therefore, oxygen consumption at the centerline of the 
reactor appears slowed down with increasing pressure, as observed in Figure 12. Thus, the two 
opposing effects of increasing homogeneous reaction rate with increasing pressure and 
decreasing rate of diffusion with increasing pressure explain the contrasting behavior of the 
ignition curve for the coupled heterogeneous-homogenous case at higher and lower temperatures, 
respectively.  
1−∝ pD
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These different dependencies of ignition distance on pressure also reflected in a curve fit 
[Appendix C] for ignition delay versus pressure at a fixed temperature (for an extended pressure 
range from 0.5 to 20 bar). The data for the high temperature (i.e. homogeneously dominated, T = 
1758 K) branch yields Xign~ p-1.13± 0.09 confirming that homogeneous ignition accelerates roughly 
proportional to the pressure and hence the ignition delay decreases with an inverse 
proportionality. The data for the low temperature (heterogeneous, T = 973 K) branch yields Xign 
~ p1.12± 0.07, thus showing that the heterogeneously dominated ignition depends inversely 
proportional on pressure, as expected for a diffusion-limited process. 
Finally, it seems interesting to note that the above reasoning also explains the somewhat puzzling 
observation in Figure 12, that in an intermediate temperature range between about 1200 K and 
1300 K the ignition distance does not appear to follow a ‘logical’ order, i.e. it neither increases 
nor solely decreases with pressure: As mentioned above, we defined ignition as the point of 50% 
oxygen conversion at the centerline of the reactor. Therefore, the diffusion-limited ignition 
distance at low temperatures is exclusively increasing, while the (homogeneous) reaction-limited 
ignition distance at high temperatures is solely decreasing. However, as apparent from Fig 4, in 
the transition range between the two regimes, the observed ignition delay depends on the point at 
which the (fast) homogeneous ignition intersects with the (slow) diffusion-dominated ignition 
process. Since this transition point shifts with increasing pressure towards lower temperature and 
hence longer ignition distance, it gives rise to an apparently irregular succession of ignition 
distances in this intermediate temperature range. 
Therefore, in summarizing the dependence of ignition on pressure and diameter we aimed to 
develop a general expression of ignition behavior with varying pressure (P) and diameter (D) for 
H2 oxidation reaction system over a Pt catalyst. We therefore mathematically fitted ignition 
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distance (Xign) data versus temperature (T) separately for the two ignition branches varying 
reactor diameter (D) and reaction pressure (P). An Arrhenius-type expression was used: Xign = a* 
e [b/ (T- c)] + d, where all parameters are attributed significant physical meaning: (a + d) is critical 
ignition distance, c is critical ignition temperature below which no homogeneous ignition can 
occur and b is the apparent activation energy of the ignition process.  
We can thus derive the activation energy for homogeneous and heterogeneous branches from this 
expression. The calculated apparent activation energy (b*R, where R is the ideal gas constant) of 
the homogeneous branch is 201 kJ/mol. This value matches very well with the elementary 
reaction step of OH formation in gas phase [Table 3 in Appendix A]. Thus we conclude that the 
formation of OH species from H2 and O2 is the rate limiting step in homogeneous ignition. Our 
calculation is based on the activation energy derived from the calculation of explosion limits for 
an isothermal reaction system using elementary reaction kinetics from GRI mechanism [66]. It 
differs from the reported limiting reaction for chain branching in hydrogen oxidation calculated 
from the experimental observation with the global kinetics reported by Elbe et.al [1]. They 
reported OH formation from O2 and H instead of H2 molecule, but this reaction happens to be 
rate limiting only for 0.5 < α < 0.9 shown by Försth [70]. 
One point has to be clear at this point regarding putting emphasis on H radical concentration in 
our work to discuss homogeneous ignition though OH adsorption/desorption is the limiting 
reaction for gas-phase ignition. OH radical also behaves as an indicator of homogeneous 
reactions which forms at the same axial position like H radical and traces out the occurrence of 
homogeneous ignition. Additionally, our investigation shows that concentration of H radical is 
always higher than OH radical for all surfaces we use in this study with 1 mm microreactor 
diameter. Most importantly, for H radical we can observe a sharply localized concentration with 
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a shorter axial gradient as this is a highly reactive intermediate species while a smeared out 
concentration profile with higher gradient is seen for OH radicals as OH is more stable 
intermediate on catalyst surface compared to H radical. As Pt-OH bond dissociation energy is ∼ 
40 kcal/mol [71], much higher than that of Pt-H bond, it sticks on the surface and slowly diffuses 
through the bulk along the reactor length than H molecule that smears out its concentration 
profile. Due to the sharp localization and higher concentration of H radical and considering its 
participation as a main species in chain branching reactions [1] it has been referred as the 
stronger indicator of homogeneous ignition in our work. 
The calculated apparent activation energy for heterogeneous branch is 53.4 kJ/ mol. In this case, 
the detailed mechanism of Pt wall demonstrates that activation energy of three elementary 
reaction steps, i.e. 7r, 8r, 9f (Table 6, Appendix A) corresponds well to the calculated value. 
However, to understand this surface ignition chemistry a ‘reaction path analysis’ is performed for 
T = 1113K. This is shown in Figure 15 where to identify the essential reaction steps in the 
reaction mechanism we performed a sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity of a variable y against a 
parameter p is defined as the relative change in the variable on the change in parameter [57] and 
can be expressed as: S = [(y*-y)/y]/[(p*-p)/p]. In this method, we slightly perturb a variable and 
calculated the corresponding change on the reaction rate. For adsorption step the variable is 
sticking coefficient while for desorption and reaction steps pre-exponential factors are varied in 
this analysis. The sensitiveness of net reaction rates for 9 reversible reactions at 1113K are 
shown in the bar graph in Figure 15 corresponding to the reactions at the left. The similar 
approach has been performed by Veser et.al [57] to study the chemistry and ignition of catalytic 
oxidation of methane in monolithic reactor. 
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Figure 15: Reaction path analysis of Pt surface kinetics where the sensitivity of individual net 
reaction is shown in the bar graph at right corresponding to the reaction mentioned at the left. 
 
 
 
Figure 15 is an illustration of the sensitivity analysis of surface reaction mechanism (Table 6 in 
Appendix A). This analysis exhibits that reaction 7 (R7) and reaction 8 (R8) are the most 
sensitive reactions in terms of influencing the net surface reactions. Therefore to further 
determine the slowest and hence rate-determining reaction among R7 and R8, net reaction rates 
of all nine surface reactions along the whole reactor length, i.e. without integrating on the 
surface, are calculated. Figure 16 shows the local rate of the individual surface reaction 
(mol/cm2.s) at 1113K (heterogeneously dominated branch) in the primary axis as a function of 
reactor length and the overall conversion is plotted as a function of reactor length in the 
secondary axis to give a comprehensible picture of the influential reaction steps on conversion. 
This plot shows a maximum in reaction rate only for R7 in close proximity to where ignition 
occurs, while other rates either are gradually decreasing or increasing. This confirms that net 
reaction rate of R7 i.e. OH(S) + PT(S) = O(S) + H(S), is primarily responsible for ignition. 
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Additionally R7 is detected to exhibit much smaller net rate in comparison to that of R8, i.e. 
H2O(S) + PT(S) = H(S) + OH(S). This reaction rate calculation screened R8 from competing 
with R7 in determining the rate limiting reaction step. In Figure 16, rate of R6, i.e. 
adsorption/desorption of O radical shows lower surface reaction rate than R7 which seems to 
consider in determining rate-limiting reaction steps of the surface kinetics compared to R7. 
Nevertheless, as we have seen from the reaction path analysis that R7 and R8 are the most two 
sensitive reactions which has closer energy value with our estimated apparent activation energy, 
hence R6 has not been taken into consideration for competing rate determining reaction step on 
surface. 
 
 
Figure 16: Net surface reaction rate (rs) of 9 reversible reactions on Pt surface at 1113K as a 
function of reactor length (z) of 2.5 cm in primary axis and overall conversion across the length 
in secondary axis to identify the dominant influence of true surface reaction. Reactions 
corresponding to the surface rate consequently are written above each rate denoting line. 
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This shows that the adsorption and desorption of OH radicals on Pt surface is also the rate 
determining step of the heterogeneous branch. Therefore, OH radical is amenable to the 
measurement of key radicals in ignition (gas phase and surface as well) development for this 
reaction system which shows agreement with literature [29]. On the other hand, we found a 
discrepancy in this result with the available literature where the ignition process of Pt catalyst is 
addressed to be dominated by the adsorption and desorption of hydrogen on the Pt surface [72]. 
In that work, authors consider the surface kinetics where (1) H2 desorption energy is highly 
surface coverage dependent, (2) sticking of O2 and H2 are coverage dependent and most 
importantly (3) activation energy for surface reactions are ∼ 20 - 50 kJ/mol lower than the 
desorption energy of molecular H2. On the contrary, in our work, surface kinetics are considered 
on a clean Pt surface, no coverage dependency is taken into account neither for desorption 
energy nor for sticking coefficients and the activation energy for surface reactions are ∼ 10 - 20 
kJ/mol higher than desorption energy of molecular hydrogen. Additionally, in the surface 
kinetics by Rinnemo et.al [72], no atomic adsorption or desorption is considered unlike the used 
kinetics in this work. In this way mathematical fit allows identifying critical steps in a coupled 
reaction mechanism depending on the kinetics available in literature.  
So far we have discussed the influence of major constraints in detail in achieving the micro-
reactor safety for an explosive gas mixture. We now develop a general mathematical expression 
which describes the bounds of safe reactor operation for high temperature Pt-catalyzed H2 
oxidation reaction system. To precisely calculate the critical diameter at atmospheric pressure 
and the maximum pressure within which intrinsic safety in microreactor can be observed, we 
plotted critical ignition distance (a+d) from the previously described mathematically fitted 
expression, as a function of reactor diameter and reaction pressure. This is shown in Figure 17. 
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Dark (blue) surface represents homogeneous ignition while lighter surface (colored) refers to 
heterogeneous ignition.  
The intersecting line of these two surfaces delimits the safe reactor operation, since a critical 
ignition distance Xc which is shorter for the catalytic reaction than the homogeneous reaction 
indicates that the homogeneous reaction has been successfully quenched. From this crossover 
line we can calculate the exact critical diameter at 1 bar below which no homogeneous reactions 
occur any more. This diameter is 285 µm. With increase in pressure this critical diameter 
decreases due to the increased influence of homogeneous ignition, as seen in Figure 17. 
 
 
Figure 17: 3D plot of critical ignition distance (Xc) versus reaction pressure (P) ranging from 1 
bar to 20 bar and reactor diameter (D) varying from 50 µm to 1000 µm (y axis) for H2 oxidation 
in a Pt coated reaction channel. 
 
Next we calculated critical ignition distance for different pressures and fitted the dependence of 
Xc on pressure for homogeneous and heterogeneous ignition. We obtained for homogeneous 
ignition: Xc_homo = 1.71 * p-2.1 ± 0.03 and Xc_hetero = 2.E-3 * p-0.92 ± 0.04 for heterogeneous ignition. 
From this, the critical pressure is calculated at which critical ignition distance of homogeneous 
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and heterogeneous ignition become identical. This calculated critical pressure is 9.4 bar. It 
indicates that above 9.4 bar pressure there is no reactor diameter with which the “intrinsic reactor 
safety” can be observed for this reaction system.  
Finally Figure 18 shows the dependence of the critical diameter on reaction pressure. A curve fit 
yields dc = 4.61*1013 * exp[-(P-99.97)/3.632] - 0.0295, and from this expression we can precisely 
calculate the critical diameter for this system at any pressure. This critical diameter is the limit 
below which a Pt catalytic microreactor can completely quench homogeneous reactions.  
 
 
 
Figure 18: Critical diameter in mm (y axis) derived from the mathematical expression as a 
function of reaction pressure in bar (x axis) shows the exponential dependency. 
 
On the other hand, our previously evaluated critical pressure of 9.4 bar shows from the above 
equation that the critical diameter would be 1.65 nm at that reaction pressure which is obviously 
negligible for microreactor operation in terms of reactor dimension.  
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Overall, these calculations clearly illustrate the bounds of safe microreactor operation for a 
stoichiometric H2-air system. It also indicates that for a specific reaction system, the influence of 
high pressure needs to be re-evaluated in detail. 
 
4.2.5 Influence of equivalence ratio on ignition 
 
All our results at this point were obtained with stoichiometric conditions. However, it is known 
that the fuel-to-oxygen ratio in the reactor feed, usually denoted by the equivalence ratio φ = 
(nfuel/noxygen)/(nfuel/noxygen)stoich, has a strong impact on the ignition behavior [1], while ni denotes 
the concentration of corresponding species i in number of moles. Hence, φ is defined as the ratio 
of number of moles of fuel (H2) to oxygen divided by the fuel-to-oxygen ratio at the 
stoichiometric point for total oxidation. We therefore investigated the influence of the 
equivalence ratio on ignition in microreactor. 
In Figure 19, left graph shows the ignition distance for a H2-air mixture with φ = 2 (squares), 1 
(circles) and 0.5 (triangles) as a function of temperature for a reactor pressure of 1 bar with 300 
µm channel diameter and Pt-coated walls. 
All three curves show the same qualitative behavior, with the previously discussed transition 
from a homogeneously dominated ignition at high temperatures to a heterogeneously dominated 
ignition at lower temperatures. However, ignition distances in both regimes increase significantly 
with increasing equivalence ratio, an effect which is particularly pronounced for the low 
temperature branch. At the same time, the transition point from homogeneously dominated to 
heterogeneously dominated ignition shifts to slightly lower temperatures with increasing 
equivalence ratios. 
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Figure 19: In left graph ignition distance versus reaction temperature at the centerline of a 300 
µm reactor diameter at 1 bar with φ = 2.0 (open squares), φ = 1.0 (filled circles) and φ = 0.5 
(open triangles) with full homogeneous-heterogeneous kinetics. In right, ignition distance versus 
temperature with φ = 2.0 varying pressure from 1 bar to 10 bar. 
 
The increase in ignition delay with increasing fuel-to-oxygen ratio for a purely homogeneous 
case in left plot of Figure 19 can be traced back to the central role of oxygen in the ignition 
process. We have seen from apparent activation energy calculation that OH formation from 
molecular H2 and O2 is the rate limiting step for homogeneous ignition of stoichiometric H2 
oxidation (see Figure 16). 
Since an increasing equivalence ratio leads to a reduced availability of oxygen, the ignition delay 
– and hence the ignition distance - of the homogeneous branch can be expected to increase with 
increasing φ. Since the reduction in oxygen partial pressure is fairly small (dropping from 0.17 
bar at φ = 0.5 to 0.11 bar at φ = 2.0) compared to the relative increase in hydrogen partial 
pressure, the effect on ignition distance is comparatively weak. 
For the heterogeneous branch, on the other hand, the behavior can be explained by the strongly 
increasing hydrogen partial pressure with increasing φ (PH2 increases from 0.17 bar at φ = 0.5 to 
0.44 bar at φ = 2.0). The Pt catalyst is known to be essentially hydrogen poisoned before ignition 
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of the reaction and the ignition process is thus dominated by the adsorption and desorption of 
hydrogen on the Pt surface [72]. With increasing hydrogen partial pressure we observe a shift in 
the adsorption/desorption equilibrium towards adsorption, exacerbating the blocking of the 
catalyst surface by H atoms which hence results in an enhanced ignition delay in the 
heterogeneously dominated low-temperature regime. The dominating role of the hydrogen 
coverage on ignition is emphasized by the pronounced increase in ignition distance with φ in left 
graph of Figure 19.  
To understand whether the influence of pressure changes the ignition behavior significantly in 
case of higher equivalent ratio, we studied ignition for φ = 2.0 while ranging pressure from 
atmospheric pressure to 10 bar. This is shown in the right plot of Figure 19 for a 300 µm 
microreactor diameter with Pt wall. Similar to Figure 12 (see subsection 4.2.4) high temperature 
branch for coupled case moves towards shorter ignition distances with higher reaction pressures 
while low temperature branch shows higher ignition delay. This observation has been explained 
in detail in subsection 4.2.4. Clearly increasing pressure does not change the influence on 
ignition for a fuel-rich mixture [73]. 
 
4.2.6 Influence of oxidant 
 
It is well known that the explosion limits for H2 in oxygen (3.9% - 95.8%) are far wider than for 
H2 in air (4% – 75.6%), since the presence of diluent N2, in large quantity (O2:N2 ≈ 1:4), reduces 
the concentrations of the reactants. Therefore, to understand the impact of N2-dilution on H2-
oxidation in a microchannel we compared the ignition behavior for H2-air with that of H2-O2.  
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Figure 20: Ignition distance versus temperature using H2-air and H2-pure O2 stoichiometric feed 
mixture in a 300µm microreactor at 1 bar. Filled squares with dotted line represent ignition 
distance using H2-air mixture and filled circles with solid line shows ignition distance using H2-
pure O2 mixture. 
 
Figure 20 displays the ignition distance versus reaction temperature plot for a 300 µm Pt-coated 
microchannel. One can see that the ignition distance for the H2-O2 mixture is strongly decreased 
at high temperature branches, but the heterogeneously dominated low temperature branch shows 
slight increase in ignition delay for pure O2 feed. For H2-O2 mixtures, there is no dilution in the 
feed gas mixture. Therefore, the concentrations of the reactants H2 and O2 in comparison to H2-
air mixtures and hence the rate of gas phase reaction is increased causing lower ignition delay at 
higher temperatures.  
Due to the higher oxygen partial pressure and as a consequence higher amount of O surface 
coverage for a H2-O2 mixture, the availability of free sites on the catalyst surface for further 
heterogeneous reactions is limited. This explains why catalytic ignition delay more in case of H2-
O2 feed mixture than that using H2-air mixture as reactants.  
This is demonstrated in a plot of free surface coverage as a function of reactor length within 5 
mm, at 1113K for a stoichiometric H2-O2 mixture and H2-air mixture (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21: O coverage (left) and free surface coverage (right) on Pt surface versus reactor length 
(z) using H2-O2 and H2- air as feed mixture in a reactor with 300 micrometer diameter at 1113K. 
 
One can see that, free surface coverage for H2-air mixture reaches almost unity and it is higher 
(0.999) within 5 mm axial distance than for H2-O2 (0.992) feed mixture due to higher O 
coverage. 
At 1113K, catalytic reactions are dominant over homogeneous reactions. Due to the higher 
surface coverage for a H2-O2 mixture, the availability of free sites is reduced which reduces the 
rate of catalytic reactions. As a result, this less available free surface slows down the rate of 
catalytic reactions using O2 as oxidant in feed mixture than with H2-air mixture. 
This explains the delayed catalytic ignition in Figure 20 using H2-O2 feed mixture at lower 
reaction temperatures. This result infers that stoichiometric H2-air is better reactant than H2-O2 
feed mixture to handle explosive reactions in a microchannel reactor in regards to reactor safety.  
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4.2.7 Influence of reactor geometry 
 
We have shown in sub-section 4.2.2 that isothermal tubular microreactors behave as an 
intrinsically safe reactor for H2 oxidation system diameter < 300 µm. To study the influence of 
the microchannel geometry, a parallel plate configuration is modeled and compared to the 
previous results with a tubular geometry. In this configuration, flow is assumed between two 
infinitely parallel plates, both of which are coated with Pt. Larger 1 mm reactor diameter is 
investigated compared to 300 µm in evaluating the general ignition trend. The concentration 
profile of reactant O2 and intermediate H radical are shown as contour plots in Figure 22 for a 
stoichiometric H2/air mixture at 1113K.  
Concentration contour plots are shown as a function of height between two plates (h) and reactor 
length (z) at 1113K with 1 mm (left column) and 300 µm (right column) diameters. The height of 
planar reactor is twice of the tubular reactor radius. Inlet conditions are maintained identical as 
with tubular reactor for stochiometric H2-air mixture. The geometry is axisymmetric around the 
centerline of the reactor.  
For 1 mm diameter ignition starts at the wall while it is delayed by about 0.6 mm at the 
centerline. Ignition at the surface occurs faster with 300 µm and no steep gradient is observed 
any more. As discussed earlier, H radical indicating homogeneous reactions develops at the same 
axial distance where the steep drop in O2 concentration profile is observed. H concentration with 
1 mm diameter is 0.09 mol fraction which drops by six orders of magnitude with 300 µm 
diameter indicating a strongly weakened homogeneous reaction. 
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     D = 1 mm    D = 300 µm 
 
 
Figure 22: Concentration contour plots of O2 (top row) and H radical (bottom row) versus height 
(h) and reactor length (z) for 1 mm and 300 µm reactor diameters with planar geometry. 
Stochiometric H2-air mixture is fed at inlet with 9 m/s velocity at 1 bar for isothermal operation. 
Temperature is set to 1113K.  
 
The similar O2 concentration profile in planar geometry to the tubular geometry (see Figure 8) 
ensures the general ignition trend for coupled H2 oxidation reaction in microreactor. On other 
hand, formation of intermediate H species is higher in planar geometry for both diameters than 
tubular reactor indicating an extended influence of homogeneous ignition on the overall ignition 
behavior. However, while a small amount H radicals is observed in Figure 22 for 300 µm width 
is observed unlike in tubular reactor, the magnitude is negligible. In terms of gas-phase reactions 
quenching, this observation infers that quenching will occur at slightly smaller reactor 
dimensions in a parallel plate reactor in comparison to a tubular reactor, but the differences were 
sufficiently small that further investigation seemed irrelevant. 
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Overall, the detailed numerical simulation of hydrogen oxidation in a microreactor with Pt-
coated surface revealed a transition from ignition inhibiting behavior at high temperatures to 
ignition promoting behavior at low reaction temperatures. Reaction path analysis of surface 
reaction rates and apparent activation energy from a derived mathematical expression shows that 
formation of OH from H2 and O2 molecules in gas phase is the rate determining step in the gas 
phase. On the other hand, dissociative adsorption of OH to O and H on Pt surface is the rate 
limiting reaction for the surface reaction. Most importantly, this study showed that catalytic 
microreactor with 285 µm diameter can exhibit “intrinsic reactor safety” by completely 
suppressing homogeneous explosive ignition at ambient pressure. This explains the experimental 
observation of the absence of explosion by Veser et.al [11]. We also found that 9.4 bar pressure 
is the limit within which reactor safety can be obtained in Pt-coated microchannel reactor.  
 
 
4.3    ISOTHERMAL CALCULATION: CATALYTIC 
MATERIALS – PALLADIUM 
 
Pd surface is also widely used catalytic surface for combustion studies and especially used as 
oxidation catalyst. Pd shows a high oxidation activity even under fuel lean conditions unlike 
other noble metal catalysts [74]. Hydrogen has a high diffusivity in Pd and hence it can penetrate 
into the bulk of the Pd catalyst and is stored in the bulk during reactions. Recently, Lunsford et.al 
reported direct hydrogen-per-oxide formation from H2 and O2 over colloidal Pd [75]. These days 
the demand for H2O2 production is increasing due to the increased use of hydrogen peroxide as a 
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bleaching agent in paper industry [76]. It is reported in [77] that Pd will be the metal of choice in 
catalytic oxidation reactions due to its high oxidation activity along with PdO which also act as 
an active oxidation catalyst. Prioritizing those important applications of Pd, it is being 
numerically studied here as an interesting alternative catalytic material for high temperature 
catalysis in a microchannel reactor.  
 
4.3.1 Effect of wall material on ignition behavior 
 
Ignition behavior of a particular reaction system is strongly dependent on the properties of wall 
material used in the reactor. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate how differently ignition of 
H2 oxidation varies in a Pd-coated microchannel reactor compared to Pt surface. The results of 
the simulations on H2-oxidation are shown in Figure 23 (diamonds) in comparison to the 
previously discussed cases of the purely homogeneous reactions (circles) and the Pt wall 
(squares). Inlet conditions were set to 9 m/s for linear velocity at atmospheric pressure using H2-
air stochiometric mixture.  
Pd wall shows transition from homogeneously dominated to heterogeneously dominated branch 
similar to Pt wall. The high temperature branch shows shorter ignition distances than Pt wall, 
while low temperature branch exhibits higher ignition delay. The ignition delay for the low-
temperature heterogeneous branch can be traced back to higher sticking coefficient of oxygen 
(0.45 on Pd vs. 0.023 on Pt, see Table 6 and Table 7 in Appendix A). In agreement with this, 
Spicer et.al [78] reported that at atmospheric pressure Pd sites are essentially covered with 
oxygen leaving very few sites for H2 adsorption. This higher O coverage on Pd surface retards 
the ignition in heterogeneously dominated branch resulting in a longer ignition delay. 
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Figure 23: Ignition distance vs. reaction temperature for a microreactor with 1 mm diameter and 
inert wall (circles), Pd coated (diamond) and Pt coated catalytic wall (squares). 
 
The reduced ignition delay at high temperature branch is also caused by the higher O coverage 
on the surface which increases the partial pressure in gas phase. Increase in pressure accelerates 
intermolecular collisions resulting in higher homogeneous reactions and that reduces the ignition 
distance at homogeneously dominated high temperature branch. 
The above explained different features become more apparent in another set of concentration 
contour plots comparing the behavior of H2/air concentrations in a Pd microchannel with a Pt 
and inert microchannel (Figure 24).  
In the left column of Figure 24, O2 concentrations are plotted versus the radius and length of the 
microreactor and in the right column H radical concentration is shown. Reaction temperature is 
kept constant at 1113K.  
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Figure 24: Contour plots of O2 concentration (left column) and H concentration (right column) 
with 1mm diameter at 1113K using inert (top), Pt wall (middle) and Pd wall (bottom).  
 
For Pd wall, O2 concentration starts decreasing right at the surface at the reactor entrance and 
propagate to the core while we see a sudden change at about 0.4 mm along z axis. This is the BL 
depletion effect due to the presence of catalytic wall which we have previously discussed (see 
section 4.2). Consequently the H radical concentration also develops at about 0.4 mm in axial 
direction with a maximum concentration of 0.09 mol fraction. This onset of homogeneous 
reaction is delayed in comparison to the purely homogeneous reaction (inert wall, top row), but 
faster than for a Pt wall (middle row) as reflected both in the O2 and H concentration profiles. 
This indicates that Pd – like Pt – inhibits homogeneous ignition, but is less efficient in 
performing this due to a lower catalytic activity. 
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4.3.2 Size effects in a Pd-microchannel reactor 
 
Complete suppression of homogeneous reactions with Pd surface in microchannel reactor can 
possibly increase its use as a combustion catalyst. Therefore, as a next step we studied the 
influence of reactor dimension on overall ignition with Pd surface. Figure 25 shows the ignition 
distance vs. reaction temperature plot where diameters are varied from 1 mm to 100 µm. 
Similar trend is noticed like in Pt wall. With larger diameter from 1mm to 225 µm, transition 
from homogeneous (high T) to heterogeneous branches (low T) is seen. 
 
 
Figure 25: Ignition distance versus reaction temperature for a reactor with Pd coated wall and 
varying channel diameter from 1 mm to 100 µm. 
 
However, one distinctive difference is noticed compared to Pt surface. In Pt wall (Figure 8) 
homogeneous branch totally disappeared with diameters below 300 µm while interestingly high 
T - homogeneous branch is still apparent with 225 µm in case of Pd surface. 100 µm diameter 
exhibits the only heterogeneously dominated branch where we can expect complete quenching of 
homogeneous reactions. Furthermore, heterogeneous branch continues up to 500K instead of 
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room temperature discussed as seen for Pt before. The heterogeneous reactions happen to be very 
slow < 500K temperature on Pd surface and at those temperatures the overall process becomes 
kinetically controlled [77] which is not observed in the ignition profile in Figure 25.  
Comparing to the Pt surface, higher ignition delay is evident for all diameters across the whole 
temperature range from 500K to 2000K.  
In Figure 26, O2 concentration profiles (top row) along the reactor length are shown for a Pd 
coated microchannel. The profiles are qualitatively similar to those in Figure 8 for Pt wall. As 
before a sudden change in concentration is seen with 1mm diameter while the consumption of O2 
occurs sooner within 0.5 mm axial distance than with Pt surface. 
 
     D = 1mm           D = 500 µm     D = 300 µm 
O2 O2 O2
 
H. H.H. 
 
Figure 26: Contour plot of O2 concentration (top row) and H radical concentration (bottom row) 
using Pd wall with 1 mm (left), 500 µm (middle) and 300 µm (right) microreactor diameters 
keeping temperature constant at 1113K.  
 
A maximum in H radical concentration reflects the homogeneous ignition in the bottom graphs 
where a maximum of 0.09 mol fraction is observed. As H radical is a strong indicator 
homogeneous reactions, comparing with 0.07 mol fraction maximum H concentration for Pt 
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surface in Figure 25, this illustrates the previously mentioned (4.3.1) higher influence of 
homogeneous reactions than with Pt wall. Reducing diameter to 500 µm, O2 consumption near 
the surface occurs even faster and plot gets smeared out. Correspondingly a drop from 0.09 to 
0.0014 mol fraction is observed in H radical concentration which denotes that homogeneous 
reaction gets strongly weakened. Finally, with 300 µm diameter, O2 is consumed much faster 
signifying that reactions are being highly accelerated. Although H radical concentration drops 
from 0.0014 mol fraction 1.9E-06 mol fraction denoting three orders of magnitude reduction in 
homogeneous reactions. There is still numerically detectable H radical concentration with 300 
µm diameter. Here is the prime discrepancy observed in comparison to the Pt wall where a 
“complete quenching” of homogeneous reactions was observed with this diameter at the same 
temperature. Nonetheless, Figure 25 establishes that Pd surface with diameters < 225 µm entirely 
can quench explosive homogeneous reactions. 
 
4.3.3 Limits of reactor safety: Pt vs. Pd 
 
To judge the range of safe reactor operation against the Pt wall, similarly we evaluated the 
critical diameter and pressure for Pd catalytic wall (see section 4.2.4). Figure 27 shows a 3D plot 
of critical ignition distance as a function of reactor diameter and reaction pressure.  
In this plot, dark surface denotes homogeneous ignition while lighter surface is the representative 
of the heterogeneous ignition. As Pd surface favors homogeneous reaction for H2 oxidation 
reaction system due to high O surface coverage, reactor safety is observed within a smaller 
parameter region. As a consequence, following the analogous procedure of determining critical 
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diameter for Pt wall (see explanation for Figure 17), we calculated the critical diameter (Dc) for 
Pd wall at ambient pressure to be 125 µm. 
Furthermore, beyond 3.8 bar critical reaction pressure (Pc) intrinsic reactor safety in a Pd-coated 
microchannel reactor can not be observed. Both parameters (Dc and Pc) are much smaller than 
those with Pt surface. 
 
 
 
Figure 27: 3D plot of critical ignition distance (z axis) versus reaction pressure (x axis) ranging 
from 1 bar to 20 bar and reactor diameter varying from 1000 µm to 50 µm (y axis). 
 
Overall, we see that a Pd-coated microchannel shows a qualitatively the same ignition behavior 
in H2 oxidation as Pt: the influence of homogeneous reactions is reduced and at sufficiently small 
diameters homogeneous reactions can be completely quenched. However, due to lower catalytic 
activity of Pd, critical quenching diameters and critical pressures are significantly lower than for 
Pt surface. 
Furthermore, Pd is being considered as a plausible catalyst for hydrogen per-oxide production in 
industry since last decade [79]. A mechanistic study has been generated in terms of improvement 
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of H2O2 production using Pd as catalyst material and how other catalysts influence H2O2 
production is been discussed in Appendix G. 
  
4.4 ISOTHERMAL CALCULATION: NON-CATALYTIC 
MATERIAL - ‘RADICAL RECOMBINATION’ 
 
To further comprehend the influence of different wall materials on H2-oxidation ignition, we 
additionally investigated quartz glass as a non-catalytic wall material in our ignition study. All 
real surfaces are known to behave as sink or source of radicals. Quartz glass is shown to act as a 
sink of radicals i.e., it does not behave as a typical catalytic surface but is capable of adsorbing 
radicals from the gas phase and recombine them into reactants. It implies that instead of 
promoting a reaction, this surface rather hinders the overall reaction progress. We model this 
type of surface therefore as a generic “radical recombination” (RR) surface, the kinetics of which 
are described in detail in Table 6 [Appendix A].  
 
4.4.1 Ignition in H2-oxidation over a ‘Radical-Recombination Wall’ 
 
We studied the impact of non-catalytic RR wall on overall ignition in comparison to the catalytic 
materials, i.e. Pt. The results of the simulations are shown in Figure 28 (triangles) in comparison 
to the previously discussed cases of the purely homogeneous reactions (circles) and the Pt wall 
(squares).The same initial conditions were used with 9 m/s linear velocity and atmospheric 
pressure using H2-air stoichiometric mixture.  
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Figure 28: Ignition distance vs. reaction temperature for a microreactor with 1 mm diameter and 
a radical recombination wall (triangles), inert wall (circles) and Pt coated catalytic wall 
(squares). 
 
Two main points can be seen from the ignition behavior of RR wall in Figure 28. One is that RR 
curve closely follows the curve for the purely homogeneous case but is shifted to higher ignition 
distances. Furthermore the overall ignition stops at a reaction temperature of 997K. 
Regarding the first observation in case of RR wall, the parallel shift to slightly higher ignition 
distances in comparison to the inert wall can be expected from the chemical nature of the RR 
wall. Compared to the corresponding shift in the high-temperature regime in case of platinum, 
this shift is less for the RR wall as the quenching effect of the radical recombination reactions is 
weaker than the quenching effect of the catalytic surface. This can be explained by the fact that 
the catalyst surface permanently removes intermediate radical species from the gas phase by 
converting them into reaction products, while the radical recombination wall mainly converts 
these reaction intermediates back into initial reactants and therefore keep them available for 
further reaction events.  
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The second observation - the complete quenching at T=997K- can be explained by the fact that at 
lower temperatures for a RR wall, the rate of radical scavenging effect predominates over the 
rate of product formation (forward reaction rate). Therefore, while the ignition curve for purely 
homogeneous case continues to infinitely long ignition distances, the dominating radical 
scavenging effect of RR wall completely quenches all the reaction progress.  
The above explained different features between the three different wall materials are reflected in 
another set of concentration contour plots is shown in Figure 29. In the top row of Figure 29, O2 
concentrations are plotted versus the radius and length of the microreactor and in the bottom row 
H radical concentrations are shown. Reaction temperature is kept constant at 1113K. 
 
Inert wall    RR wall        Pt wall 
O2O2O2
 
H. H. H.
 
Figure 29: Contour plots of O2 concentration (top row) and H concentration (bottom row) with 
1mm diameter at 1113K using inert (left), RR wall (middle) and Pt wall (right).  
 
As seen in Figure 29, O2 concentrations do not show a radial dependency except for the catalytic 
wall (Pt). Consumption of O2 is very fast with Inert wall. In case of RR wall, O2 concentration 
gets smeared out at the core and ignition occurs later than the inert wall. Furthermore, H radical 
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concentration decreases to 0.1 mol fraction and we don’t observe any H radical near the wall. For 
Pt wall shows the transition from heterogeneous to homogeneous ignition.  
RR wall resembles ignition behavior of Inert wall with an additional ignition delay due to its 
radical recombination effect which supplies reactants back in the reaction mixture instead of 
forming products. Additionally, the lack of H radical near the surface demonstrates the radical 
scavenging effect of RR wall. However, as Pt catalytic wall shows the least H radical 
concentration among these three surfaces, this signifies Pt wall is the strongest radical scavenger 
among these three different wall materials. 
 
4.4.2 Size effects in a RR-microchannel reactor 
 
RR wall doesn’t behave as a purely catalytic wall but it shows complete quenching of ignition at 
997K for 1mm diameter. Therefore to understand the reason of quenching we first studied the 
effect of reactor dimension with RR wall, the generic surface.  
To understand the difference in radical quenching between the catalytic (Pt and Pd) and RR wall, 
we investigated the size effect (varying channel diameters) for the RR wall in a microreactor. 
Results varying reactor dimension are shown in Figure 30, where ignition distance is plotted 
versus reaction temperature for reactor diameters between 1mm and 100 µm. 
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Figure 30: Ignition distance versus reaction temperature for a reactor with a "radical 
recombination" wall varying channel diameters from 1 mm to 100 µm. Stoichiometric H2-air 
mixture is fed in the microreactor with 9 m/s velocity and at 1 bar pressure. 
 
For all diameters between 1mm to 100 µm, two general effects can be seen. First, with 
decreasing diameters, the ignition curves shift towards slightly higher temperatures as can be 
expected from the ignition suppressing effect of the RR wall as discussed before (Figure 28). 
Interestingly, we also observe a strong shift in the quenching point not only towards higher 
temperatures, but also towards substantially shorter ignition distances. Quenching distances at 
quenching points with reduced diameters seem to follow an exponential dependence with 
diameters. 
Since the available surface area of catalytic or non-catalytic materials is a good indicator in 
assessing the relative significance of surface reactions on overall ignition, it is expected that the 
general shift in the ignition curves with reduced diameters towards higher ignition delay can be 
understood by investigating the availability of free surface sites. Figure 31 shows the available 
free surface sites using 1mm and 250 µm diameters at 1513K with RR wall. The temperature is 
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chosen as it is in proximity to the quenching point for the 250 µm diameter microchannel so that 
the expected difference in ignition behavior between larger and smaller diameters should be 
prominent.  
Plot for 1mm diameter shows a distinct minimum within 0.1 mm reactor length and the free 
surface coverage reaches unity thereafter, while with 250 µm diameter the minimum lies at about 
0.3 mm reactor length. The smaller microreactor diameter provides larger surface to volume 
ratio, hence a larger amount of free surface sites.  
 
 
 
Figure 31: Free surface coverage (Θfree) versus reactor length (z) with 1mm and 250µm reactor 
diameters at 1513K using RR wall.  
 
The position of the inverted “bell curve” for 250 µm diameter moves further down the axial 
direction as the large surface area at smaller diameters leads to more recombination reactions 
which recombines gas phase radicals and keep them available for further gas phase reactions, 
hence longer ignition delays occur. That effectively accelerates homogeneous reactions and as 
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homogeneous reaction, having larger activation energy in comparison to surface reaction, 
preferably occurs at higher temperatures due to Arrhenius-temperature dependency, it pushes the 
ignition front at higher temperatures. Therefore, with reducing diameters ignition delay increases 
and curves move toward the higher temperatures. 
Regarding the second observation in Figure 30, i.e. the shift in quenching point can be traced 
back into the kinetics of the “radical recombination surface” and the interplay with homogeneous 
gas phase kinetics. The shift in quenching point is not a direct effect of the increasing quenching 
influence of the radical recombination wall with smaller diameters, rather is a superposition 
effect of the homogeneous reaction rate over heterogeneous reaction rate with increasing reaction 
temperatures. The dependence of ignition distance and temperature at quenching point as a 
function of reactor diameter is shown in Figure 32.  
 
 
 
Figure 32: Ignition distance (circles, solid line) on the left axis and temperature (diamonds, 
dashed line) on the right axis at quenching point are plotted vs. reactor diameter in case of RR 
wall. 
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Figure 32 confirms that the smaller diameters not only shift the “quenching point” to higher 
temperatures, but also shifts them to lower ignition delay. As smaller diameters offer higher 
surface area which results in higher surface recombination reactions, takes over homogeneous 
reactions faster. On the contrary, adsorption reaction has an inverse dependency with 
temperature (Langmuir Hinshelwood mechanism) which pushes the ignition to lower 
temperatures. Here the interplay between homogeneous and surface recombination reactions 
takes place and the relative dominant effect of faster heterogeneous reactions cancels 
homogeneous reactions at higher temperatures. This clarifies the fact that RR wall quenches 
radicals sooner with lowering diameter. 
To understand this quicker quenching we investigated the individual gas phase and surface 
reaction rates for smaller and larger diameters. For this purpose, we calculated the rate of O2 
consumption by gas phase and the formation of O2 by surface recombination reactions at a fixed 
temperature with two diameters. Figure 33 plots the total rate of reaction of O2 in gas phase and 
on surface along the reactor length for a microreactor of diameter 1mm (in primary axis) and 250 
µm (in secondary axis). The temperature is maintained at 1513K as in Figure 31. 
Rate of O2 consumption in gas phase has the opposite sign than the rate of formation of O2 on 
surface. Therefore, the absolute value of reaction rate is plotted. Both rates are plotted in terms 
mol/s to maintain the consistency in the units for gas phase and surface reactions as well. 
For 1mm, the rate of O2 formation by surface reaction is almost negligible (1.93E-9 mol/s), 
compared to the rate of O2 consumption in gas phase (2.2E-6 mol/s). Lowering reactor diameter 
to 250 µm, the rate of surface reaction (7.3E-7 mol/s), becomes comparable to the rate of gas 
phase reactions (8.5E-7 mol/s). This enhanced surface effect leads to ultimate quenching by 
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counteracting homogeneous reactions and explains why quenching appears sooner with reduced 
reactor diameters. 
 
 
 
Figure 33: Rate of O2 consumption (circles) and formation (triangles) with 1mm (solid line) and 
250 µm (dashed line) diameters at 1513 K versus reactor length (z). 
 
We have so far explained why quenching occurs in microreactor with RR wall and how it 
behaves with reducing diameters. In addition, we can categorize the plots in Figure 30 into two 
distinct groups according to diameters. For smaller diameters, i.e. < 300 µm, a significantly 
different ignition behavior is observed than with larger diameters in Figure 30. Two distinct 
branches are seen for these lower diameters. For 275, 250 and 225 µm diameters higher and 
lower reaction temperature branches are observed similar to the case with a catalytic Pt wall. For 
200, 150 & 100 µm diameters only the upper branch of the curves is observed in the temperature 
range below 2000K as the lower temperature branch seem to exceed the range of investigated 
temperatures. The high temperature branch qualitatively shows the same ignition behavior as that 
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of diameters larger than 275 µm. A ‘sudden jump’ in ignition distance is noticed in case of 250 
and 225 µm diameters with decreasing reaction temperatures. Additionally, while the ignition 
profiles at higher temperatures run parallel to those with diameters > 275 µm, ignition profiles at 
lower temperatures exhibit different slopes with different diameters. The steepness of the low 
temperature branch decreases with decreasing reactor diameters from 275 µm to 100 µm.  
The ‘sudden jump’ in ignition distance in Figure 30 is a result of our definition of ignition (50% 
H2 conversion at the centerline of the reactor) as explained in detail in the following. Figure 34 
displays H2 concentration (mol fraction) profiles along the reactor length within 3 mm for a 
microreactor with 1mm diameter at different temperatures. 
 
Figure 34: H2 concentration (CH2) versus reactor length (z) is plotted with 1mm diameter using 
RR wall. 
 
 
The curves qualitatively show a similar behavior at all temperatures. H2 concentration drops 
from the initial value to a value close to zero at all temperatures within a short reactor length. 
The curves show a steep drop which shifts to longer axial distance with decreasing temperatures. 
This is a result of increased homogeneous ignition delay at lower temperatures. For temperatures 
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lower than 997K we did not observe any ignition at all. Clearly, at these lower temperatures, the 
RR wall with 1mm diameter quenches all of the reaction progress.  
On the other hand, corresponding progression of H2 consumption (mol fraction) across the 
reactor length is shown in Figure 35 for a microreactor with 250 µm diameter at different 
temperatures. In the left plot the full reactor length of 250 mm is shown. In the right plot, the 
initial 3 mm of the left plot is shown in detail. 
 
 
 
Figure 35: H2 concentration (CH2) versus reactor length (z) is plotted using 250 µm diameter 
with 250 mm (left) and 3 mm axial distances (right) using RR wall. 
 
The curves qualitatively show a different behavior than for a 1mm microreactor (see Figure 34). 
A steep ignition front is observed within a very short reactor length which is followed by a slow 
decrease in concentration as shown in the left plot. At high reaction temperatures, the steep front 
is observed closer to the reactor entrance and with a higher slope. Furthermore, higher 
conversions are reached at higher reaction temperatures than that at lower temperatures. 
Complete H2 conversion is never reached. This can be explained by the fact that after some initial 
homogeneous conversion –the radical recombination rate on the surface balances any further 
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conversion and hence leads to a kinetically frozen state of the system far from equilibrium 
conditions. 
In our simulation, ignition distance is defined as the axial point within the reactor where 50% of 
the inlet H2 concentration is reached. Since the steep front at higher reaction temperatures is 
shifted towards the reactor entrance, ignition occurs sooner, as observed in Figure 35. At 
temperatures above 1561K, ignition (50% H2 conversion) occurs within the steep front. 
However, at temperatures below 1561K, 50% H2 concentration is only crossed in the flat section 
thereafter. Since the decrease in H2 concentration in this section is much shallower than in the 
front section, a slight shift of the curve (i.e. due to a decrease in temperature) results in a strong 
shift in ignition distance. As a consequence, the low temperature branches of the ignition curve 
(Figure 30) are much steeper than the high temperature branch.  
Thus, while the quenching effect becomes increasingly pronounced with larger surface-to-
volume ratios and the ignition curve is therefore shifted towards higher temperatures, these 
higher temperatures lead to strongly increasing gas phase reaction rates due to the Arrhenius-
dependence of the reaction kinetics on temperature. Therefore, when homogeneous reaction 
events are still possible, this shift in Xign towards higher temperatures minimizes the strong 
influence of surface reactions. Hence, the ignition curves from diameter 100 µm to 250 µm shift 
to lower temperatures with an increase in slope with increasing diameters. Eventually this trend 
leads to a vertical line and the low temperature branch finally disappears for large enough 
diameters, i.e. > 300 µm. Figure 36 confirms this by displaying the transition temperature, i.e. 
temperatures at the transition point where ignition distance shows a sudden change in slope and 
the temperatures at quenching point, as a function of diameters.  
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One can see the transitioning behavior only with diameters < 275 µm while quenching of 
ignition is observed over the whole range of diameters studied. Plot shows that transition 
temperatures for 100 µm diameter is much higher than the quenching temperature and 
subsequently the difference in those two temperatures gets reduced with increasing diameter and 
ultimately transition-temperature curve merge with the quenching-temperature curve for 
diameters > 275 µm.  
 
 
 
Figure 36: Temperatures at transition point (seen with lower diameters) and at quenching point 
with different reactor diameters with RR wall for a stoichiometric H2-air mixture at 1 bar. 
 
Since lower diameters with larger surface area increases rate of surface reactions dominating gas 
phase reactions, as a result surface ignition extends the influence on ignition to higher 
temperatures with D < 275 µm. Transition point denotes the cross-over from gas phase radical 
formation to surface recombination reactions. At this point influence of recombination reactions 
become apparent over gas phase reactions. Extended influence of surface reactions is increased 
with reducing diameters which moves the transition point towards higher temperature retarding 
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homogeneous reactions. Therefore, above 300 µm diameter no transition point is observed when 
the ignition is homogeneously dominated. The temperature at transition point increases with 
smaller diameters and the maximum transition temperature is resulted in for the smallest 
diameter studied, i.e. 100 µm. As the occurrence of surface reactions is favorable at lower 
temperatures, the surface ignition branch traverses to lower temperatures after transition point 
and at a certain temperature its rate equalizes with gas phase reaction rate where quenching 
occurs. Hence, temperature at quenching point is always smaller than that at the transition point 
with all diameters. As diameter increases, surface area decreases and reactor volume increases, 
gas phase radical formation influences the overall ignition and hence for > 300 µm diameter, 
ignition distances with RR wall do not show the lower temperature branch resulting in transition 
point.  
We could explain this ignition behavior with a mathematical expression, fitting the two separate 
temperature branches for lower diameters. Both branches also fitted with an Arrhenius-type 
expression, i.e. Xign = A*exp [B/ (T-C)] + D like with catalytic wall, where high temperature 
branches of ignition curves with diameters < 275 µm show identical dependency with the single 
branched ignition curves with diameters > 275 µm. As before (see 4.2.4) A, B, C and D have 
significant physical meaning where A+D is the critical ignition distance, C is the critical ignition 
temperature below which ignition does not occur and B/R is the apparent activation energy, 
where R is the universal gas constant in respective units. The activation energy for the high 
temperature branch is 201 kJ/mol. It perfectly matches with the activation energy of OH 
formation in homogeneous kinetics [Appendix A] which is in agreement with the results from 
the previous calculation in a Pt-microchannel chapter 4.2.4. 
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On the contrary, for low temperature branch, B value decreases with reducing diameters which 
designates a declining trend in apparent activation energy. Table 1 shows the calculated 
activation energy with reduced diameters. This decrease in apparent activation energy with 
lowering diameters increases the rate of surface reactions. 
 
Table 1: Calculated apparent activation energy from the mathematical expression mentioned 
above for diameters from 250 to 100 µm in case of RR wall.  
 
 
 
 
In surface reaction rate expression ( sRT
E
ss pekr
a−
∝ ,0 ; k0,s = frequency factor, Ea = activation 
energy, rs = surface reaction rate) -Ea/R determines the slope of the reaction rate. As surface 
reaction rate has an inverse exponential dependence with activation energy, the slope of the 
surface reaction dominated branch in the ignition curve decreases while activation energy 
decreases with lowering diameters at isothermal condition. This clarifies the reduction in the 
steepness of the slope for diameters < 275 µm in Figure 30. Therefore, we can infer that dXign/dT 
in Figure 30 is truly determined by the interplay between homogeneous and heterogeneous 
reaction kinetics.  
To understand the governing influence in determining this slope of surface (recombination) 
reaction dominated branch with decreasing diameters, we studied the individual influence of 
surface species on the overall ignition. It is clear from the above discussion and observation that 
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ignition profile for larger diameters is more gas-phase reaction dominated and shows only one 
branch while with smaller diameters that is influenced by surface recombination reactions which 
shows two branches. For smaller diameters change in slope in the low temperature branch has 
been already explained, but the reason behind the drop in activation energy which changes the 
slope is not yet apparent. Surface diffusion brings radicals together assisting surface 
recombination. Individual species has different diffusing rates which can influence the overall 
ignition in an unusual way, it is expected that the study of individual radical ignition might take 
any decisive role in our study to investigate the different behavior in ignition profile with 
decreasing diameters. It is reported that individual species differently influence the flame 
stability for a coupled thermal and kinetic quenching [59]. This radical influence [kinetics in 
Table 10] on overall ignition for 250 µm reactor diameter with RR wall is displayed in Figure 37. 
The temperature is chosen near the quenching point as the maximum surface reaction rate is 
observed at that temperature. 
A slow consumption of H2 is seen in Figure 37 with full RR kinetics. As ignition occurs at 129 
mm at axial distance at 1513K (Figure 30) with 250 µm diameter, it is obvious that within 2.5 
mm reactor length ignition does not occur with full RR kinetics according to our definition of 
ignition. Furthermore, ignition occurs faster with adsorption/desorption kinetics of individual H 
and OH radicals than with H2O2 and O radicals. HO2 radical exhibits negligible influence on H2 
consumption, so it is not displayed in the above figure. H and OH individual radical kinetics 
show very similar results to the full kinetics (‘full case’). It illustrates that only H or OH radical 
are largely responsible for the behavior of the RR wall. 
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Figure 37: H2 concentration profile along reactor length for 250 µm diameter with full RR wall 
kinetics (solid line), kinetics only with H radical containing steps (dashed), kinetics only with 
OH radical containing steps (dot dot dashed), kinetics only with H2O2 radical containing steps 
(dot dashed) and kinetics only with O radical involving steps (dotted). Temperature is kept 
constant at 1513K. 
 
In contrast, the individual influence of O and H2O2 radicals on overall ignition is negligible for 
RR wall. However, among five radicals, H has the most retarding effect for gas phase ignition 
for the highest availability near surface which is in agreement with results for thermal and kinetic 
quenching [59]. Slower diffusion of other heavier radicals to the wall reduces the probability in 
taking part in surface reaction. Though OH and O molecules have similar mass density, the OH 
retards ignition more than O radical as in our simulation RR surface is seen to be oxygen 
poisoned. Therefore, radical recombination effect of the surface is more prominent for OH 
radicals than that of O radicals and OH radical shows higher influence like H radical. Overall 
this investigation demonstrates the sensitivity of H2 oxidation to H and OH radical 
concentrations.  
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Further investigation of formation and consumption rate of primary surface species i.e. H, OH 
and O, are shown with 300 and 250 µm diameters at 1513K in Figure 38, as the change in 
ignition profile occurred between 300 to 250 µm. With larger diameters rate of consumption and 
rate of formation of these three surface species are identical. In case of 300 µm, both plots show 
highest reaction rate for H(S) and rate diminishes subsequently for OH(S) and O(S). The trend is 
similar for rate of consumption and formation. On the other hand, for 250 µm diameter the rate 
of consumption of all surface species is much higher while the rate of formation of surface 
species is a little lower than that of 300 µm. This observation is consistent with our previous 
explanation (Figure 33) that with reduced diameter, rate of overall surface reactions significantly 
increase which is reflected in this 3 orders of magnitude increase in consumption rate and 3.5 
times decrease in the rate of formation lowering diameter by 50 µm.  
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 Figure 38: Rate of formation (left) and consumption (right) of surface species H, OH, and O at 
1513K with 300 µm (top row) and 250 µm diameters in case of RR wall. 
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In addition to the difference in surface reaction rates between 250 µm and 300 µm diameters, 
there are two other relevant observations in Figure 38. One is that the magnitude of these two 
reaction rates (left and right plots in the bottom row) are not identical for 250 µm which 
illustrates that there are other contributing pathways except H, OH and O formation on the 
surface which become dominant with 250 µm. Secondly, the rate of OH(S) consumption (in the 
right plot in the bottom row) is lower than that of O(S) while OH(S) always showed higher 
reaction rate than O(S) for other three plots in Figure 38. This is due to the switching behavior in 
consumption rate of OH(S) from 300 µm to 250 µm diameter. That occurs as in RR wall 
kinetics, activation barrier of OH(S) desorption involving the production of H2O2 in gas phase 
[Appendix A] is relatively smaller than all other elementary steps. As a consequence, calculated 
concentration of H2O2 is considerably higher with 250 µm, i.e. 5.6*10-7 mol fraction than that 
with 300 µm i.e. 6.2*10-9 mol fraction (though this is insignificant in terms of H2O2 production 
on catalytic surface). This diverse behavior of OH radical on overall ignition with 300 µm and 
250 µm diameters illustrates the reason concerning the difference in ignition behavior for 
lowering diameters which causes the prominent shift in ignition profile with 250 µm.  
 
It has already been discussed that microreactor with RR wall for reduced diameters shows 
increasing rate of recombination (surface) reactions and a relative decrease in homogeneous 
reaction rate cancels those opposing reaction rates at the quenching point. Consequently 
quenching of H2-air ignition occurs sooner with reduced diameters. The faster quenching with 
smaller reactor diameters hampers the overall equilibrium conversion which is summarized in 
Figure 39. This plot shows the overall conversion at 1513K (left axis) and the variation of 
quenching temperature (right axis) as a function of reactor diameter. From this data one can 
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calculate the corresponding conversion for any reactor diameter with RR wall which directly 
evaluates the quenching temperature. The plot shows that a macroscopic reactor with 1mm 
diameter reaches equilibrium conversion, but the conversion sharply decreases for a microreactor 
with diameters < 0.3mm. 
 
 
 
Figure 39: Reduction in overall conversion (%) and increase in quenching temperature versus 
reactor diameter (mm) using RR wall at 1513K. 
 
Therefore, the RR wall which follows a non-equilibrium kinetics pulls the overall reaction away 
from equilibrium conversion for sufficiently small microchannel diameters and ultimately 
quenches overall ignition at high enough reaction temperatures. This non-equilibrium kinetics 
has already been explained in the context of Table 1 and that is a characteristic phenomenon 
regarding kinetic quenching of ignition in microreactor with RR wall in absence of a thermal 
feedback of the wall. 
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4.5 ADIABATIC CALCULATION: INERT & Pt WALLS 
 
To decouple the kinetic effect from the thermal effect, we performed isothermal calculation for 
H2 oxidation, but in practice all these reactions occur at non-isothermal condition. Though the 
trend in results is not expected to vary in non-isothermal calculation, but it is likely that high 
exothermicity of these high temperature catalytic reactions will definitely drag down the ignition 
influencing parameters to a smaller value. Therefore, to study the influence of temperature 
gradients on our previous results, we studied ignition properties in case of non-isothermal 
condition. Initially, the 2D boundary layer model which been used in isothermal calculation is 
used at adiabatic calculation. However, this boundary layer model poses a major constraint in 
performing adiabatic calculation. As the linear velocity is high enough for our study, the flow is 
convection dominant and for isothermal case the boundary layer model is hence justified. On the 
contrary, for adiabatic case the wall temperature is not constant any more and a high temperature 
gradient is developed between catalytic wall and the reactor material due to different temperature 
expansion coefficient. This temperature flux is conducted through the wall to the outer boundary, 
i.e. reactor materials, which adds up a constant temperature gradient to the inlet flow and results 
a shift in the ignition profile towards shorter axial length of the reactor. Therefore, a detailed 
numerical investigation with full Navier Stokes equation coded in commercial CFD 
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) software Fluent is needed to understand the behavior in detail. 
 
As a first case, Pt coated non-isothermal microreactor with 1 mm diameter is investigated in the 
following and compared with isothermal operation of same reaction conditions. In isothermal 
study we studied ignition, as a basic model, in a tubular reactor of 1 mm diameter with purely 
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homogeneous case (chapter 4.1) where velocity and pressure at inlet subsequently were set to 9 
m/s and 1 bar and compared with catalytic materials. Pt wall in that microrecator set-up showed 
a distinct interaction between homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions (see Figure 6) at 1113K 
with a fast equilibrium conversion within 5 mm reactor length (see Figure 9). In section 4.2.2 it 
is seen that for isothermal operation with 1 mm diameter at this temperature equilibrium 
conversion is reached while strong coupling between two reaction pathways becomes apparent 
where temperature belongs near to the transition point as shown in Figure 5. Therefore, for a 
direct comparison with isothermal calculation, this temperature is chosen to study general 
ignition behavior for adiabatic operation with same diameter. In Figure 40, left plot shows the 
concentration of major species as reactants, intermediates and products, i.e. H2, O2, H, O, H2O, in 
primary axis as a function of reactor length, where reaction temperature is plotted in the 
secondary axis for adiabatic operation in microreactor with Pt wall.  
 
(I) (II) 
 
Figure 40: Concentration (in mol fraction) of major reactant, intermediate and product species 
for H2 oxidation versus axial reactor length (cm) for adiabatic case (left graph) and for 
isothermal operation (right graph) where temperature profile is plotted in secondary axis.  
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Right plot exhibits the concentration and temperature profiles at the same conditions for 
isothermal operation.  
In left plot consumption of reactants rapidly takes place within 0.25 mm axial distance while 
temperature rises up to 2663K within 2 mm due to the high heat of reaction. On the other hand, 
in the right plot, slower consumption of reactants and higher ignition delay are observed for 
isothermal ignition with same operating conditions keeping the temperature constant at inlet 
temperature, i.e. 1113K. This shows that - as expected - due to high temperature rise H2 
oxidation occurs much faster than isothermal ignition. Furthermore, it is seen from the plot that 
in isothermal condition more water is being produced than that with adiabatic operation. High 
heat of reaction in adiabatic case increases the activation energy (∆H = Ef - Er) which ultimately 
reduces the surface reaction rate. On the contrary, at 1113K overall ignition is homogenously 
dominated indicating larger supply of radicals in gas phase but at this point Pt surface hinders the 
ignition due to the previously mentioned boundary layer depletion effect which declines the 
consumption of gas phase radicals leading to a reduction in the product (H2O) formation.  
This additional thermal feedback in adiabatic operation is expected to change the ignition 
behavior in a microchannel reactor for a purely homogeneous case as it supplies more radicals in 
gas phase than in case of isothermal operation. Investigation of non-isothermal ignition in 
microreactor as a function of temperature compares the pure homogeneous ignition with a 
homogeneously dominated branch in a coupled ignition with Pt surface. Figure 41 shows the 
adiabatic ignition with 1mm reactor diameter for the interaction of purely homogeneous case and 
the homogeneous-heterogeneous coupled (Pt) case. Inert case shows the asymptotic behavior 
whereas coupled case shows the similar two branches alike isothermal condition. High 
temperature branch of coupled case shows higher ignition distance than the inert wall until 
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1500K until the homogeneous asymptote crosses the coupled ignition profile. Most importantly 
the transition point for coupled case moves to lower reaction temperature at ∼ 530K than the 
isothermal condition. The adiabatic temperature rise for this system calculated from an enthalpy 
balance is ∆Tad = 250K for the lower flammability limit (3 vol% of H2) and 2336K for 
stoichiometric H2-air mixture. This temperature hike of 1600K strongly enhances the 
homogeneous reactions following Arrhenius expression and which hence becomes faster than 
heterogeneous reactions.  
 
 
Figure 41: Ignition distance versus inlet reaction temperature (Tin) for an adiabatic microreactor 
with 1 mm diameter and inert wall (open circles) and Pt-coated catalytic wall (filled circles). 
 
This brings down the ignition delay for the overall ignition process and ultimately shifts the 
transition point for adiabatic case to lower temperature than for isothermal operation. 
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4.5.1 Influence of reactor dimension on quenching – Pt  
 
As in adiabatic calculation with 1mm microreactor diameter the homogeneous reactions controls 
over heterogeneous ignition until 530K, a question arises regarding the effect of microreactor 
dimension to suppress this leading homogeneous ignition. From the analogous trend seen in 
ignition profile [Figure 41], i.e. two branches, complete quenching of homogeneous reactions 
can be expected with a very small reactor diameter. Therefore we studied the size effect on 
adiabatic ignition varying diameters from 1 mm to 5 µm. Results are shown in Figure 42. 
 
 
 
Figure 42: Ignition distance versus reaction temperature for an adiabatic reactor with catalytic 
Pt-wall varying channel diameter from 1 mm to 5 µm (left) and comparing adiabatic (open 
symbols) and isothermal (filled symbols) operation (right) for 1mm (squares), 500 µm (circles) 
and 300 µm (triangles). 
 
In the left plot, ignition distance is plotted as a function of inlet reaction temperature for 
adiabatic condition. A shift to shorter ignition distances is observed with reducing diameters 
from 1 mm. Additionally, the transition point from catalytic to homogeneous ignition moves to 
higher reaction temperature. This can be explained by the fact that decreasing diameters shorten 
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the transport path from the bulk to surface and significantly increase surface area to reactor 
volume. Both effects lead to an enhancement of the influence of heterogeneous reactions. As a 
result, catalytic ignition continues for higher temperatures (see also section 4.2.2). This clarifies 
the shift of transition point to higher temperatures with smaller diameters. How strongly the 
homogeneous ignition dominates at adiabatic conditions becomes apparent in a comparison with 
isothermal calculations as shown in the right plot of Figure 42. Isothermal and adiabatic ignition 
curves are shown for a fixed diameter of 1 mm, 500 µm and 300 µm. For larger diameters 
ignition distances are smaller for both branches in case of adiabatic calculation than isothermal. 
This gap reduces with smaller diameters while it diminishes faster in case of heterogeneously 
dominated branch than for homogeneously dominated branch. Ultimately, with 300 µm diameter 
the heterogeneous branch exhibits the identical ignition distance for both cases while, 
homogeneous branch still maintains a distinct gap with isothermal calculation.  
The difference in ignition behavior for adiabatic operation than isothermal case occurs mainly 
due to the temperature increase by the high heat of reaction considered in non-isothermal case 
when on the contrary high amount heat loss takes place in isothermal condition keeping the 
temperature constant throughout the entire reaction system. Nonetheless, the qualitatively similar 
trend, i.e., transition from ignition promoting at low temperature to ignition impeding at high 
temperature, is observed for adiabatic catalytic microreactor with 1 mm diameter like in 
isothermal case. To investigate whether high heat of reactions of adiabatic operation directly 
influences the reaction rate proportionally changing the ignition distance, we calculated the 
adiabatic ignition distance varying inlet temperature (Tin) in comparison to a hypothetical 
isothermal case, i.e. isothermal ignition distance at temperature of Tin + ∆Tad. If the hypothetical 
isothermal case shows the parallel dependency with non-isothermal operation, it could be 
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straight forward to quantitatively calculate the ignition delay for adiabatic operation simply from 
the isothermal ignition profile only taking temperature rise into account. Therefore, simulations 
of adiabatic case need not be performed at all. 
Results are shown in Figure 43 with 1mm diameter. The transitioning behavior is observed for 
the true adiabatic ignition but for isothermal ignition only homogeneously dominated branch is 
seen. 
 
 
Figure 43: Ignition distance versus temperature of a microreactor with 1mm diameter for 
adiabatic operation varying inlet temperature from 300 to 1200K (squares) and for isothermal 
operation with inlet temperature added with adiabatic temperature rise for H2 oxidation system. 
 
Adiabatic temperature rise for H2 oxidation is 2336K for a stochiometric mixture of H2 in air, 
therefore Tin + ∆Tad is much higher than Tin. That is why only homogeneous reactions can take 
place for isothermal ignition at that high temperature and ignition profile is developed with a 
constant slope. The true adiabatic case leads to a slower release of heat of reaction (∆Hr) than the 
hypothetical isothermal case which results in much shorter ignition delay for the hypothetical 
isothermal case. Therefore, the ignition profile of hypothetical isothermal case can not reproduce 
the true adiabatic case indicating that ignition behavior counting adiabatic temperature rise in 
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hypothetical isothermal case does not show a parallel contribution to adiabatic case and at 
different temperatures adiabatic ignition distance can not be directly predicted from isothermal 
ignition profile. 
We have already seen the size effect on adiabatic ignition in Figure 42 varying reactor 
dimensions from 1 mm to 5 µm where below 10 µm diameter complete suppression of 
homogeneously dominated branch is observed. The following concentration contour plots of O2, 
H radical (Figure 44) and temperature profile of adiabatic ignition for reactor diameters of 1 mm, 
300 µm and 5 µm explain the true quenching conditions for adiabatic H2 oxidation.  
Left graph of first row in Figure 44 shows O2 concentration versus axial and radial length with 
1mm diameter. Consumption of O2 displays a fast ignition within 0.2 mm which mainly occurs 
due to homogeneous ignition (see ignition curve at 1000K in Figure 43). This dominance of 
homogeneous reaction on overall ignition is reflected in H radical concentration (0.12 mol 
fraction) in the middle graph of the same column. As homogeneous reactions follow Arrhenius 
expression, temperature rise from 1000K to 3000K in bottom graph in left column evidently 
clarifies the phenomenon where homogeneous reaction takes over catalytic reactions as high 
temperatures favor homogeneous reactions by enhancing radical chain branching reactions. 
The middle column of top row shows the same concentration profiles for a 300 µm channel. One 
can see faster O2 consumption than that with 1mm diameter. A reduced H radical concentration 
with 300 µm diameter indicates a weakened but still existing homogeneous reaction. 
Looking back to Figure 42 it is apparent that at 1000K the ignition curve still lies in the 
homogeneously dominated branch although closer to the transition point to heterogeneous 
ignition behavior. Similarly the results also been reflected in temperature profile in the bottom 
row of the middle column. Temperature increases up to 2800K from 1000K and that temperature 
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hike is 200K smaller than that with 1mm diameter due to lesser influence of homogeneous 
reactions than with larger diameter. That also demonstrates the effect of larger surface to volume 
ratio with smaller diameters which inhibits the dominance of homogeneous reactions.  
 
       D = 1 mm    D = 300 µm   D = 5 µm 
 
O2 O2 O2
H.H. H.
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Figure 44: Concentration contour plots of O2 (top row), H radical (middle row) and temperature 
profile (bottom row) along axial and radial direction at 993K with 1mm (left column), 300 µm 
(middle column) and 5 µm (right column) diameters. 
 
Reducing diameter to 5 µm, a very rapid O2 consumption is observed within 0.1 mm axial 
distance in top graph of right column. That total O2 conversion is caused only due to the catalytic 
reactions as reflected in the absence H radical concentration (middle graph of last column). 
Temperature increases only to 2050K which is much lower than that with larger diameters. 
Temperature gradient decreases with reduced diameters. The small adiabatic temperature rise 
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indicates lowering the flammability limits of the explosive gas mixture. This smaller thermal 
feedback enhances the suppression of homogeneous reactions in addition to the large available 
surface area for dominant heterogeneous reactions. Finally this result illustrates adiabatic 
operation in microreactor with 5 µm diameter can extensively quench the extended influence of 
explosive homogeneous reactions on overall ignition and again the intrinsic reactor safety is 
clearly observed. The safe reaction zone in catalytic microreactor is much smaller in case of 
adiabatic operation than that with isothermal case which chooses isothermal operation more 
favorable for an extended safe reactor operation in handling explosive reaction systems in 
microchannel reactor.  
 
 
4.6 RELEVANT REACTION SYSTEMS 
 
4.6.1 CO Oxidation: Isothermal Calculations 
 
Highly efficient conversion of chemical energy to electrical energy can be obtained by Fuel cell 
technology without emission of environmental pollutants. In fuel cell, the main routes of 
hydrogen generation i.e. steam reforming, partial oxidation, auto-thermal reforming of 
hydrocarbon [80-84]. All these routes produce significant amounts of CO as a byproduct with 
hydrogen and this CO detoriates the energy efficiency of PEM (polymer electrolyte membrane) 
fuel cell via CO-induced poisoning of the anode catalyst with a tolerance of < 100 ppm for Pt-Ru 
electrodes [85]. High temperature required for fuel cells is favorable for producing surface 
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carbon and high surface coverage which becomes increasingly impossible to remove from the 
catalyst surface. Therefore it imposes several difficulties in their maintenance and operation 
making them unsuitable for vehicular and small-scale applications. Therefore, low temperature 
fuel cells are often studied for commercialization and that is highly sensitive towards impurities 
like COx. Hydrogen generated by these conventional methods can be vastly used in low 
temperature fuel cell only if CO is eliminated prior to its introduction to the cell. Several studies 
are being performed to reduce CO concentration < 10 ppm in increasing the duration of fuel 
cells. Choudhury et.al [86] reported CO concentration of < 20 ppm where stepwise steam 
reforming of methane was used for the production of CO free hydrogen within 648-673K. 
However, they have noticed a rapid deactivation of the catalyst using this method. Besides that 
feedstock without carbon [87] has been studied for the elimination of CO in PEM fuel cell and 
recently preferential oxidation of CO, as an alternative route of reducing CO concentration from 
H2 rich fuels, are studied by various researchers [85, 88, 89]. The competition between CO and 
H2 oxidation was reported in [85] to explain the CO conversion falloff at high temperature. That 
was contradicted by Choi et.al [89] in their 1D reactor model who showed that net CO 
conversion drops significantly as the reactor operation changes from isothermal to adiabatic 
condition with inlet temperature of 200ºC when they ignored the radial heat transfer resistance in 
their model. Moreover in a recent work by Ouyang et.al [88] has studied the effect of heat 
transfer limitations on CO preferential oxidation in mini packed bed reactors. They have shown 
that reverse water gas shift reaction (rWGS) is mainly responsible for thermal gradient causing 
the drop in CO conversion at high temperatures. They have shown in a theoretical approach that 
microchannel recator with catalyst deposited as thin film on the wall can reduce temperature 
gradient which eliminates rWGS reaction and can reduce the poisoning effect of CO.  
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In our study, we have already seen catalytic microchannel reactors to behave as an “intrinsically 
safe” reactor with smaller diameters (see section 4.2.4). If this size effect in catalytic 
microrecator can suppress undesirable CO oxidation from H2 oxidation and hence fuel cell can 
be expected to run without CO poisoning and it can reach 100% energy efficiency by this 
alternative method. This concept motivated us to study the ignition of CO oxidation in 
microchannel reactors.  
 
4.6.2 Interaction between homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions 
 
As we have seen that Pt surface can quench homogeneous reaction in microreactor with 285 µm 
diameter, it can be expected that larger surface to volume ratio might also quench all 
homogeneous CO oxidation in catalytic microreactor with a certain diameter. That is why we 
studied the interplay of homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions of CO oxidation using 
available kinetics in literature.  
Figure 45 shows the purely homogeneous CO ignition with air in the catalytic microreactor of 1 
mm diameter. Left plot shows the ignition distance as a function of temperature with the kinetics 
by Yetter et.al [42] which is shown in Table 11 in Appendix A and the right plot is with GRI 
mechanism [66] to verify against a widely used reaction mechanism. 
Both show the asymptotic behavior at 1250K. Purely homogeneous CO-air stochiometric 
mixture shows much longer ignition delays than H2 oxidation (see section 4.1). The heats of 
combustion of CO and H2, 67.6 and 57.8 kcal/mole respectively [1], but there is almost no 
reaction path perceptible in the gas phase containing only CO and O2 that leads to branched 
chain reactions and explosion as occurs with H2-O2 mixture. Therefore, dry CO-air mixture takes 
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much longer distances to ignite than H2-O2 mixture. The ignition delay with GRI mechanism is a 
magnitude higher than with Yetter mechanism. 
 
 
 
Figure 45: Ignition distance vs. reaction temperature in a microreactor for CO oxidation with 
1mm diameter and inert wall where left plot is with Yetter et.al kinetics and right plot is with 
GRI mechanism (Appendix A). 
 
 
In Yetter mechanism, oxidation of dry CO consists of three elementary reaction steps (reactions 
25, 26 and 27 in Table 11) while GRI mechanism contains only one elementary step for CO 
oxidation with a third body collision, i.e. CO + O + M => CO2 + M. The calculated reaction rate 
constant of this CO2 formation is about three orders of magnitude smaller in case of GRI 
mechanism, i.e. 1.7*1010 than that with Yetter mechanism, i.e. 1.53*1013. Therefore, GRI 
mechanism shows much higher ignition delay than the Yetter kinetics. Most importantly, the 
chain-initiating reaction for CO oxidation, i.e. CO + O2 => CO2 + O is also absent in GRI 
mechanism. Henceforth, for the rest of the calculations, Yetter mechanism is chosen to be used 
as the elementary reactions steps for homogeneous reactions. 
As without dilution, CO is expected to ignite faster with pure O2 than with air and hence it is of 
interest to look into how ignition behavior varies for CO-O2 mixture. In Figure 46 left plot shows 
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the ignition profile of CO and pure O2 as a range of reaction temperature. It is apparent that 
ignition continues until 420 K when the feed mixture is composed only with CO and pure O2 
without any diluent, but still with a high enough ignition distances. 
 
 
 
Figure 46: Ignition distance vs. reaction temperature in a microreactor for CO oxidation with 
1mm diameter and inert wall in case of CO with pure O2 (left graph) and CO – air mixture with 
1.5% OH addition (right plot). 
 
The chain-initiating reaction for CO oxidation is CO + O2 => CO2 + O. This initiating reaction is 
hard to achieve without the formation of free radicals and CO - O2 can only form a small amount 
of gas phase radicals which leads to branched chain reaction. Therefore, Lewis and von Elbe [1] 
suggested that the behavior of CO-O2 system is radically changed by the admixture of small 
amount of hydrogenous impurities. Therefore, we added 1.5% OH in the CO-air mixture in the 
feed to accelerate the ignition via the reaction OH + CO => CO2 + H [90]. Right plot in Figure 
46 shows the ignition distance as a function of temperature for CO oxidation with OH addition. 
The previous equation illustrates that CO with OH radical reacts and forms high amount of H 
radical which is mainly responsible for gas phase chain branching reactions and expedites the 
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homogeneous reactions. This faster occurrence of homogeneous ignition shortens the ignition 
delay observed in the right plot in Figure 46. 
We have seen that without moisture CO oxidation ignites with a high ignition delay for purely 
homogeneous case. Therefore, one can expect that the interaction between homogeneous and 
heterogeneous reactions will not be noticeable in this system. The individual contributions by gas 
phase and surface reactions on ignition in CO oxidation (CO/air) are shown in Figure 47.  
  
 
 
 
 
        (I) 
 
 
 
 
 
        (II)           (III) 
 
Figure 47: Homogeneous – heterogeneous interaction of CO oxidation in terms of ignition 
distance versus reaction temperature, (I) coupled case (circles) and only heterogeneous ignition 
(squares); (II) inert wall (open circles), inert wall with OH addition (filled circles), coupled case 
(squares); (III) inert wall (open circles), coupled case (filled circles), coupled case with OH 
addition (squares). 
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The detailed surface kinetics [91] used is tabulated in Table 12. Plot (I) shows that the ignition 
distance is indistinguishable between coupled case and the purely heterogeneous case. From this 
plot it is obvious that dry CO-air stoichiometric mixture ignites within 1800K only due to 
catalytic reactions. Plot (II) demonstrates that the addition of 1.5% OH (concentration in mol 
fraction) in the feed mixture reduces ignition delay by 3 orders of magnitude for purely 
homogeneous case. A direct comparison between the ignition profiles of dry CO-air mixture and 
moist CO-air mixture in plot (II) confirms the fast development of chain-initiation reaction for 
inert case which explains the faster homogeneous ignition. Finally, plot (III) shows that OH 
addition leads only to a negligible enhancement of catalytic reactions. It illustrates that CO 
oxidation in presence of a small amount of hydrogenous impurities only enhances the 
homogeneous ignition which results in an occurrence of interplay of homogeneous and 
heterogeneous reactions.  
Therefore to test the homogeneous influence on moist CO oxidation, we studied the effect of 
dimension of microreactor.  
 
4.6.3 Microchannel size effects: CO oxidation 
 
We have seen that the heterogeneous reactions are not influential at all on homogeneous 
reactions with 1mm reactor diameter due to the delayed homogeneous ignition. Smaller 
microreactor dimension at lower temperatures might alter the homogeneous contribution on the 
overall ignition resulting in the enhancement of the homogeneous-heterogeneous interactions. 
Hence we have studied the size effect for moist CO oxidation. Results are presented in Figure 48. 
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Ignition distance of the coupled case is plotted as a function of temperature for 1mm, 500 µm 
and 300 µm diameters.  
 
 
 
Figure 48: Ignition distance versus reaction temperature for 1.5% OH added CO-air reaction 
mixture with diameters 1mm (filled squares), 500 µm (filled circles) and 300 µm (filled 
triangles). 
 
Only the single low temperature branch is seen for all diameters. Reducing diameters the ignition 
distance decreases in parallel with larger diameters. The results indicate that with smaller 
diameters the interaction between homogeneous-heterogeneous reactions is not increased at all.  
 
This study concludes that CO oxidation, another fundamental subset of hydrocarbon oxidation 
like hydrogen oxidation, displays minor homogeneous influence on overall ignition behavior 
unlike H2 oxidation does. As a result, no interplay between gas-phase and surface reactions 
weakens the great potential of catalytic microreactors in terms of its applicability for CO 
oxidation reaction system. This high homogeneous ignition delay makes the reaction very 
straightforward where without addition of any hydrogenous impurities, only the surface ignition 
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plays significant role in catalytic microreactors. Consequently the characteristic dimension of 
microreactors would not be a plus for dry CO oxidation system unlike hydrogen oxidation to 
suppress the explosive regime.  
As we have seen in section 4.4 that non-catalytic materials show radical quenching of H2 
oxidation for all reactor diameters and also exhibit the interplay between gas-phase and surface 
recombination reactions (see subsection 4.4.2), this size effect (i.e. faster quenching with reduced 
diameters) is expected to selectively oxidize CO/air mixture in RR wall even before the 
explosive H2/air mixture ignites. Thus, in another perspective microreactor could behave as a 
cost-effective system excluding the use of an expensive catalytic material while handling an 
explosive hydrocarbon oxidation. If smaller diameter with RR wall can ultimately ignites CO/air 
mixture without hampering H2 oxidation, microreactors with RR wall can be effectively used for 
CO - H2 oxidation. Hence, the ignition of CO oxidation is studied in RR wall. 
 
4.6.4 Microchannel size effects in RR wall: CO-H2 oxidation 
 
CO oxidation in inert wall shows much larger ignition delay than that for H2 oxidation which has 
been discussed in subsection 4.6.2. CO-H2 mixture is a well-known constituent in hydrocarbon 
oxidation. In PEM fuel cell where in-situ H2 is being converted into electrical energy, presence 
of CO is undesirable for pursuing the reactions as it is highly poisonous for the anode in the cell. 
The idea of oxidizing CO before even H2 oxidation starts in a CO-H2 gas mixture would be an 
energy efficient and beneficial approach in terms of the durability of fuel cell application. Non-
catalytic material such as quartz glass, represented here by RR wall, shows strong homogeneous 
ignition with larger diameters most likely the inert wall. For H2 oxidation, it is observed in 
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microreactor with RR wall that at a certain temperature the competing gas phase and surface 
reaction pathways cancels each other that extinguishes overall ignition. In that regard, it would 
be realistic to look into detail the size effect of RR wall on combined CO – H2 oxidation reaction 
system.  
In general, the coupling between homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions is absent in RR wall 
with larger diameter (1 mm) while with reducing diameters mass transport-limit by surface 
ignition becomes prominent in case of explosive H2 oxidation reactions. In case of H2 oxidation, 
faster quenching of overall ignition is seen in RR wall with 300 µm (see Figure 30) while 
ignition distance with same diameter in RR wall is plotted for CO – H2 oxidation in Figure 49. In 
this plot, large-dashed line with open circles represents the ignition distance of CO oxidation 
only with air and small-dashed line with open squares corresponds to moist CO oxidation with 
1.5% OH added in the feed mixture in microreactor for 300 µm diameter. On other hand H2 
oxidation with 300 µm diameter is represented with small-dashed lines and filled triangles.  
In case of H2 oxidation, ignition occurs with 300 µm diameter inevitably much faster than that 
with dry CO oxidation with the same diameter as a function of temperature within 1200-2000K. 
On the other hand, moist CO oxidation shows overall lower ignition distance than dry CO/air 
mixture but higher ignition delay compared to H2 oxidation while T < 1375K the ignition delay 
crosses the asymptotic nature of H2 oxidation ignition profile with 300 µm diameter.  
The result indicates H2 oxidation always occurs before CO oxidation without OH addition. 
However, the interaction of CO and H2 oxidation becomes apparent for moist CO oxidation in 
microchannel reactor with 300 µm diameter for RR wall. At this point, interaction between H2 
oxidation and CO oxidation becomes apparent and CO can be totally oxidized due to the larger 
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rate of surface recombination reactions with reducing diameters with RR wall even before H2 
oxidation ignites in the reactor. 
 
 
 
Figure 49: Ignition distance versus reaction temperature in case of CO-air oxidation with 300 
µm diameter (dashed line, open squares), CO-air oxidation with 1.5% OH addition (solid line, 
open circles) and in case of H2 oxidation with 300 µm (dotted line, reverse triangle). 
 
Therefore microreactors can be used to selectively oxidize poisonous CO from the mixture of H2 
and CO which would be beneficial for hydrocarbon oxidation systems by completely converting 
CO to environmentally benign CO2 in the mixture. Furthermore, in this microreactor no catalytic 
materials are needed which improves the applicability of the reaction system and especially 
develops a cost-effective microreactor. Interestingly, catalytic microreactors here instead of 
promoting the surface-localized ignition act as an inhibitor of a selective pathway in an explosive 
reaction mixture and that can be termed as “anti-catalysis”. 
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4.6.5 NOx formation 
 
NOx, oxides of nitrogen, i.e. NO, NO2, N2O, are formed during combustion by several 
mechanisms e.g. thermal NOX, fuel NOX, and prompt NOX. Thermal NOX results from the 
reaction of nitrogen in air with excess oxygen at elevated temperatures. Fuel NOX results in 
when nitrogen is oxidized by combustion air. Prompt NOx is caused by the intermediate 
formation of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) via chain branching of CH radicals and reacting with N2 
available in the air followed by the oxidation of HCN to nitric oxide. In general, the firing 
temperature and fuel determines the amount of NOx formed.  
Nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide are present in many high temperature systems in 
significant quantities. At high temperature, both nitrogen (N2) and oxygen (O2) are dissociated 
into atoms that react to form thermal NOx by the Zeldovich mechanism [92] 
N2 + O ↔ NO + N          (1) 
N + O2 ↔ NO + O         (2) 
N + OH ↔ NO + H        (3) 
According to Mueller et.al [10, 92] NO is the principal reaction product and reaction (1) is the 
rate limiting step which has a very high activation energy. The major factors that affect thermal 
NOx production are flame temperature, residence time, the degree of fuel/air mixing, and the 
concentrations of oxygen and nitrogen in the flame. Higher temperature, longer residence time, 
and higher oxygen concentration all favor thermal NOx formation. Exhaust gases containing > 
1000 ppm NOx is totally undesirable in terms of a sustainable environment. A significant 
amount of work has been done over the years in understanding NOx formation mechanism in 
order to reduce emissions [1, 42, 73, 93-95] suggested in their work that a small amount of 
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nitrogen oxides can significantly influence the fuel oxidation characteristics. While literature 
says formation of NO generally is favored by higher temperature, i.e. 1803K-2573K, Glarborg 
et.al [95] says that even at 600K, NO may act to promote fuel oxidation, though they mentioned 
that low temperature mechanism is not well understood yet.  
To justify whether our previous ignition studies are influenced with the nitrogen oxide 
concentration while nitrogen containing species considered in the kinetics, we verified the 
validity of “intrinsic reactor safety” in microreactor for H2 oxidation system in the context of 
NOx formation. Purely homogeneous case produces larger amount of thermal NOx than that 
with coupled case (with Pt surface) at the high temperature, ranging from 1803K-2273K [92]. In 
this work, we studied NOx formation in case of H2 oxidation in air in microreactor for a purely 
homogeneous case and the gas-phase kinetics is used from detailed GRI mechanism [66]. This 
detailed kinetics consists of 53 species and 328 reactions including elementary reactions of NOx 
formation. Furthermore, NH3 oxidized on Pt is taken into account according to Andrae et.al [73] 
and we add an NH3 subset in the Pt surface kinetics (Table 13 in Appendix A). Only thermal 
NOx is considered for our study. Gases are fed with 9 m/s velocity at atmospheric pressure in 
microreactor for isothermal operation. 
Figure 50 elucidates the comparison of formation of nitric oxide in microreactor with 1 mm 
diameter between the purely homogeneous case and the coupled case. Left plot exhibits the 
concentration of NO by homogeneous ignition along the reactor length as a function of 
temperature. For all temperatures ranging from 1803K to 2273K, concentration increases and 
almost reaches a constant value thereafter within this reactor length. It is apparent from the plot 
that the NO formation within 3 mm axial distance steeply increases with the increase in 
temperatures. The maximum concentration lies within 9*10-4 mol fraction with the highest 
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temperature studied (2273K) for the purely homogeneous case. The NO formation increases with 
temperature in case of a purely homogeneous wall as stated in [95].  
On the contrary, for the coupled case in the right plot, a steep increase followed by an immediate 
drop in NO concentration is observed within 1.8 mm for the entire temperature range. 
Furthermore, after the reduction in concentration these plots also reach a constant value almost at 
the same axial distance. The maximum concentration of NO is one order of magnitude smaller 
than that with purely homogeneous case. In left plot, the overall increase in NO formation from 
1803K to 2273K is relatively higher than that in coupled case which designates the absolute 
increase in NOx formation is more with purely homogeneous case than with coupled case.  
 
 
 
Figure 50: Concentration of nitric oxide (CNO) versus reactor length (z) varying with reaction 
temperature from 1803K to 2273K in case of purely homogeneous case (left plot) and for the 
coupled case (right plot). H2-air mixture with nitrogenous species is fed in microreactor with 1 
mm diameter and at 1 bar pressure while inlet velocity is set to 9 m/s. 
 
The consequent increase and decrease of NO concentration in coupled case can be explained in a 
way that at these higher temperatures the probable homogeneous reactions occur before the onset 
of heterogeneous reactions where surface reactions are unfavorable for NOx formation. This 
homogeneous reaction causes the peak in NO concentration and the subsequent dominance of 
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surface reactions reduces the formation of NO resulting in the drop in the plots. Nevertheless, the 
overall concentration of produced NO for both the cases is negligible in terms of emission 
abatement issues in preserving the environment clean and the previously calculated intrinsic 
reactor safety will not be hampered with such an insignificant amount of thermal NOx formation. 
Low temperatures also might influence gas phase radicals in forming nitric oxide as discussed by 
Glarborg et.al [95]. This instigates to test NOx formation at lower temperatures at 600K for both 
the cases. In addition to that, it is obvious investigating the influence of reactor dimensions in 
microreactor on the NOx formation as at lower temperatures role of surface ignition becomes 
significant and smaller dimension of reactor accelerates the surface ignition (see subsection 
4.2.2). Therefore, to see whether smaller diameters ultimately terminate the production of 
nitrogen oxide at lower temperature, the size effect is studied in microreactor with Pt surface in 
terms of NOx formation. Figure 51 shows the development of NO concentration as a function of 
axial distance varying reactor diameters from 1mm to 300 µm at 600K. 
For all of these three diameters used in this study, we clearly can observe an increase and then a 
subsequent decrease what we have previously explained in the right plot of Figure 50. With 1 
mm diameter, the hump in the concentration profile is much distinct while with lowering 
diameters to 300 µm that sharpness almost disappears. The decrease in NO concentration 
decreases after ∼ 1 mm with all three diameters studied and reaches a steady value thereafter. 
Larger diameter with higher reactor volume more influences homogeneous reactions and as a 
result NO formation increases which ultimately reaches a maximum of 4.3E-7 mol fraction. 
Reducing diameters, surface area increases and dominance of heterogeneous reactions takes lead 
over gas-phase reactions 
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Figure 51: Concentration of NO versus reactor length (z) with 1 mm, 500 µm and 300 µm 
reactor diameters at 600K temperature. H2–air is fed in a Pt-coated microreactor at the same inlet 
conditions.  
 
Dominant surface reactions consume gas phase radicals faster and hinder the gas-phase reactions 
(see subsection 4.2.1), that results a reduction in the NO concentration with 500 µm diameter and 
correspondingly a decrease by two orders of magnitude is observed with 300 µm diameter. This 
higher influence of surface reaction also shortens the drop-off length with lowering diameters 
after the maximum concentration in Figure 51. All these results demonstrate that NOx formation 
is virtually negligible with smaller diameters in microreactor especially at low temperatures in 
the heterogeneously dominated regime.  
Some of the implications of mass transport control become very much apparent in H2 oxidation 
with NO formation in gas phase. For all lean mixtures the composition near the wall is lean while 
for rich mixtures is rich. The ignition by wall during the mass transport control is sensitive to the 
bulk fuel/air ratio [10]. It is known from the literature that lean fuel-oxygen mixture is favorable 
for reducing NOx formation [95]. Therefore, we briefly studied the influence of equivalence 
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ratio (φ) on NOx formation in the microreactor for a purely homogeneous case with 1 mm 
reactor diameter compared to 500 µm at 1803K, i.e. the lowest temperature for NO formation in 
gas phase and the results are shown in Figure 52. We have already seen (Figure 50) that NO 
forms more in gas-phase compared to the coupled case and hence effect of equivalence ratio is 
studied for an inert wall. 
 
 
Figure 52:  Concentartion of NO (CNO) along the reactor length (z) at 1803K with H2/air 
equivalence ratio of 0.1 (dashed line), 1.0 (solid line) and 2.0 (dotted line) with 1 mm (left graph) 
and 500 µm (right graph) diameters. This is for purely homogeneous ignition. 
 
In this plot it is evident that for both diameters concentration of NO shows the maximum with 
stoichiometric mixture. At 1803K, NOx formation is higher for both diameters what we have 
seen in the left plot of Figure 50. Interestingly for the fuel lean mixture (φ = 0.1) NOx formation 
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shows the minimum which is obvious due to the depletion of fuel, there is less amount of gas 
phase radicals for the chain braching reactions which accelerate the NOx formation. On the 
contrary, NO formation for φ = 2.0 belongs in between lean and stoichiometric mixture for both 
diameters and this needs to be looked into detail.  
 
In this chapter, NOx formation is investigated while oxidizing H2 – air mixture in microchannel 
reactor keeping same inlet conditions as with H2 oxidation reactions. NOx emission is a major 
issue for high temperature catalysis with regards to a sustainable environment. The concentration 
of NOx developed in Pt coated microreactor is negligible with all diameters studied while 
shochiometric H2-air mixture in purely homogeneous case shows higher concentration than that 
with catalytic reactions. Overall small amount of NOx formed does not alter the ‘intrinsic reactor 
safety’ in carrying out explosive H2 oxidation in catalytic microchannel reactors.  
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 5.0 SUMMARY 
The ignition behavior of H2 oxidation with air was studied in a microchannel reactor via 
numerical simulations with a two-dimensional boundary-layer model coupled with detailed 
reaction kinetics. Detailed elementary-step kinetics both for surface reactions as well as 
homogeneous gas phase reactions were used in the simulations and other parameters were 
chosen in agreement with previous experimental studies of this system. Influence of catalytic and 
non-catalytic materials on the overall ignition were investigated. Platinum was selected as a well-
studied, typical noble-metal oxidation catalyst. In addition to that, another industrially significant 
catalyst for oxidative high temperature reactions, palladium was also investigated. Additionally a 
(hypothetical) ‘radical recombination wall’ was taken to represent a group of wall materials such 
as quartz-glass or silicon, which are known to be catalytically virtually inactive, but still can act 
as rather efficient radical scavengers. An inert wall case served as the reference case of an “un-
hampered” homogeneous gas phase reaction. 
 
Strong wall effects were found for both types of chemically active wall materials. However, 
while the radical recombination wall only showed an ignition-hampering effect, the catalytic 
walls showed a transition from an ignition-delaying effect at high reaction temperatures to an 
ignition-promoting influence at lower reaction temperatures. Most significantly, all wall 
materials could completely suppress homogeneous ignition for a range of reaction parameters. 
This is due to the competing rates between radical recombination by surface and radical 
formation by gas phase in case of the radical recombination wall where ultimately the dominance 
of radical recombination (surface) reactions completely suppresses any reaction in the system. 
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The surface recombines gas phase radicals and gradually retards forward radical forming 
reactions, ultimately quenches homogeneous ignition. In contrast, for the catalytic surface this 
effect can be explained with a true radical quenching mechanism by the catalytic surface on the 
bulk gas phase. Therefore, while the homogeneous reaction (and thus particularly flames and 
explosions) can be suppressed in a catalytic microreactor, the overall conversion of the reactants 
into products is still taking place on the catalytic surface and the range of reactive conditions is 
even substantially increased in comparison to purely homogeneous reactions (as well known 
from catalytic combustion studies).  
 
The simulation results were in good qualitative agreement with the results from previous 
experimental and theoretical investigations of this reaction system. Particularly the complete 
suppression of the homogeneous reaction in the transition from a 500 µm channel diameter to a 
100 µm diameter for the catalytic platinum surface qualitatively is in good agreement with the 
studies. This result of ‘size-effect’ pinpoints again one of the most interesting aspects of catalytic 
microreactors: due to the very large surface-to-volume ratio that can be realized in these systems, 
they can be manufactured to be intrinsically safe for highly explosive and dangerous reactions.  
Reaction pressure is also an important parameter regarding reactor safety. Studying the effect of 
pressure into detail we found that the ignition behavior is determined by an intricate interplay 
between homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions and diffusion transport. While increasing 
pressure slows diffusion, it accelerates the overall heterogeneous surface reaction and leads to an 
even more pronounced acceleration of homogeneous gas phase reactions. Therefore, an 
acceleration of ignition with increasing pressure was observed for high reaction temperatures (T 
> 1200-1500 K), and an increased ignition delay for low reaction temperatures (T < 1200 K). 
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After investigating size-effect and pressure-effect on overall ignition, a mathematical fit of 
critical ignition distance as a function of pressure and reactor diameter allowed us to precisely 
calculate the critical diameter and pressure for the H2 oxidation reaction system. This calculation 
yields that 285 µm is the critical diameter at ambient conditions for Pt surface, and 9.7 bar as the 
critical pressure below which there is no reasonable reactor diameter to obtain the reactor safety. 
For Pd, these critical values are 125 µm as critical diameter and 3.8 bar as the critical reaction 
pressure. 
The ignition delay was furthermore found to increase with increasing fuel-to-air ratio (i.e. 
equivalence ratio φ). While φ was found to have a rather weak influence on the homogeneously 
dominated ignition at higher temperatures, an increasing hydrogen poisoning of the catalyst 
surface at lower temperatures leads to a pronounced increase in ignition distance at lower 
reaction temperatures.  
Furthermore, air is found to be the safer oxidant for H2-oxidation than pure O2, as the presence of 
diluent decreases the concentration of the reactants which helps to quench homogeneous 
ignition. 
While the results of this simulation study will quantitatively only be valid for the specific system 
studied (i.e. hydrogen oxidation over platinum, palladium and a strict “radical recombination 
surface”), it can be expected that qualitatively similar quenching effect should be observable for 
a wide range of similar catalytic and non-catalytic materials as well as for many chemically 
similar reaction systems, in particular for the oxidation of simple hydrocarbons for which the H2 
oxidation reactions form a sub-set of the complete reaction scheme.  
Most importantly, our results indicate that increasing pressure leads to reduced quenching of 
homogeneous reactions by surface reactions, and hence the observed intrinsic safety in 
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microchannel reactors [2, 11, 13] can not be taken for granted any more and needs to be re-
evaluated for specific cases.  
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 6.0 OUTLOOK 
 
6.1 POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS TO OTHER REACTIONS  
The results of this simulation study will of course quantitatively only be valid for the specific 
reaction system studied (i.e. hydrogen oxidation over platinum, palladium and a strict radical 
recombination surface), it can be expected that qualitatively similar quenching effect should be 
observable for a wide range of similar catalytic and non-catalytic materials as well as for other 
high temperature catalytic reactions. Preferential CO oxidation has been studied here to evaluate 
the applicability of safe reactor operation in microchannel reactor by selectively oxidizing CO 
from the CO-H2 gas mixture while CO acts as a poison for PEM fuel cell. Instead of different 
well-known methods applied for preferential CO oxidation, i.e. removal of reverse water-gas 
shift reaction, use of various catalysts for enhancing selectivity etc., we carried out CO oxidation 
in microreactor as an alternative avenue. Nonetheless, due to faster catalytic reaction of CO on Pt 
surface no interaction of homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions are observed which makes 
the system uninteresting to look at. On the contrary, the system indicated a delayed ignition than 
H2 oxidation in RR wall while adding moisture in it and possibly opens up a new avenue for 
quenching CO ignition even before H2 ignition sets in. This study can also be applied for water-
gas shift reactions in the similar way for CO removal from the mixture. 
Radical quenching effect in microreactor also can be applied for higher hydrocarbon oxidation 
when NOx formation poses a crucial problem in terms pollution abatement. Prompt NOx occurs 
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through radical chain branching when CH radicals react with N2 and forms NOx through the 
following reaction mechanism:  
 
Therefore, if microreactor can effectively quench CH radical formation in gas phase no nitric 
oxide will be formed in the gas phase and microreactor will hold a great potential in terms of 
environmental abatement. Hence, we also studied NOx formation for hydrogen oxidation in 
microchannel reactor which results in a negligible amount of nitrogen oxides re-addressing the 
reactor safety.  
The exploitation of natural gas (i.e. methane, ethane, higher hydrocarbons) is gaining increased 
attention in recent years. Efficient strategies are for the use of natural gas is under ongoing 
researches by several groups in academia and industry as well. Among three major one-step 
process to form syn gas from methane, one efficient method is partial oxidation. Total oxidation 
of methane is detrimental for syn gas production due to highly explosive nature (∆Hr = -800 
kJ/mol). It would be beneficial in terms of conversion if the total oxidation can be quenched 
from the system and that problem possibly can be resolved in catalytic microreactors with its 
radical quenching concept running the safe reactor operation. 
 
A catalytic microrecator, to investigate the reactor safety with our calculated reactor conditions 
and configuration for hydrogen oxidation system, is currently under fabrication in our group. 
Following is the designed microrecator for further experimental evaluation of numerical results. 
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 6.2 DESIGN & FABRICATION OF A MICROREACTOR 
 
Microchannel of depth 250 µm and width of 604 µm is fabricated in 525 µm thick silicon 
substrates using photolithography followed by wet etching. A photoresist coating of 10 µm 
thickness (single/double coat) is used as the etch mask for wet etching. Silicon is considered as a 
suitable material for the fabrication of microreactors due to the high strength of the Si-Si bonds 
which results in the chemical inertness and thermal stability of silicon. The proposed design in 
AutoCAD for the mask is shown in the following figure.  
 
 
 
Figure 53: 3-dimensional microreactor design in AutoCAD program. 
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In the above microreactor design, major parts are denoted by abbreviations. The reactor has two 
inlet ports for H2 and O2 feed, i.e. I1 and I2 and the outlet port for H2O vapor is referred as O1. 
These inlets and outlet have a dimension of 1.8 mm in width and length while the depth is of 285 
micron. The main reaction channel is denoted by RCC. It is 25 mm long and width and depth of 
that channel are dimensionalized with 275 micron. According to our numerical calculation, any 
diameter < 285 µm diameter at atmospheric pressure would be entirely safe to run homogeneous 
ignition without explosions in a microchannel reactor. As pressure drop calculations [Appendix 
C] show a maximum pressure could be obtained in this micro-channel reactor of up to 1 bar, we 
conducted calculations [see Figure 17] to ensure that 275 µm could also be safe at 2 bar. In 
addition to that, reactor safety with 275 µm is also verified with planar symmetric channel as that 
might lead to different ignition behavior than with the symmetric tubular channel used in our 
study. Interestingly, planar symmetric plates show extended ignition delay than the tubular 
channel, but 300 µm reassures the reactor safety also in that planar geometry (see subsection 
4.2.7) which means diameters below 300 µm would safely carry out isothermal H2 oxidation. 
That is why we have selected 275 µm channel depth in our new microreactor fabrication.  
Thermocouple is to be placed in a parallel channel as close to the RCC, so that temperature 
profiles in the channel can be measured. This thermocouple channel is denoted by TCC in Figure 
53. Thermocouple (TC) configuration is 250 micron o.d (outer diameter) and 127 micron i.d 
(inner diameter), considering this dimension of TC the dimension of TCC is set to 0.4602 and 
0.325 mm maintaining 54.7º angle for etching. This TC provides the temperature profile during 
ignition studies. 
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Some considerations for the design are as follows: 
• For clipping those two wafers together 2.5 mm distance is kept from the edge to the inlet-
outlet ports. 
• To properly align those two wafers we etch two square hollow grooves (SH) of 0.8 mm 
and with 275 µm depth in both sides of the reaction channel. A pin of that width will be 
pushed through to align the two wafers. 
• PDMS (poly dimethyl siloxane) is deposited on the inlets and outlet port through which 
bevel-port needles can be poked for the purpose of feeding and collecting gases.  
• Gases are fed from the top through a bevel-port needle. 
• An external heater will be placed at the top of the microreactor to initially heat up the gas 
mixture. 
• For this initial design, no catalyst deposition method is considered in the reaction 
channel. Studies are thus restricted to purely homogeneous ignition. 
 
For non-isothermal reactor operation, the wall temperature is not constant any more and a high 
temperature gradient is developed between catalytic wall and the reactor material due to different 
temperature expansion coefficient. This temperature flux is conducted through the wall to the 
outer boundary, i.e. reactor materials, adding up a constant temperature gradient to the inlet flow 
and results a shift in the ignition profile towards shorter axial length of the reactor. This can not 
be addressed through simplified boundary layer model and a full Navier Stokes model coded in 
commercial CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) software Fluent would be implemented for 
this study.  
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In this regard, numerical investigation of non-isothermal operation with Navier Stokes equations 
is preliminary performed where Figure 54 shows the view of designed microreactor from Figure 
53 as imported into FLUENT for the mentioned purpose.  
In the above imported geometry left two blue colored blocks are inlet ports and the right red 
colored block is the outlet port. The whole channel is tightly meshed with Hex/Wedge elements 
and Cooper type fine mesh in Gambit. In Fluent, the refined geometry is called from Gambit as 
3-dimensional double precisioned, segregated, laminar flow model with energy balance and 
species transport in it.  
 
 
 
Figure 54: Imported view of the new microreactor in Fluent software. 
 
As a very preliminary simulation attempt for gas flow, enormous back-mixing of gases are 
noticed in the results which need to be looked into detail. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
 
MODEL DESCRIPTION & DETAILED KINETICS 
 
CRESLAF employs boundary-layer approximation for the fluid-flow equations, coupled to gas 
phase and surface species continuity equations. Boundary layer approximations, originally 
conceived by Ludwig Prandtl, are very well-known in fluid mechanics and have been widely 
used since 1900s. Boundary layer behavior can be anticipated when there is a dominant flow 
direction. It is thus capable of describing coupled hydrodynamics, gas-phase chemistry and 
surface chemistry in a laminar flow channel. The boundary layer equations represent a coupled, 
nonlinear system of parabolic partial differential equations. It is restricted to a two-dimensional 
geometry, using either planar or radial coordinates. The simplification of this approximation 
leads to efficient computational algorithms. After finite difference discretization the resulting 
problem can be solved numerically by the method of lines as a differential-algebraic system. The 
applicability of these equations relies on the existence of a principal flow direction in which 
flow-wise diffusive transport is negligible compared to convective transport. Mathematically this 
reduction causes the boundary layer equations to essentially have parabolic characteristics 
whereas Navier-Stokes equations have the elliptic characteristics. As a result computational 
simulation of these boundary layer equations are much simpler and efficient.  
Boundary conditions are required at the channel inlet where the dependent variables need to be 
specified, i.e. linear velocity, temperature, initial concentration of surface species. Heterogeneous 
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chemistry occurs on the wall where species boundary condition is derived from a species mass 
balance. The set of these equations describing the boundary layer model is listed in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Governing equations of the boundary layer model 
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   State equation [Ideal gas law]: 
   WRTP /ρ=  
 
 
For a flow in cylindrical coordinate, parameter α is 1 and y represents the radius measured from 
the flow centerline. For further simplification of the numerical procedure, the equations are re-
casted by using the Von Mises Transformation in which cross-stream coordinate is replaced by 
the stream function as an independent variable. The detail of the numerical procedure is available 
in Chemkin user’s guide manual [11]. 
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CHEMICAL KINETIC MODEL: 
Gas phase chemistry: 
In our simulation, we have used the gas phase mechanism given in Table 2, from GRI 
mechanism [14]. The rate constant is computed using the modified Arrhenius expression, k = 
k0*Tβ*exp (-E/RT), where E, R, and T are the activation energy, the universal gas constant and 
the temperature respectively. 
 
Table 3: Gas-phase kinetics of H2 – air mixture 
 
 
No.  Reactions    k0 [mol,cm,s]       β  E [kJ/mol] 
1. H + O2 ↔ O + OH   5.13 x1016     -0.82  69.1  
2. H2 + O ↔H + OH   1.8 x 1010      1.0  37.0 
3. H2 + OH ↔H2O + H   1.2 x 109     1.3  15.2 
4. OH + OH ↔H2O + O   6.0 x 108     1.3  0.0 
5. H2 + O2 ↔OH + OH   1.7 x 1013     0.0  200.0 
6. H + OH + M ↔ H2O + M*  7.5 x 1023     -2.6  0.0 
7. O2 + M ↔ O + O + M  1.9 x1011     0.5  400.1 
8. H2 + M ↔ H + H+ M**  2.2 x 1012     0.5  387.7 
9. H + O2 + M ↔ HO2 + M‡  2.1 x 1018     -1.0  0.0 
10. H + O2 + O2 ↔ HO2 + O2  6.7 x 1019     -1.42 0.0 
11. H + O2 + N2 ↔ HO2 + N2  6.7 x 1019     -1.42 0.0 
12. HO2 + H ↔ H2 + O2   2.5 x 1013     0.0  2.93 
13. HO2 + H ↔ OH + OH   2.5 x 1014     0.0  7.9 
14. HO2 + O ↔ OH + O2   4.8 x 1013     0.0  4.2 
15. HO2 + OH ↔ H2O + O2  5.0 x 1013     0.0  4.2 
16. HO2 + HO2 ↔ H2O2 + O2  2.0 x 1012     0.0  0.0 
17. H2O2 + M ↔ OH + OH + M  1.3 x 1017     0.0  190.5 
18. H2O2 + H ↔ HO2 + H2   1.7 x 1012     0.0  15.9 
19. H2O2 + OH ↔ H2O + HO2  1.0 x 1013     0.0  7.5 
 
 
M=third-body enhancement factors; 
‡*H2O/20.0/ **H2O/6.0/  H/2.0/  H2/3.0/ H2O/21.0/  H /3.3/  O2 2/0.0/  N2/0.0/ 
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GRI mechanism: This is essentially a list of elementary chemical reactions and associated rate 
constant expressions. This is an optimized detailed chemical reaction mechanism capable of the 
best representation of natural gas flames and ignition which has been carried out at The 
University of California at Berkeley, Stanford University, the University of Texas at Austin, and 
SRI International.  
 
Surface Chemistry: 
The reactor model is coupled with detailed elementary step reaction kinetics, which considers 
catalytic reactions and intermediate products of oxidation of hydrogen on platinum surface. The 
SURFACE CHEMKIN software is used for the formulation of the surface mechanism. Surface 
kinetic model conserves the total number of surface sites:  
s
K
K
k Nnn
l
s
f
s
,......,11)( ==Θ∑   
To describe the influence of the wall on combustion, we have used four different surface 
mechanisms in our simulations: Three on platinum surface and one on a wall which promotes 
recombination of radicals.  
For catalytic wall (Pt), the surface chemistry consists of 6 species and 13 reversible reactions [9] 
and the elementary step kinetics is listed below (Table 4). In addition to that, to examine the 
influence of different surface mechanisms of Pt wall on ignition behavior, which consists of 
individual forward and backward reaction steps, we have used two other surface kinetics in our 
simulations. Overall, the kinetic equations and rate parameters on platinum for these three 
different surface mechanisms are used from (I).Andrae et.al [9] (Table 5), (II) Park et.al [16] 
(Table 6) and (III) Aghalayam et.al [17] (Table 7).  
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The surface site density of the catalytic surface (Pt) is 2.71E-9 mol/cm2. Reaction rates for all 
reaction steps except for the adsorption of the gas phase species are calculated with the 
Arrhenius Law: k = k0* exp (-E/RT). The adsorption steps are non-activated and are calculated 
using the kinetic gas theory: kads = 
gTRM
s
...2π  
Catalytic Material: Pt 
 
Table 4: Surface reaction steps and rate parameters by Andrae et.al [63]. 
 
 
No.  Reactions    s k0 [mol,cm,s] Edes/act [kJ/mol] 
1. H2 + PT(S) ↔ H2(S)   0.05     0.0  
2. H2(S) + PT(S) ↔H(S) + H(S)  7.5 x 1022   15.6 
3. O2 + PT(S) ↔O2(S)   0.023    0.0 
4. O2 + PT(S) ↔O(S) + O(S)   2.5 x 1024  0.0 
5. H(S) + O(S) ↔OH(S) + PT(S)  3.7 x 1021  19.3 
6. H(S) + OH(S) ↔ H2O(S)   3.7 x 1021  0.0 
7. OH(S) + OH(S) ↔ H2O(S) + O(S)  3.7 x1024  100.5 
8. H + PT(S) ↔ H(S)   1.00    0.0 
9. O + PT(S) ↔ O(S)   1.00    0.0 
10. H2O + PT(S) ↔ H2O(S)  0.75    0.0 
11. OH + PT(S) ↔ OH(S)  1.00    0.0 
12. H2O2 + PT(S) ↔ OH(S) + OH(S) 1.00    0.0 
13. HO2 + PT(S) ↔ OH(S) + O(S) 1.00    0.0 
 
s= sticking coefficient; k0 = pre-exponential factor; Edes/act = desorption or activation energy  
 
Most surface science experiments are conducted under low or well characterized adsorbate 
coverages on single crystals and the role of adsorbate coverage in surface reaction pathways is 
known only for limited conditions. Using available experimental data for Pt catalyzed H2-
oxidation in the literature for adsorbate-adsorbate interactions and with the help of UBI-QEP 
method, a surface reaction mechanism has been developed for oxidation of H2 by Park et.al [16]. 
This kinetics is thermodynamically consistent and takes into consideration the change in 
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activation energies of reaction pathways with varying adsorbate coverages of surface species. 
This has been used in our simulation (II) and the following tabulates the detailed kinetics. 
 
Table 5: Surface reaction steps and rate parameters by Park et.al [60]. 
  
 
No.  Reactions   s k0 [mol,cm,s]         Edes/act [kJ/mol]     
        111* =Θ=Θ=Θ OH   
1. H2 + 2PT(S) => 2H(S)  0.50   0.0      0.0  0.0 
2. 2H(S) => H2 + 2PT(S)   1.0E+12 83.7      58.6 83.7 
3. O2 + PT(S) => 2O(S)  0.03   0.0      0.0  0.0 
4. 2O(S) => O2 + PT(S)   1.0E+13 213.4      213.4 794.96 
5. OH + PT(S) => OH(S)  1.00    0.0      0.0  0.0 
6. OH(S) => OH + PT(S)   5.0E+14 263.6      263.6 125.52 
7. H2O + PT(S) => H2O(S)  0.70   0.0      0.0  0.0 
8. H2O(S) => H2O + PT(S)   1.0E+13 41.84      41.84 41.84 
9. H + PT(S) => H(S)   1.00   0.0      0.0  0.0 
10. H(S) => H + PT(S)    1.0E+13 251.88      251.88 251.88 
11. O + PT(S) => O(S)  1.00   0.0      0.0  0.0 
12. O(S) => O + PT(S)   1.E+13 387.44     387.44 280.33 
13. OH(S) + PT(S) => O(S) + H(S)  6.1E+11 102.1     108.4 769.9 
14. H(S) + O(S) => OH(S) + PT(S)  1.7E+10 51.88     36.8  56.1 
15. H2O(S) + PT(S) => H(S) + OH(S) 1.2E+10 77.28     84.52 163.6 
16. H(S) + OH(S) => H2O(S) + PT(S) 3.5E+11 51.88     38.91 0.0 
17. H2O(S) + O(S) => 2OH(S)  1.E+11 52.8     52.8  142.7 
18. 2OH(S) => H2O(S) + O(S)   1.E+11 79.1     79.1  0.0 
 
 
In succession to the previous study Aghalayam et.al used sensitivity analysis to identify the key 
kinetic parameters and calculated adsorbate-adsorbate interaction with regard to their influence 
on activation energies. This methodology is identical with the previous one by Park et.al. The 
difference between those two methodologies is that in the following mechanism Aghalayam et.al 
optimized the pre-exponential factors to refine kinetic parameters using H2-oxidation as a model 
system on Pt. 
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Table 6: Surface reaction steps and rate parameters by Aghalayam et.al [62] 
 
 
No.  Reactions    s k0 [1/s]  Edes/act [kJ/mol] 
 
1. H2 + 2PT(S) => 2H(S)     0.48    0.0 
2. 2H(S) => H2 + 2PT(S)    9.4E+11  84.0 
3. O2 + PT(S) => O2(S)    0.03    0.0 
4. O2(S) => O2 + PT(S)    1.0E+13  214.2 
5. OH + PT(S) => OH(S)   1.00     0.0 
6. OH(S) => OH + PT(S)    1.0E+13  264.6 
7. H2O + PT(S) => H2O(S)   0.75    0.0 
8. H2O(S) => H2O + PT(S)    1.0E+13  42.0 
9. H + PT(S) => H(S)     1.00    0.0 
10. H(S) => H + PT(S)     1.0E+13  252.84 
11. O + PT(S) => O(S)    1.00    0.0 
12. O(S) => O + PT(S)    1.E+13  281.4 
13. OH(S) + PT(S) => O(S) + H(S)   6.1E+11  102.48 
14. H(S) + O(S) => OH(S) + PT(S)   1.7E+10  50.82 
15. H2O(S) + PT(S) => H(S) + OH(S)  1.2E+10  77.28 
16. H(S) + OH(S) => H2O(S) + PT(S)  3.5E+11  52.08 
17. H2O(S) + O(S) => 2OH(S)   1.E+11  52.92 
18. 2OH(S) => H2O(S) + O(S)    1.E+11  79.38 
 
 
Catalytic Material: Pd  
In the following table (Table 7) elementary kinetics of H2-oxidation on Pd surface is enlisted 
[67] where surface site density of the clean surface is used as 2.54*10-9 cm2/s. 
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Table 7:  Detailed surface kinetics of H -oxidation on Pd surface2  [67] 
 
No.  Reactions   s          k (mol,cm,s)      Eact/des (kJ/mol)   
 
1.         H2 + 2PD(S) => 2H(S)  0.32     0.0 
2.           2H(S) => H2 + 2PD(S)      3.95∗1021   41.5 
3.           O2 + PD(S) => 2O(S)  0.45     0.0 
5.           2O(S) => O2 + 2PD(S)      3.95∗1019   180.0 
6.           OH + PD(S) => OH(S)  0.99     0.0 
8.           OH(S) => OH + PD(S)      1.∗1013    251.0 
9.           H2O+ PD(S) => H2O(S)  0.99     0.0 
10.           H2O(S) => H2O + PD(S)     1.∗1013    41.9 
11.           H + PD(S) => H(S)   0.99     0.0 
12.           H(S) => H + PD(S)      1.∗1013    236.0 
13.           O + PD(S) => O(S)   0.99     0.0 
14.           O(S) => O + PD(S)      1.∗1013    340.0 
15.           H(S) + O(S) = OH(S) + PD(S)     3.95.∗1018    59.8 
16.           H(S) + OH(S) = H2O(S) + PD(S)    3.95.∗1021    40.5 
17.           H(S) + O(S) = OH(S) + PD(S)     3.95.∗1021    40.5 
 
 
s= sticking coefficient; k0 = pre-exponential factor; Edes/act = desorption or activation energy 
where PD(S) denotes the vacant surface sites on Pd surface and (S) designates the 
corresponding surface species. 
 
It is reported in [67] with regards to the above mentioned surface kinetics that reactions 16, 17 
and 18 are the Langmuir-Hinshelwood surface reactions and the kinetics of the reverse reactions 
are not measured in there. Therefore we again modified the kinetics and measured the activation 
energy of the reverse reactions of 16, 17 and 18, i.e. 304.19, 162.77 and 86.95 kJ/mol using the 
energy cycle from the corresponding heat of reactions. We incorporated these energies with pre-
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exponential factor of 1*1013 1/s for 16, 17 & 18 reactions in the improved kinetics which gave 
insignificant difference in the ignition results with the kinetics in Table 7. 
 
Non-catalytic Material: Quartz/Silicon (Radical Recombination reactions) 
 
In our study a RR wall is treated which surface recombines the intermediate species i.e. radicals, 
such as H, OH, O, H2O2, HO2 and produces stable species, finally that desorbs into the gas 
phase. Furthermore, the surface mechanism for RR wall is comprised of 6 species and 8 
irreversible reactions (Table 8) [8]. The thermodynamic and transport database are used from 
GRI mechanism. Surface site density for a clean quartz surface is used identical as Pt surface, i.e. 
2.71*10-9  
 
Table 8: Surface reaction steps and rate parameters by Andrae et.al [63] 
 
No.  Reactions   s          k (1/s)           E (kJ/mol)   
 
1.  H + S => H(S)   1.00     0.0 
2.  2H(S) => H2 + 2S      1.∗1013  0.0 
3.  O + S => O(S)   1.00     0.0 
4.  2O(S) => O2 + 2S      1.∗1013  0.0 
5.  OH + S => OH(S)   1.00     0.0 
6.  2OH(S) => H2O + O(S) + S      1.∗1013  0.0 
7.  HO2 + 2S => OH(S) + O(S) 1.00     0.0 
8.  H2O2 + 2S => 2OH(S) 1.00      0.0 
 
s= sticking coefficient; k0 = pre-exponential factor; Edes/act = desorption or activation energy 
where S denotes the vacant surface sites on quartz surface and (S) corresponding surface 
species. 
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All the reactions are irreversible and non-activated in the above mechanism which is doesn't hold 
up the reversibility in the elementary reaction steps. Therefore, to justify the reversibility, we 
modified the above mechanism where reverse reaction steps are added for the desorption 
reactions. From the heat of formation of individual species and using Hess’s law, the activation 
energy of the corresponding elementary steps is calculated. This modified mechanism of radical 
recombination wall is tabulated in Table 9.  
 
Table 9: Modified surface kinetics of Radical Recombination wall  
 
No.  Reactions   s          k (1/s)     Eact/des (kJ/mol)   
 
1.         H + S => H(S)   1.00     0.0 
2.           2H(S) => H2 + 2S      1.∗1013  0.0 
3.           H2 + 2S => 2H(S)      1.∗1013      436.015 
4.           O + S => O(S)   1.00     0.0 
5.           2O(S) => O2 + 2S      1.∗1013  0.0 
6.            O2 + 2S => 2O(S)      1.∗1013      498.314 
7.           OH + S => OH(S)   1.00     0.0 
8.           OH(S) => OH + S      1.∗1013      160.440 
9.           2OH(S) => H2O + O(S) + S      1.∗1013  0.0 
10.           HO2 + 2S => OH(S) + O(S) 1.00     0.0 
11.           OH(S) + O(S) => HO2 + 2S     1.∗1013     131.880 
12.           H2O2 + 2S => 2OH(S)  1.00      0.0 
13.           2OH(S) => H2O2 + 2S      1.∗1013     106.260 
 
s= sticking coefficient; k0 = pre-exponential factor; Edes/act = desorption or activation energy 
where S denotes the vacant surface sites on quartz surface and (S) corresponding surface 
species. 
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Now the surface kinetics of radical recombination wall consists of 13 reactions where 5 reactions 
are reversible excepting adsorption of atomic oxygen and hydrogen (heat of reaction of atomic H 
and O from quartz surface are not available in literature) and H2O adsorption on the surface. 
Surface site density remains unchanged as the clean quartz surface. Pre-exponential factor of 
those reverse reactions are all set to 1*1013. 
To investigate the influence of individual radicals on overall ignition we isolated the kinetics of 
individual radicals from Table 9. Ignition of H, OH, O, H2O2 and HO2 are independently studied 
in our numerical approach where notably HO2 did not show any numerically detectable 
conversion of reactants indeed.  
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Table 10:  Individual radical kinetics on Radical Recombination surface  
 
No.  Reactions   s          k (1/s)               E (kJ/mol)   
 
Individual H radical assisted radical recombination reaction: 
1.         H + S => H(S)   1.00     0.0 
2.           2H(S) => H2 + 2S      1.∗1013  0.0 
3.           H2 + 2S => 2H(S)      1.∗1013      436.015 
 
Individual O radical assisted radical recombination reaction: 
1.           O + S => O(S)   1.00     0.0 
2.           2O(S) => O2 + 2S      1.∗1013  0.0 
3.            O2 + 2S => 2O(S)      1.∗1013      498.314 
 
Individual OH radical assisted radical recombination reaction: 
1.           OH + S => OH(S)   1.00     0.0 
2.           OH(S) => OH + S      1.∗1013      160.440 
3.           2OH(S) => H2O + O(S) + S      1.∗1013  0.0 
 
Individual H2O2 radical assisted radical recombination reaction: 
1.           H2O2 + 2S => 2OH(S) 1.00       0.0 
2.           2OH(S) => H2O2 + 2S      1.∗1013      106.260 
 
Individual HO2 radical assisted radical recombination reaction: 
1.           HO2 + 2S => OH(S) + O(S) 1.00     0.0 
2.           OH(S) + O(S) => HO2 + 2S     1.∗1013     131.880 
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CO oxidation on Pt catalyst 
Gas phase kinetics for CO oxidation reaction system is primarily taken from Yetter et.al [42] 
while homogeneous kinetics from GRI mechanism [66] is compared with the result. GRI shows 
shorter ignition delay and hence simulation of coupled mechanism is performed with GRI 
mechanism instead of Yetter kinetics tabulated in Table 11. 
 
Table 11: The gas phase CO oxidation mechanism from Yetter et.al [42] 
 
 
No.  Reactions    k0 [mol,cm,s]       β  E [kcal/mol]  
H2-O2 Chain Reactions 
1. H + O2 = O + OH   1.900E+14     0.00   16.44  
2. O + H2 = H + OH   5.13E+4      2.67 6.29 
3. OH + H2 = H + H2O   2.14E+8      1.51   3.43 
4. OH + OH = O + H2O   5.00E+11      0.00 16.29 
H2-O2 Dissociation/Recombination Reactions 
5. H2 + N2 = H + H + N2   4.57E+19     -1.40 104.38 
6. H2 + AR = H + H + AR  5.89E+18     -1.10 104.38 
7. O + O + N2 = O2 + N2   6.17E+15     -0.50 0.00 
8. O + O + AR = O2 + AR  1.91E+13      0.00 -1.79  
9. O + H + M = OH + M  4.68E+18     -1.00 0.00   
10. H + OH + N2 = H2O + N2  2.24E +22     -2.00 0.00 
11. H + OH + AR = H2O + AR  8.32E+21     -2.00 0.00 
Formation and Consumption of HO2  
12. H + O2 + N2 = HO2 + N2  6.76E+19     -1.42 0.00 
13. H + O2 + AR = HO2 + AR  1.15E+15      0.00 -1.0 
14. HO2 + H = H2 + O2   6.61E+13      0.00 2.13 
15. HO2 + H = OH + OH   1.70E+14      0.00 0.87 
16. HO2 + O = OH + O2   1.74E+13      0.00 -0.4 
17. HO2 + OH = H2O + O2  1.45E+16     -1.00 0.00 
Formation and Consumption of H2O2  
18. HO2 + HO2 = H2O2 + O2  3.02E+12      0.00     1.39 
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19. H2O2 + N2 = OH + OH + N2  1.20E+17      0.00 45.5 
20. H2O2 + AR = OH + OH + AR 8.51E+16      0.00 45.5 
21. H2O2 + H = H2O + OH  1.00E+13      0.00 3.59 
22. H2O2 + H = H2 + HO2   4.79E+13      0.00    7.95 
23. H2O2 + O = OH + HO2  9.55E+6      2.00     3.97 
24. H2O2 + OH = H2O + HO2  7.08E+12      0.00 1.43 
Oxidation of CO  
25. CO + O + N2 = CO2 + N2  2.51E+13     0.00  4.54 
26. CO + O + AR = CO2 + AR  2.19E+13     0.00  -4.54 
27. CO + O2 = CO2 + O   2.51E+12     0.00  47.69 
28. CO + OH = CO2 + H   5.00E+12     0.00  9.91  
29. CO + HO2 = CO2 + OH  6.03E+13     0.00  22.95 
Formation and Consumption of HCO  
30. HCO + N2 = H + CO + N2  1.86E+17    -1.00  17.0 
31. HCO + AR = H + CO + AR  1.86E+17    -1.00  17.0 
32. HCO + O2 = CO + HO2  7.59E+12     0.00  0.41 
33. HCO + H = CO + H2   7.24E+13     0.00  0.00 
34. HCO + O = CO + OH   3.02E+13     0.00  0.00 
35. HCO + OH = CO + H2O  3.02E+13     0.00  0.00 
 
M = third-body factor, i.e. H2O/21.0/  H2/3.3/ 
 
Surface Kinetics of CO oxidation: 
 
Kinetics of catalytic CO oxidation is shown in Table 12. The adsorbate-adsorbate interactions 
[91] considered are O-O and CO-CO, based on the available literature. Coverage dependence is 
applied in this mechanism for the desorption energy in case of two reaction steps. One is the 
activation energy for desorption of oxygen which is taken as Ed(O) = 212.42 – 134.4θo, where 
θo is the coverage of oxygen on the surface. A linear dependence of the activation energy on CO 
coverage has been assumed in this study as well with a repulsive interaction of 21 kJ/mol. 
Therefore, the activation energy for CO desorption is thus taken as Ed(CO) = 212.42 – 134.4θCO. 
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 Table 12: The Catalytic CO oxidation mechanism on clean polycrystalline platinum (θPT =1) 
 
No.  Reactions    s k0 [mol,cm,s]   Edes/act [kJ/mol]    
1.         O2 + 2PT(S) => 2O(S)  0.1     0.0 
2.           2O(S) => O2 + 2PT(S)      1.∗1013         214.2 
3.           O + PT(S) => O(S)  1.00     0.0 
4.           O(S) => O + PT(S)      1.∗1013         281.4 
5.            CO + PT(S) => CO(S)  0.89     0.0 
6.           CO => CO + PT(S)       1.∗1015         184.8 
7.           CO2 + PT(S) => CO2(S) 1.00     0.0 
8.           CO2(S) => CO2 + PT(S)      1.∗1011           71.4 
9.           CO2 +PT(S) => CO(S) + O(S)     1.∗1011           79.8 
10.           CO + O(S) => CO2(S) + PT(S)    1.∗1011            46.2 
 
 
NO Oxidation: Homogeneous kinetics is taken from GRI mechanism [66]. But for surface 
kinetics NH3 oxidized on Pt is taken into account according to Andrae et.al [73] and we add an 
NH3 subset in the Pt surface kinetics. 
 
Table 13: The Catalytic NH3 oxidation mechanism on clean polycrystalline platinum [73] 
 
 
No.      Reactions    s k0 [mol,cm,s]   Edes/act [kJ/mol]    
1. NH3 + 2PT(S) => NH2(S) + H(S) 0.1     0.0 
2. NH2(S) + H(S) => NH(S) + H(S)    3.7∗1021           20.0 
3. NH(S) + H(S) => N(S) + H(S)    3.7∗1021           20.0 
4. N(S) + O(S) => NO(S) + PT(S)    3.7∗1021           20.0 
5.  NO(S) => NO  + PT(S)     1.0∗1013           20.0 
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APPENDIX B 
 
VALIDATION OF BOUNDARY LAYER MODEL & MEAN FREE PATH 
CALCULATION 
 
The continuum assumption in the Navier-Stokes equations, which reflects in boundary layer 
model, is valid provided the mean free path of the molecules is smaller than the characteristic 
dimension of the flow domain. Otherwise, fluid will no longer be under local thermodynamic 
equilibrium and velocity profiles, boundary wall shear stresses, mass flow rates and pressure 
differences will then be influenced by non-continuum effects. Additionally, conventional no-slip 
boundary condition imposed at the gas-solid interface will begin to break down. The value of 
Knudsen number, Kn, [the ratio between the mean free path λ and the characteristic dimension of 
flow geometry] determines the validity of the continuum flow assumption. The range of 
calculated Kn number for the defined microreactor dimension in this study lies between 1.E-5 - 
1.E-4. As for Kn ≤ 1.E-3, the continuum hypothesis is appropriate and the flow can be analyzed 
using the Navier-Stokes equations with conventional no-slip boundary conditions. Therefore, 
CRESLAF which describes a boundary layer flow can validate the gas-surface interactions in 
microreactor channel. 
 
Mean Free Path Calculation of Reactant Molecules:  
The mean free path, λ, is the average distance a molecule travels between collisions. λ is directly 
proportional to reaction temperature and mathematically can be expressed as follows [96]: 
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P
kT
σλ 2
1=             (1) 
where, 
k = boltzman constant = 1.3807E-23 N-m/K 
T = temperature [K] 
σ = collision area [m2]; σH2 = 2.827Å;  σH2O = 2.641Å;  σO2 = 3.467Å;  σN2 = 3.798Å [96] 
P = pressure [N/m2] 
 
At ambient pressure, temperature ranging from room temperature to 1000K, the mean free path 
of H2 molecule calculated using equation (1) of 137 to 458 nm. Similarly O2 and N2 molecules 
also exhibit λ in nanometer range which clearly explains the range of dimensionless Knudsen 
number at atmospheric conditions with diameters varying from 1mm to 250 µm. It is known that 
when the dimension of a molecule becomes smaller than the mean free path of that molecule, 
quenching occurs. In our meso-scale study, .these calculated mean free paths are too low in terms 
of ‘micro-scale’ reactor dimension which explains that the discussion of mean free path 
regarding quenching is trivial in microreactor systems. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
CALCULATION OF PRESSURE DROP IN MICROCHANNEL 
 
Laminar flow characteristics in microreactor imply that the Reynolds number (Re) of the flow 
lies < 21000.  
µ
ρDv=Re          (1) 
 
D = 1 mm - 1µm,   
ν = 9 m/s,   
ρmix = 0.071 g/l (300K and 1 bar),  
µmix = 15.89*10-6 Pa.s (300K and 1 bar),  
Equation (1) results in Re ranging from 40.21 to 4.21. 
 
Similarly important dimensionless number for heat transfer is Prandtl number (Pr) and that is 
1.77 for this reaction system which is calculated via following expression: 
 
k
C pµ=Pr          (2) 
 
µmix = 15.89*10-6 Pa.s (300K and 1 bar),  
Cp mix = 4.85 J/g.K (300K and 1 bar),  
kmix = 43.6 mW/m.K (300K and 1 bar),  
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To calculate the pressure drop in the flow tube we used the following Hagen Poiseuille equation 
as the flow is laminar in microreactor which correlates pressure drop and average linear velocity 
in horizontal pipe [97]. 
2
,8
R
Lv
P avex
µ=∆             (3) 
In microreactor, pressure drop would be expected to be higher than the conventional reactor. To 
ensure whether the pressure drop is not high enough which can alter the characteristics of the 
intrinsic reactor safety in microchannel reactor we estimated the pressure drop at the extreme 
conditions operated in the microreactor. The calculation is tabulated as follows where the 
average linear velocity is 9 m/s. 
 
Table 14: Pressure drop calculation in microreactor for two limiting cases 
 
Limit I 
 
Limit II: 
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The pressure drop calculation of these limiting cases designates that pressure drop will not 
exceed the maximum of 0.3 bar in any combination of stoichiometric H2-air mixture in catalytic 
microrecators and that is not that significant for the safe reactor operation.  
For the critical quenching in case of isothermal H2 oxidation operation, the calculated pressure 
drop with 275 µm diameter at ambient condition would be 0.018 bar within 25 mm reactor 
length.  
In addition to this pressure drop calculation in microchannel, we also developed a correlation 
between ignition distance (Xign) for homogeneously dominated high temperature branch for Pt 
wall and separately for heterogeneously dominated low temperature branch. We mathematically 
fitted ignition distance as a function of pressure separately for homogeneous branch at 1758K 
and heterogeneous branch at 973K which are shown in the following figure. At higher 
temperature Xign shows an inverse dependency with pressure while at low temperature direct 
dependence is apparent in the fitted expression. The mathematical fitting expression is discussed 
in section 4.2.4.  
 
 
 
Figure 55: Mathematical fit of ignition distance vs. pressure at 1758K (left) and at 973K (right). 
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APPENDIX D  
 
INFLUENCE OF VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION ON OVERALL IGNITION 
 
All these discussed simulations have been performed with a fully developed parabolic velocity 
profile. According to the experiment, feed gases are not premixed before and therefore velocity 
enters with a flat entrance and then gradually develops a parabolic velocity distribution. Reactant 
gases are not well mixed at the entrance which ensures flat profile and then it mixes well which 
designates fully developed flow in a flow tube reactor confirming the laminar flow in 
microchannel reactor.  
Following Figure 56 shows the velocity distribution for both cases we have used for the entire 
simulation. 
 
(a)         (b) 
 
Figure 56: Velocity distribution in a microreactor with 1 mm diameter and inert wall for fully 
developed flow (left) and the flow having a flat entrance with gradually developing parabolic 
velocity (right) versus axial and radial length of the reactor at 1173K. 
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The distribution of linear velocity is displayed in the above plot as a function of reactor length 
and radius of the reactor for a stoichiometric H2-air mixture in a microreactor with 1 mm 
diameter for purely homogeneous case. where In the left graph, linear inlet velocity is 9 m/s 
when a parabolic velocity profile is developed from the reactor entrance. In the right graph to 
maintain a flat entrance and consequently develop a fully developed flow of 9 m/s average linear 
velocity, the calculated inlet velocity is set to 6 m/s. In this later case, after 0.2 mm axial distance 
parabolic velocity profile is gradually developed in the microreactor. Both cases designate a 
laminar flow in the channel that is one of the major characteristics of microreactor which 
validates our BL model. 
Hence, we also investigated the influence of fully developed velocity profile with a flat entrance 
to assure the observed quenching phenomenon with Pt catalytic wall. Figure 57 shows the size 
effect where ignition distance is plotted as a function of temperature varying different 
microreactor diameters from 1mm to 50 µm.  
 
 
Figure 57: Ignition distance (y axis) versus reaction temperature(x axis) for a reactor with 
catalytic Pt-wall varying channel diameters with a constant velocity at the reactor entrance and 
subsequent parabolic velocity profile for stoichiometric H2 oxidation. 
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Similar to Figure 7, we see the homogeneously dominated branch at higher reaction temperatures 
and heterogeneously dominated branch at lower reaction temperatures. Though we noticed a 
negligible amount of increase in ignition delay, but change in velocity distribution couldn’t 
influence the quenching parameters. The entrance linear velocity is 6 m/s due to this flat entrance 
profile which is much smaller than the previous linear velocity, i.e. 9 m/s. This lower linear 
velocity, rather flow rate causes higher ignition delay in this case. Homogeneous reactions 
quenched below 300 µm reactor diameters are seen in the size effect with flat entrance and fully 
developed velocity profile. It shows slightly higher ignition delay (especially at low T) than 
those with a fully developed flow but results are qualitatively same. 
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 APPENDIX E 
 
VARIATION OF PLATINUM SURFACE KINETICS ON IGNITION 
 
Obviously, the results from a detailed reactor simulation study are dependent on the reaction 
kinetics used. To evaluate the sensitivity of our results to the kinetics used, we tested three 
different published reaction mechanisms for H2-oxidation on Pt surfaces. The results of this 
comparison are shown in Figure 58 where the ignition distance (in a logarithmic scale) is shown 
vs. reaction temperature for a 300 µm microchannel diameter.  
In our study, so far we used a surface mechanism for H2-oxidation on Pt wall by Andrae et.al 
[63] in which the enthalpy of the surface species is defined as the sum of enthalpy of the 
corresponding species in gas phase and the heat of adsorption of this species, while the entropy 
of the species is assumed to be constant in the gas phase and on the surface (degrees of freedom 
are considered identical for both phases). Kinetic parameters for the forward reactions are 
explicitly given, while the rates of the back reactions are calculated from thermodynamic 
equilibrium. Results with this mechanism are represented by the filled squares in Figure 58.  
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Figure 58: Ignition distance vs. temperature using Andrae et.al (filled diamonds and solid lines), 
Park et.al (filled circles and dotted lines) and Aghalayam et.al (filled triangles and dashed lines) 
surface kinetics. Kinetics by Park et.al is based on a clean Pt surface (full case: ΘH+Θo). The 
simulation is performed using 300µm reactor diameter.
 
For comparison, we used another surface kinetics by Park. et.al [60] where the kinetic 
parameters have been explicitly defined for forward and back reaction steps on a clean Pt 
surface. In this plot filled circles represent the second surface kinetics and the effect of these two 
described different kinetics has been compared on H2-oxidation ignition behavior.  
The third curve in Figure 58 represents the ignition distance using elementary step kinetics from 
Aghalayam et.al. [62] (Filled triangles). 
In the third kinetics, activation energy of the elementary steps are almost the same as Park et.al, 
but only pre-exponential factors are optimized taking the initial values from different 
experimental results. This kinetics is an extension of the mechanism given by Park et.al. The 
surface kinetics by Park et.al for the “full case” (circles) is based on adsorbate-adsorbate 
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interaction and the kinetics instead of referring a clean Pt surface, designates a H/O covered 
surface.  
One can see from Figure 58 that at higher reaction temperatures, ignition distances using two 
mechanisms by Andrae and Aghalayam, are identical but at lower temperatures small deviations 
are observed. However, the differences are sufficiently small to be negligible in the context of 
the above discussion. Most significantly, for both plots, the transition point which separates two 
branches (as discussed above) remains at the same position. The ignition distance by Park et.al 
shows a noticeable deviation from the two other kinetics at all temperatures. Ignition delay 
decreases at higher temperature but at lower temperature heterogeneous ignition delay increases. 
 
The coverage-dependent surface kinetics [16] was further studied (Figure 59) to see the impact 
of adsorbate-adsorbate interactions onto ignition behavior. Park et.al developed a 
thermodynamically consistent surface mechanism including adsorbate-adsobate interactions. In 
this kinetics, they took into account the change in activation energies with varying coverage of 
surface species and calculated surface kinetic parameters on clean Pt surface and on O/H covered 
surface.  
In Figure 59, ignition distance (logarithmic scale) is plotted against reaction temperatures for a 
300 µm reactor diameter with Pt wall. Three limiting cases for the surface kinetics from Park 
et.al were calculated on a clean Pt surface (Θfree=1), an O covered surface (Θo=1) and the full 
kinetics (full case) including O and H surface coverage dependencies.  
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Figure 59: Ignition distance vs. temperature using Park et.al where surface mechanism is based 
on a surface having Θo=1(filled diamonds and dotted lines), on a clean surface having 
Θfree=1(filled squares and solid lines) and on a surface having Θo+ΘH, full case (filled circles 
and dotted lines). The simulation is performed for a 300µm reactor diameter.
 
The plot shows that at higher reaction temperatures, the curve for Θo=1, is shifted to lower 
ignition distances while at lower temperatures it shifts to higher ignition distances in comparison 
to the curves for Θfree=1 and the “full case”. The transition point also changes its position and 
shifts to higher ignition distances. The ignition distance with the “full case” kinetics lies in 
between the ignition profile using the kinetics of Θo=1 and Θfree=1 surfaces. 
The surface having Θo = 1 shows higher activation energy (see Table 5 ) for some of the reaction 
steps than the surface having Θfree = 1 and the “full case”, which contains O and H surface 
coverages. Higher amount of desorption energy of adsorbed O species, dissociation energy of 
adsorbed OH and H2O species (reaction step.4, 13, 15, 17 in Table 5) indicate that the surface 
has a high O surface coverage. This high value of activation energy hinders surface reactions in 
comparison to that using a clean surface (Θfree = 1). A clean surface offers more free sites on the 
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surface and accelerates catalytic reactions the most. Due to the lower surface reaction rates for 
Θo = 1, higher amount of gas phase radicals are expected to be available which enhances gas 
phase reactions at higher temperatures than that for Θfree = 1 and “full case”. As a result, in 
Figure 59, lowest ignition delay is observed for Θo = 1 among these three cases. Conversely, 
highest ignition delay is observed for Θo = 1 at the low temperature regime of the ignition curve 
as this surface has the least rate of surface reactions while this low temperature branch favors 
surface reactions. If O coverage increases, overall reaction would be expected to behave 
homogeneously and the ignition profile would result an asymptotic behavior like inert wall. 
Therefore, surface with Θo = 1 is not a limiting approximation as it shows distinctly different 
behavior than a clean surface. 
Due to the lower influence of surface for Θo = 1, this surface prevails homogeneous ignition 
longer at higher temperatures. Consequently the transition point (between homogeneously 
dominated and heterogeneously dominated branches) shifts to lower temperature. The same 
reasoning holds for the shift in transition point for other two cases. As the surface for Θfree = 1 
has the highest surface influence among these three cases, therefore the transition point lies at 
higher temperature comparing other two cases. 
The ignition profile for a “full case” should lie in between as it is considered to have H/O 
coverages initially which signifies higher energetics than a clean surface and lower than a full 
covered surface. Therefore the surface with “full case” kinetics manifests the ignition behavior 
which lies in between for Θfree = 1 and Θo = 1. 
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 APPENDIX F 
 
VALIDATION OF Pd SURFACE KINETICS FOR H2O2 PRODUCTION 
 
Surface kinetics calculated by H. Sellers on Pd surface [Table 16] using bond order 
conservation-moarse potential (BOC-MP) approach, shows that the formation of H2O2 on 
catalyst surface is very small. Among those given elementary steps in Table 16, reaction 31 
shows the highest rate of H2O2 production among four H2O2 formation reactions, i.e. 29, 31, 33, 
35. All of these reactions have same pre-exponential factors, which practically should not be 
identical. Looking at reactions 29 and 31, we can see that reaction 29 involves breaking of H-Pd 
bond and the formation of H-HO2 bond, while reaction 31 consists of breaking of H-Pd bond, 
formation of H-HO2 bond and on top of that the dissociation of H-H bond. Therefore, the pre-exp 
factor (k0) for reaction 29 might have larger value than that of reaction 31. But we do not see the 
difference in k0 in that energetics. 
Secondly, if we calculate rate constants of all H2O2 formation reactions using Table 15 , we will 
get largest rate constant for reaction 2. Here, (S) represents the corresponding surface species. 
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Table 15: Rate constants calculation of H2O2 formation from H.Sellers surface kinetics 
 
 
H2O(S) + H(S) = H2O2(S) + PD(S) .................(1)     k1 = ko1*exp[-Ea/R*T] = 1.15E+16 
HO2(S) + H2(S) = H2O2(S) + H(S) ..................(2)     k2 = 4.41E+20 
2OH(S) = H2O2(S) + PD(S) .............................(3)     k3 = 3.61E+8 
OH(S) + HO2(S) = H2O2(S) + O(S) .................(4)     k4 = 3.11E+16 
H2O2(S) = H2O2 + PD(S) ..................................(5)     k5 = 1.824E+17 
 
d[H2O2(S)]/dt = k1*[HO2(S)]*[H(S)] + k2*[HO2(S)]*[H2(S)] + 2k3*[OH(S)2] +  
                              k4*[OH(S)]*[HO2(S)] – k5*[H2O2(S)] 
 
Therefore, to increase H2O2 production on Pd surface, rate of reaction 2 i.e. disproportionation 
reaction of HO2(S) and H2(S), has to be increased. H2O2 formation in reaction 2 involves two 
surface species, i.e. HO2(S) and H2(S). These are two competing paths of forming reactants to 
produce more H2O2 on surface. Now analyzing the rate of formation of those species, we see that 
the highest rate of formation of H2(S) [molecular adsorption of gas phase H2 on catalyst surface] 
is 26 times larger than the highest rate of formation of HO2(S) via recombination of H(S) and 
O2(S). We can produce larger amount of H2(S) because the adsorption step of H2 on Pd is non-
activated. On other hand, HO2(S) breaks down into OH(S) much faster than forming H2O2(S) 
due to the lower activation barrier of that reaction steps involved. Reaction 36 and reaction 27 
have no activation barrier due to the fact that formed OH(S) on surface is highly stable. If we can 
reduce the heat of chemisorption of OH(S) on Pd surface, then in one way we might increase 
H2O2 production on catalyst.  
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Otherwise, if we increase the inlet gas flow rate which gears up the concentration of gas phase 
H2, as a result it will increase the concentration of adsorbed H2(S) than H(S), which might lead to 
another way of increasing H2O2 production on catalyst surface.  
In spite of that, feeding a fuel lean mixture in the reactor will end up with high conversion of 
H2O2 on catalyst. In this regard, I checked the sensitivity of reactions 21, 23 and 27 in Table 16 
because if we can make HO2(S) =>H2O2(S) reaction selective, then H2O2 production might get 
enhanced, but they turned out to be the same in terms of H2O2 production. 
 
Table 16: Energetics of Pd surface under low surface coverage 
 
No. Reactions     cm,s,mol β J/mol     
  1. H2 + PD(S) => H2(S)    1.0   0.0 0.0  
       (0.32) 
  2. H2(S) => H2 + PD(S)    1E+13   0.0     27706.8 
  3. H2(S) + PD(S) => 2H(S)                  3.96E+21 0.0     36942.4 
  4. 2H(S) => H2(S) + PD(S)    3.96E+21 0.0 93195.6 
      2H(S) => H2 +2PD(S)    3.96E+21 0.0 (41500) 
  5.   O2 + PD(S) => O2(S)    1.0   0.0 0.0 
       (0.45) 
  6.   O2(S) => O2 + PD(S)    1E+13  0.0     46178.0 
  7.   O2(S) + PD(S) => 2O(S)                 3.96E+21  0.0       0.0 
  8.   2O(S) => O2 + 2PD(S)    3.96E+19 0.0 183872.4 
        (2H(S) => H2 +2PD(S)    3.96E+21 0.0 (180000)) 
  9.    H(S) + O(S) => OH(S) + PD(S)  3.96E+21  0.0 48696.8 
          (79130) 
  10.  OH(S) + PD(S) => H(S) + O(S)   3.96E+21  0.0 103270.8 
  11.  H(S) + O2(S) => OH(S) + O(S)   3.96E+21 0.0       0.0 
  12.  OH(S) + O(S) => H(S) + O2(S)   3.96E+21 0.0     194367.4 
  13.  H2(S) + O(S) => OH(S) + H(S)   3.96E+21 0.0 8815.8 
  14.  OH(S) + H(S) => H2(S) + O(S)   3.96E+21 0.0 119643.0 
  15.  H(S) + OH(S) => H2O(S) + PD(S)  3.96E+21 0.0 49536.4 
          (40500) 
  16.  H2O(S) + PD(S) => H(S) + OH(S)   3.96E+21 0.0 78922.4 
  17.  OH(S) + H2(S) => H2O(S) + H(S)  3.96E+21 0.0 0.0 
  18.  H2O(S) + H(S) => OH(S) + H2(S)  3.96E+21 0.0 60871.0 
  19.  2OH(S) => H2O(S) + O(S)    3.96E+21  0.0 75564.0 
          (40500) 
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  20.  H2O(S) + O(S) => 2OH(S)   3.96E+21  0.0 50376.0 
 
 HO2 FORMATION AND DISSOCIATION 
 
  21.  H(S) + O2(S) => HO2(S) +PD(S)  3.96E+21  0.0 0.0 
  22.  HO2(S) +PD(S) => H(S) + O2(S)  3.96E+21   0.0 69686.8 
  23.  OH(S) + O2(S) => HO2(S) +O(S)  3.96E+21  0.0 0.0 
  24.  HO2(S) +O(S) => OH(S) + O2(S)  3.96E+21   0.0 42399.8 
  25.  HO2(S) + PD(S) => O(S) + OH(S)  3.96E+21   0.0 4617.8 
  26.  O(S) + OH(S) => HO2(S) + PD(S)  3.96E+21  0.0 144411.2 
  27.  HO2(S) + H(S) => 2OH(S)    3.96E+21  0.0 0.0 
  28.  2OH(S) => HO2(S) + H(S)    3.96E+21  0.0 160783.4  
 
 H2O2 FORMATION AND DISSOCITATION 
 
  29.  HO2(S) + H(S) => H2O2(S) +PD(S)     3.96E+21 0.0 75564.0 
  30.  H2O2(S) +PD(S) => HO2(S) + H(S)     3.96E+21  0.0 41140.4 
  31.  HO2(S) + H2(S) => H2O2(S) + H(S)       3.96E+21  0.0     13013.8 
  32.  H2O2(S) + H(S) => HO2(S) + H2(S)     3.96E+21  0.0     34843.4          
  33.  2OH(S) => H2O2(S) + PD(S)      3.96E+21  0.0     177995.2 
  34.  H2O2(S) + PD(S) => 2OH(S)      3.96E+21  0.0     0.0 
  35.  OH(S) + HO2(S) => H2O2(S) + O(S)     3.96E+21  0.0     69686.8 
  36.  H2O2(S) + O(S) => OH(S) + HO2(S)      3.96E+21  0.0     0.0 
  37.  H2O2(S) => H2O2 + PD(S)    1.0E+13   0.0    59191.8 
  38.  H2O2 + PD(S) => H2O2(S)   1.0E+13   0.0    0.0 
  39.  H2O(S)  => H2O + PD(S)   1.0E+13   0.0    41980.0 
                 (41900) 
  40.  H2O + PD(S) => H2O(S)   1.0E+13 0.0    0.0                                         
 
 
In the above table pre-factor values within parenthesis represents measured by Johansson et.al 
[67] which we have used for the ignition study with Pd surface in our work to directly compare 
with sellers kinetics. In this modified kinetics, there is no molecular adsorption (no H2(S) or 
O2(S)) considered on the surface unlike sellers kinetics except H2O produced in gas phase 
adsorbs directly on the surface without any activation barrier. In Sellers kinetics no H, O, OH 
formed in gas phase adsorbs on the surface which indicates no atomic adsorption is in there. 
Surface species like OH(S) is formed either through decomposition of HO2(S) or H2O2(S) and 
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different recombination reaction among HO containing species. In experiments activation barrier 
for OH(S) formation (in reaction (9)) is higher than calculated activation energy value by Sellers, 
therefore OH(S) with modified kinetics destabilizes faster than with sellers kinetics. In addition 
to that, though the rates of desorption of H2O(S) (reaction 39) are similar in both cases but 
formation of H2O via recombination of OH(S) (reaction 15 and 19) has larger activation barrier 
in case of sellers kinetics, which reduces conversion than with the modified kinetics. Ultimately 
in case of Sellers kinetics, Pd surface gets covered with O coverage after the reaction while 
desorption of intermediate surface species is so fast with modified kinetics compared to Sellers 
kinetics that it leaves an almost bare catalyst surface at the end of the reaction. The numerical 
calculation shows the higher conversion (99.3%) achieved with modified kinetics than that with 
Sellers kinetics (97%). Overall energetics is quite different in those two cases.  
In improving the formation of H2O2 in gas phase we check the surface coverage at low 
temperatures. In gas phase, the selectivity of H2O2 is almost nil at low temperature like 440°C, 
but modifying those parameters if we can diminish the activation barrier of desorption step of 
H2O2(S) in gas phase, which will improve the selectivity of that particular product. At this 
temperature, surface coverage of the important species is tabulated in Table 17 at the end of the 
reaction. 
 
Table 17: Surface coverage of main species on Pd surface at 713K with modified kinetics 
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